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HE name "Mediterranean" suggests the importance of the sea that

T bears it . Up to the last millennium B .C ., it was the centre of th e

known world ; a vast lake, washing the shores of three continents—Europe ,
Africa, and Asia—and both separating and linking the communities whic h
grew and lived on its fringe . As such it became the main schoolhouse of
navigation, of naval strategy, and naval tactics . On its surface, in the
sea battles of the Persian, the Peloponnesian, and the Punic wars, the out come of those wars was decided, and the fates of nations determined . With
the expansion of the known world through exploration, the Mediterranean' s
importance was enhanced as a main route to the East and as a highway
for the trade on which were built the mercantile republics of Genoa and
Venice . Over its surface sailed the fleets of the Crusaders ; it " has witnessed
the clash of Christianity and Islam ; and its waters have been dyed wit h
the blood of Goth and Vandal, Arab and Norman" . Not until the ocea n
routes to the Far East and the Americas were opened in the fifteent h
century was its monopoly destroyed .
The largest of the world 's inland seas, it is some two thousand nautical
miles long, by six hundred wide at its greatest width between the heel o f
Italy and the southern shore of the Gulf of Sidra on the African coast . Its
only oceanic opening is that at the western end to the Atlantic by th e
Straits of Gibraltar, 8 miles in width . At the eastern end it connects by th e
mile-wide passage of the Dardanelles with the Sea of Marmara and the
Black Sea . In the centre the forty-mile stretch of the Strait of Otrant o
between Italy and Albania gives access to the cul-de-sac of the Adriatic .
It is thus almost landlocked ; and, a sea of evaporation, with a constan t
current streaming in from the Atlantic on the one hand and the Black
Sea on the other to replace wastage, is practically tideless . Over the greate r
area of its western and eastern basins it is of considerable depth, a n
average of some 1,500 fathoms, with a maximum of 2,400 fathoms in th e
eastern basin off Cape Matapan, the southern extremity of Greece . Th e
shallowest portion, with maximum depths of a little over 200 fathoms, lie s
in the 80-mile passage connecting the two basins, between the wester n
end of Sicily and Africa ' s Cape Bon .
Climatically it lies in a favoured area, with a preponderance of gentl e
winds and smooth seas ; gales there are, though not of great duration, an d
the land barriers forbid the widespread and lasting oceanic wave disturbances . These conditions were indulgent to the birth of navigation, an d
there is evidence of a fully developed sea life four thousand years B .C . in
the eastern basin . They are conditions, also, which affected the design o f
the ships which sailed its surface . The calm days and smooth seas, the
near-by coasts and islands where shelter could be found, led to the oa r
becoming the chief instrument of navigation, and the galley with its ram
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the natural instrument of sea power . l This was a circumstance which wa s
to have far-reaching effects . With the development of navigation on th e
northern Asiatic seaboard, conditions forced the oceanic seamen to develop
types of vessels to meet the requirements set by higher winds and roughe r
seas . Sea worthiness and sailing qualities became of major importance .
The oar-propelled fortress of the Mediterranean on which the soldier fough t
in the traditions of land warfare, gave place in the Atlantic to the oarles s
sailing vessel of extreme mobility and fighting power manned and fough t
by seamen ; ships in which, as Drake said—marking an essential difference between south and north—"the gentleman must hale and draw wit h
the mariner, and the mariner with the gentleman" . The deficiencies o f
the Mediterranean ships and tactics outside that sea were manifested at
the defeat of the Armada in 1588 . To an extent they persisted through
the era of the mechanically-propelled vessel ; and both ships and men of
the Mediterranean Italian Navy in the war of 1939-45 were to carry ,
even though faintly, the imprint of their environment .
As a highway to the East even before the opening of the Suez Canal ;
as a bridge between Europe and Africa ; and as a gate through whic h
European conquerors could burst their continental bonds to the south east, the Mediterranean has long been a major interest to Britain . " Th e
strategic conditions of the Mediterranean rest on its geographical conditions, and you can no more move the vital naval strategic spot elsewher e
than you can move Mount Vesuvius, " wrote Lord Fisher' at the beginnin g
of the twentieth century, when France, a Mediterranean power, appeare d
as Britain's likely enemy . The force of this observation had been show n
a hundred years earlier in the effect on Napoleon's eastern ambitions o f
the French defeat at Aboukir . It carried equal weight in the war o f
1914-18 when the main enemy, Germany, though not a Mediterranean
power, was held prisoner in Europe largely through British control o f
that sea . It lost nothing of its significance in the war of 1939-45, whe n
Britain's ability to remain in the Mediterranean was challenged by the
considerable fleet and air force of a Mediterranean power to whom se a
communications were of first importance .
From the time of her rise towards world power in her challenge t o
Spain in the sixteenth century, it was inevitable that the geographica l
conditions of the Mediterranean should make it a naval strategical centr e
for Britain . Not only was Spain a Mediterranean power, but the growt h
of Mediterranean trade in which Holland, Britain's later rival, was als o
interested, made the sea of increasing importance ; and when Blake pursued Prince Rupert through the Straits in 1651 the prestige accruing a s
the result of the presence there of her powerful naval force brought that
importance home to Britain . A letter written at that time to Blake by
I The last great sea battle in which galleys decided the outcome was that of Lepanto, in 1571, whe n
the combined fleets of Venice, Spain, and the Pope defeated the Turkish fleet, over 200 galleys
being engaged on either side . But galleys survived in the Mediterranean well on into the era o f
steam . In the eighteenth century "the British Navy in the Mediterranean made considerable us e
of half-galleys, as they were called—vessels 120 feet long, with a beam of 18 feet, propelled b y
40 oars and carrying five guns " . F. C . Bowen, The Sea, Its History and Romance (1923), Vol 2 ,
p . 215 .
% Admiral Bacon, The Life of Lord Fisher of Kilverstone (1929), Vol I, p . 170 .
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the British ambassador in Madrid, gives the key to a situation whic h
persisted. "Your fleets meeting here," he wrote, "is of no less admiratio n
to other foreign kingdoms (into which reports fly to them daily) than t o
Spain, who much admire your quickness in such strength and fres h
supplies . So I believe in a short time the Spaniards, through fear an d
love, will grow respectful to us . " The diplomatic value of British strength
in the Mediterranean did not diminish over the succeeding centuries, an d
apart from other considerations was a major factor in deciding the presenc e
there of a fleet for long regarded by the Admiralty as second only i n
importance to that in Home waters .
By her acquisition of Gibraltar under the terms of the Treaty of Utrech t
in 1713, Britain's influence in the Mediterranean was greatly enhanced .
A rocky promontory of an area of some three square miles, with a height
of 1,400 feet, it dominates the Straits from the northern shore, and, as a
strongly fortified naval base gave a measure of control over them . Th e
efficacy of this control was lessened with the advent of the submarine an d
the aircraft, but as a naval base Gibraltar remained of strategic value ;
strengthened by the fact that although the territory is a physical appendag e
of Spain, the native population had acquired markedly pro-British sentiments . The main visible threat to Gibraltar in 1939 lay in the possible
attitude of Spain consequent upon an extension of the war with Germany .
The Franco regime was indebted to both Germany and Italy for activ e
military support during the civil war ; and it was obvious that the greates t
possible pressure would be brought upon the Spanish Government to
bring Spain into the war on the side of the Axis. It was thought probabl e
that the fortress—whose defences had been greatly strengthened—coul d
hold out, but its value as a naval base would certainly be neutralised
if Spain became an active enemy .
Little less than 1,000 miles to the eastward of Gibraltar, midway alon g
the Mediterranean and in a commanding position in the narrows betwee n
Sicily and the African coast, lies the island of Malta . It fell to the Britis h
after Nelson's victory at Aboukir . In the Treaty of Paris in 1814, and a t
the request of the inhabitants, its retention by Britain was confirmed .
As in the case of Gibraltar, the strategic value of Malta was weakene d
by the advent of the submarine and aeroplane, and especially by th e
latter, the island being less than 60 miles from Sicily . But unlike Gibraltar ,
Malta, of almost 100 square miles, had airfields permitting it to tak e
counter action against a hostile air power. With deep and protected harbours it offered natural naval base potentialities which the British exploited ,
and until the building of the capital ship dock at Singapore it remaine d
the farthest eastern capital ship base in British territory, and was for lon g
the main base of the Mediterranean Fleet . Its native population, despite
errors in British administration, and propaganda and political interventio n
by Fascist Italy, remained fundamentally pro-British, and in 1939 irredentism in the island was negligible and morale was high .
Napoleon 's essay in Egypt at the end of the eighteenth century awakene d
Britain to the significance of the Eastern Mediterranean, an awareness
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that was heightened by the establishment of steamboat services to Egypt
from Britain and India, with an overland route that connected the Mediterranean and Red Sea Passages in the mid-nineteenth century ; and which
was further stimulated by the opening of the Suez Canal in 1869 an d
Disraeli ' s purchase of the Khedive ' s shares in it six years later . From its
inception, Britain had been the greatest user of the Canal . The Mediterranean route to the East and Australia became a "vital life line " to her,
and the fate of Egypt of consequent concern, resulting in British occupation of that country at the time of the 1882 rebellion against the Khedive ;
an occupation which continued until the conclusion of the Anglo-Egyptia n
Treaty of 1936 . In 1939, under the terms of that treaty, Britain an d
Egypt were allies ; Egypt recognised Britain's interest in the Suez Canal ,
with the right to keep a peacetime force of 10,000 men and 400 pilot s
in the Canal zone until the Egyptian Army was strong enough to tak e
over its defence ; the two countries were to give mutual aid in war, it bein g
stipulated that Egypt ' s aid should consist in furnishing, on Egyptian territory, all the facilities and assistance in its power, including the use o f
Egyptian ports, aerodromes, and means of communication . Britain thu s
continued to enjoy the use of Alexandria as a naval base ; with a safe
and ample harbour, capable of reinforcement and supply through th e
Red Sea if necessary, and less subject than Malta to continuous and heav y
air attack, it became the natural choice as the base of the Mediterranea n
Fleet in the war . In Egypt the problem of local population differed fro m
that experienced in Malta and Gibraltar . The country was a sovereign
State, strongly nationalistic ; the people had long resented the presenc e
of the British occupying forces ; and opposition to the conclusion of a
treaty had led to the Egyptian rejection of successive draft proposals fro m
their first production by Britain in 1927 . But Egypt received a fright whe n
Italy invaded Abyssinia in 1935, and the 1936 Treaty was the result .
It was efficient for its purpose, and to that extent satisfactory to bot h
parties .
Britain had two other footholds in the Eastern Mediterranean, though
neither was an established naval base . The conquest of Palestine from th e
Turks was achieved by Britain in 1917, and she was given a mandat e
over the country together with the task of creating there a home for th e
Jewish race . The resulting conflict between Jew and Arab led Britain t o
maintain troops in the country, but the terms of the mandate did not permi t
the conversion of Haifa—Palestine's premier port and third largest in th e
Eastern Mediterranean—into a naval base, although it possessed considerable potentialities and was a terminal of an oil pipe-line from Kirkuk ,
in Iraq . So far as the population was concerned, Britain 's "Palestin e
Problem " had mounted in complexity in the years between the wars, an d
in 1939 was still unsolved . But in Palestine as in Egypt, the threat of a
common danger, added to Britain 's growing strength generally and in
the Mediterranean, temporarily at any rate lessened the internal difficulties .
In the north-eastern corner of the Mediterranean lies the sea ' s third
largest island, Cyprus, with an area of 3,584 square miles, strategically
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situated overlooking surrounding territories ; only 50 miles from Asi a
Minor, 60 from Syria, 140 from Haifa, and some 230 from Egypt t o
the south and the Dodecanese Islands to the west respectively . It
possesses harbours capable of development, and areas suitabl e
for aerodrome building . The climate is one of the healthiest
in the Eastern Mediterranean . Cyprus came under British occupation
and administration in 1878, under the terms of a convention concluded by the Disraeli Government with that of Turkey, Britain in retur n
pledging to help to defend the Asiatic territories of the Ottoman Empire .
Britain desired Cyprus to counter the Russian menace of the period, an d
as an outlying defence of the Suez Canal . But with the British occupation
of Egypt in 1882, Cyprus became a strategical backwater . Britain retained
the island on leasehold from Turkey until 1914, when she annexed i t
on Turkey's entering the first World War . It was made a Crown Colon y
in 1925 . In 1939 Cyprus was a potential naval and military base, bu t
nothing had been done to provide the facilities . Although the lot of th e
Cypriots had been considerably improved since the British took over i n
1878, there had also been considerable British neglect adding to the discontent of the people over the financial arrangements arising from th e
Cyprus Tribute, which had its roots in the terms of the original convention . Of the population of some 350,000, approximately one-fifth wer e
Turks and strongly pro-British ; but the four-fifths majority were Greek ,
and longed to be under Greek administration ; discontent at British rul e
manifested itself in riots in 1931, when Government House was burne d
down . This forced the British Government to a more active policy, bot h
of temporary repression and progressive reform . But, again as was instanced in Egypt, what made the greatest improvement in British-Cyprio t
relations was Cypriot realisation, forced on them by the Abyssinian War ,
of the danger threatening from Italy . Greece, though attractive, was impotent ; and unless they wanted to belong to Italy, they had better suppor t
Britain . As was written by a student of Mediterranean affairs in 1938 :
"At the Coronation review at Nicosia in 1937, a Union Jack on the bastion
above the saluting troops was flying from a blue-and-white Greek flagpole .
As an illustration of the present Cypriot state of mind, the symbol coul d
not be bettered." 3
Britain 's communications through the Mediterranean in 1939 wer e
thus supported by naval bases at Gibraltar, Malta, and Alexandria—o f
which Alexandria offered the greatest security—and by harbours in Pales tine and Cyprus . Those communications were flanked by the metropolita n
and African coastlines of her French ally, with powerful naval bases a t
Toulon in France, and at Oran, Mers el Kebir, Algiers, and Bizerta i n
North Africa . The rest of the Mediterranean coastline was neutral . Th e
continued neutrality of Spain and Italy was in doubt, and any change i n
their status would affect Morocco in the west and Tripolitania, Cyrenaica ,
and the Dodecanese Islands in the centre and east . The Italian occupatio n
$ Elizabeth Monroe,

The Mediterranean in Politics (1938), p . 53 . See also Kenneth Williams ,
Britain and the Mediterranean (1940), and Petrie, Lords of the In'and Sea (1937) .
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of Albania in April 1939 had effectively made the Adriatic an Italia n
lake in the Mediterranean . But Britain could rely upon at least the
neutrality of Greece, to whom the British Government in April 1939 ha d
given a guarantee of aid if attacked ; and of Turkey, with whom it ha d
concluded an alliance the following month .
II
The question of Britain's naval policy in the Mediterranean had bee n
argued in the years between the wars, and in the light of experience s
during the 1914-18 conflict and of post-war developments . During th e
1914-18 war, though Turkey and Austria were hostile, Italy was an ally ,
and Britain had maintained control of the sea . Yet out of a total o f
13,000,000 tons of British, Allied and neutral merchant ships lost b y
enemy action, some 5,000,000 tons were sunk in the Mediterranean, almos t
all by German submarines . This fact lent colour to Fascist claims tha t
the sea was "created by God expressly for submarine warfare", an d
influenced a school of British thought, as did the consideration tha t
attack from the air, negligible in the 1914-18 war, was now a majo r
factor, not only adding to the hazards to be faced by ships, but reducing
the value of Gibraltar and Malta as bases, if not actually neutralisin g
Malta in the event of war with Italy . It was argued that in such a war
the Mediterranean Fleet would face a powerful Italian navy—backed b y
numerous strong bases and supported by air power which would make th e
lot of surface ships hazardous in the extreme—at considerable disadvantage. This British " Cape School" of thought therefore considered tha t
Britain should relinquish the Mediterranean in time of war, revert to th e
Cape route to the East for trade, and fight a naval war on the oceans ,
where there was room to manoeuvre and less danger of air attack ; at the
same time keeping the Italian Fleet out of the picture by preventing it s
egress from the Mediterranean . On the other hand a " Mediterranea n
School" held that such action by Britain would increase the likelihood o f
war in the Mediterranean by encouraging aggression there, and that i n
any event Britain was bound to defend Egypt and Palestine, where sh e
had responsibilities that both honour and interest compelled her to meet .
Actually the value of the Mediterranean as a "vital life line" was fa r
less to Britain than it was to Italy . Britain in an emergency could d o
without the Mediterranean as a through route . For her the Middle East,
important because of her great financial interests therein, because of it s
vast oil resources, and by reason of its geographical situation as a strategi c
reserve of military power, was the vital area ; and this she could reach
by the longer haul round the Cape from the British Isles, and by th e
oceanic routes from India and the East, via the Red Sea and Persia n
Gulf . But to Italy the Mediterranean was the sole link with her African
empire, and a major road for the carriage of essential imports . To give
her undisputed use of the sea would be to strengthen her greatly, an d
confer upon her the boon of safe internal lines of communication with
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North Africa ; increasing the threat to Egypt, the Red Sea, and the whol e
fabric of British security in the Middle East ; and at the same time removin g
a major obstacle to a German advance into the area through south-easter n
Europe . The effect such a British retreat would have upon Britain's wellwishers and allies in the Eastern Mediterranean was apparent .
15`
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It had been made so in 1935 and 1936 . Then Britain's weakness in
the Mediterranean had led to her receiving no practical support durin g
the Abyssinian war, and she had been the only country to move a shi p
or a man as a deterrent to Italy . But, though active support was not forth coming then, the movement of those ships and men revived the hopes o f
weaker Mediterranean countries for the future . It was an echo down three
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centuries of "your fleets meeting here" being of admiration to "foreign
kingdoms into which reports fly to them daily" . And it was shortly
afterwards that the British Government resolved any doubts as to its
intentions by stating unequivocally Britain ' s decision to remain in th e
Mediterranean in strength ; and that the building up of that strength began .
II I
For the first ten days after Italy entered the war in June 1940, th e
Mediterranean picture was not an unfavourable one for Britain and France .
The coastline, except for that of Italy and her possessions—th e
Dodecanese, Tripolitania, and Cyrenaica—were Allied or neutral . Allie d
responsibility for the defence of the sea was shared mainly on a geographical basis, the French being responsible for the western basin, the Britis h
for the eastern . At Gibraltar a British patrol force of one aircraft carrier ,
Argus, and two cruisers and nine destroyers of the North Atlantic command, kept watch over the Straits . In the western basin the French Flee t
comprised the battleships Bretagne and Provence ; the battle cruisers
Dunkerque and Strasbourg ; four 8-inch gun cruisers of the Algerie clas s
and six 6-inch gun ships of the Marseillaise class ; twenty-seven destroyers ,
including six large vessels of the Tigre and Le Fantasque classes, which
were in effect light cruisers ; and thirty-two submarines . The main force ,
including the four capital ships, was based on Mers el Kebir, with lighte r
concentrations at Algiers, Bizerta, and Toulon . There was also a French
force under Admiral Godfroy in the Eastern Mediterranean, consisting o f
the battleship Lorraine, the 8-inch gun cruisers Suffren, Duquesne, and
Tourville, the 6-inch gun cruiser Duguay-Trouin ; the destroyers L e
Fortune, Forbin, and Basque ; and seven submarines . The British Mediterranean Fleet consisted of the battleships Warspite—wearing the flag o f
the Commander-in-Chief, Admiral Cunningham—Ramillies, Roya l
Sovereign, and Malaya ; nine cruisers, including Gloucester, Liverpool,
Orion, Neptune, and Sydney of the 7th Cruiser Squadron; and the "C "
class vessels of the 3rd Cruiser Squadron which was under the comman d
of Rear-Admiral Renouf ;4 the aircraft carrier Eagle ; the monitor Terror ;
twenty-six destroyers, four of which were detached to the East Indie s
Station ; twelve submarines ; and various auxiliary vessels . 5 The main fleet
was based on Alexandria, only light forces being at Malta .
Vice-Adm E. de F . Renouf, CB, CVO ; RN . Comd HMS Sheffield 1938-40, 3 Cruiser Sqn 1940-41 .
B . 1888.
e Bretagne, Provence and Lorraine, French battleships (1915-16), 22,189 tons, ten 13 .4-in an d
fourteen 5.5-in guns, 20 kts ; Bretagne and Provence severely damaged at Oran by British shel l
fire, 3 Jul 1940 ; Provence refitted at Toulon, but again heavily damaged 27 Nov 1942 .
Dunkerque and Strasbourg, French battleships (1937-38), 26,500 tons, eight 13-in and sixtee n
5 .1-in guns, 29.5 kts ; ,severely damaged at Oran by British fire, 3 Jul 1940, and further heavily
damaged, at Toulon, 27 Nov 1942 .
Algerie, French cruiser (1934), 10,000 tons, eight 8-in guns, six 21 .7-in torp tubes, 31 kts;
scuttled at Toulon, 27 Nov 1942 .
Marseillaise, French cruiser (1937), 7,600 tons, nine 6-in guns, four 21 .7-in torp tubes, 31 kts .
Tigre, French destroyer (1926), 2,126 tons, five 5 .1-in guns, six 21 .7-in torp tubes, 35 .5 kts .
Le Fantasque, French destroyer (1934), 2,569 tons, five 5 .5-in guns, nine 21 .7-in torp tubes,
37 kts.
Duquesne and Tourville, French cruisers (1928), 10,000 tons, eight 8-in guns, six 21 .7-in torp
tubes, 33 kts .
Duguay-Trouin, French cruiser (1926), 7,249 tons, eight 6.1-in guns, twelve 21 .7-in torp tubes,
33 kts,
4
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The Italian Fleet consisted at this time of six battleships, four of which ,
Andrea Doria, Caio Duilio, Conte di Cavour, and Giulio Cesare, had bee n
completed during the 1914-18 war, but had been reconstructed an d
modernised—as had Warspite and Queen Elizabeth-class battleships of th e
British Navy—and two of which, Vittorio Veneto and Littorio, laid dow n
in 1934, were new vessels ; nineteen cruisers, including seven 8-inch gu n
ships of the Bolzano, Zara, and Trento classes, and twelve 6-in gun vessels
of the Emanuele Filiberto and Condottiere classes, all completed during
the pre-war decade ; some fifty destroyers and at least 115 submarines ;s
and small craft. The Italian Navy had no aircraft carriers, but could b e
strongly supported in the air by the land-based aircraft of the Italian Ai r
Force, reputed to number about 2,000 first line machines, with 400 t o
500 in reserve, operating from bases in Italy, North Africa, and the
Dodecanese . In June 1940 the main Italian Fleet was based in Italy,
the 1st and 2nd Squadrons ? at Taranto and Naples respectively ; with some
cruisers at Palermo and destroyers and submarines at Trapani in Sicily ,
where also, at Augusta, were the two new battleships, carrying out exercise s
before taking their place in the fleet . There were light forces at the
Dodecanese Islands, and some destroyers and submarines based on Massaw a
in the Red Sea . 8
The combined British and French fleets were thus numerically superio r
to that of Italy in capital ships and about equal to it in cruisers . Allie d
numerical inferiority lay in destroyers and submarines, in which categories
they were outnumbered by more than one-third of their total . In genera l
the Italians had the important advantage of greater speed in all classe s
of surface vessels, and possessed vastly superior air power which could
be used from bases ideally situated for attack and defence . Furthermore ,
Italy's commanding geographical position, by which the Mediterranea n
Sea and the fleets of her enemies were divided, would, if exploited wit h
energy and determination, have more than offset her discrepancy in capital
ships .
Le Fortune, Forbin and Basque, French destroyers (1927-29), 1,378 tons, four 5 .1-in guns ,
six 21 .7-in torp tubes, 33 kts .
HMS Warspite, battleship (1915), 30.600 tons, eight 15-in and eight 6-in guns, 24 kts.
HMS Royal Sovereign, battleship (1916), 29,150 tons, eight 15-in and twelve 6-in guns, 21 kts .
f
HMS Terror, monitor (1916), 7,200 tons, two 15-in guns, 12 kts ; sunk by enemy aircraft of
Libyan coast 24 Feb 1941 .
6 0n 11 March 1940 Mussolini told Ribbentrop that 120 Italian submarines would be ready th e
following May . Ciano Diplomatic Papers (1949) .
7 In the composition of the Italian Fleet a squadron consisted of two or more divisioni, each o f
which contained two or three large warships—battleships or cruisers—to which might be adde d
one or more squadriglia, each of which consisted of four or more ships of the same type —
destroyers, torpedo boats, submarines, etc .
6 Andrea Doria and Caio Duilio, Italian battleships (1915-16 ; reconstructed 1937-40), 23,622 tons ,
ten 12 .6-in and twelve 5.3-in guns, 27 kts .
Conte di Cavour and Giulio Cesare, Italian battleships (1913-15 ; reconstructed 1933-37), 23,62 2
tons, ten 12 .6-in and twelve 4.7-in guns, 27 kts ; Conte di Cavour torpedoed by naval aircraft at
Taranto, 11 Nov 1940, and badly damaged .
Vittorio Veneto and Littorio, Italian battleships (1940), 35,000 tons, nine 15-in and twelve 6-i n
guns, 30 kts ; Littorio was in August 1943 renamed Italia ; she was torpedoed (for the thir d
time in her career) on 9 Sep 1943, but reached Malta.
Bolzano, Zara and Trento, Italian cruisers (1929-33), 10,000 tons, eight 8-in guns, eight 21-i n
torp tubes, 32-36 kts ; Zara sunk off Cape Matapan, 29 Mar 1941 ; Bolzano and Trento damage d
by British submarines 1942 .
E . Filiberto Duca d'Aosta, Italian cruiser (1935), 7,283 tons, eight 6-in guns, six 21-in tor p
tubes, 36.5 kts.
Condottiere, Italian cruiser (1931-33), 5,000 tons, eight 6-in guns, four 21-in torp tubes, 37 kts .
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There were, however, other factors the existence of which, suspecte d
outside Italy at the time, was confirmed from Italian sources after th e
war : the battle efficiency of the Italian Fleet was weakened by th e
country's Mediterranean environment, and by traits inherent in th e
Italian character and that of the Fascist regime . It was Fascist policy to
build a large navy to impress the world and deter possible enemies . The
ships, to a large extent, suffered in design from the "Mediterranean "
tradition, being built for speed in comparatively calm waters, lackin g
adequate protective armour, and having far too much space devoted t o
luxurious quarters for officers ; the bridges of even destroyers and corvette s
were covered and built-in for shelter from the elements . There was lac k
of encouragement of engineering and scientific development which ha d
its effect—the Italian Navy, for example, fought throughout the war with out radar. And the feeling existed that Britain, even if her power in th e
Mediterranean was inferior, had enormous reserves upon which to draw ,
in the lack of which Italy was fighting a defensive war. The Italians wer e
particularly hampered in operations by shortage of fuel oil, for lack o f
which the big ships, in the later stages of the war, were at times immobilised .
For various reasons there was little real fighting spirit or enthusiasm
among officers and men of the fleet. Although there was a small bu t
powerful core of Fascist minded officers in key places—ambitious me n
whose political leanings had gained them recognition and promotio n
(Mussolini held the portfolio of Navy Minister)—Fascism had infiltrate d
far less into the navy than into any other walk of Italian life, and mos t
senior officers from the rank of lieut-commander upwards were staunc h
Monarchists, little tainted with Fascism, but torn between a hatred o f
Germany and a fear of Communism .
The Italian naval officer's feelings towards Britain had, in most instances,
been friendly until the Abyssinian crisis . He remembered Britain's aid an d
sympathy in the period of the Risorgimento, and the fact that the tw o
countries had never been at war ; and he felt that the ties of friendship
were strengthened by the "brotherhood of the sea" . But Britain's attitude
in the Abyssinian period was incomprehensible to the Italian mind, an d
her subsequent inactivity in the face of Germany's provocative action s
culminating in the annexation of Austria, caused Italians to feel that they
were being driven into German arms, and bitterness grew against Britain .
Yet the Italian Navy did not feel that war with Britain was justified ;
and when it finally came, many officers believed that their only hope la y
in defeat, since they had few illusions about Germany .
Discipline in the navy, though superficially strict, suffered from th e
characteristics of officers and ratings . The majority of the permanent
officers came from the centre and north of Italy, from such towns as Genoa ,
Leghorn, Venice, Trieste, Florence, Milan, Rome, Turin, and surrounding regions. Among the ratings, the greatest proportion were southerner s
—recruited from fishermen, boat-builders, sponge divers and other se a
trades predominating in southern Italy—and added to this gulf between
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local sympathies was that between the living conditions on board ship ,
where the luxury of accommodation, furnishings, and food and wine o f
the officers contrasted strongly with the lot of the ratings . The officer's
manner with subordinates was brusque, and he had little consideration
for their welfare ; and punishments of ratings for minor infringements were
severely and freely given. The team spirit, never strong among the individualistic Italians, was thus further weakened, and discipline tended t o
break down in a crisis .
Naval administration was bad, and there was incompetency in organisation which induced cynical apathy among the seagoing forces . Trainin g
was sketchy, and never intensive during the war, exercises being cancelle d
when the weather was bad and seas were heavy . The movements of al l
ships were controlled directly by the Ministry of Marine in Rome, an d
commanding officers afloat were seldom allowed to use their own discretion . In actual war operations not only strategy, but tactics, were veste d
in the Ministry, where was only the haziest appreciation of what wa s
happening at sea, and where the fear of losses was a determining factor .
Consequently occasions arose when a commanding officer in superior
strength and favourable circumstances was ordered from Rome to retire .
Confidence was sapped by lack of faith in reports of Italian naval successes ; reports which were fruits of a general tendency to exaggerate ,
of which the Italians were aware but which they themselves did nothin g
to correct . Finally, the modern Italian Navy—though Fascist training
traced Italy's achievements on the seas back to the Roman Empire 's nava l
victories, commemorated in the existing fleet in the name of the battleshi p
Caio Duilio, as the later victory of Lepanto was in that of her sister shi p
Andrea Doria—was not founded until 1861 . There was no long unbroke n
line of tradition to inspire confidence and pride .
The British Mediterranean Fleet was in an entirely different position .
Many of those now manning the ships had seen arduous service in various
parts of the world during the 1914-18 war and the intervening years ; an d
nine months actual experience and training in the existing conflict lay
immediately behind them . The Mediterranean Station, where ships i n
peacetime remained in full commission for two-and-a-half years with few
changes in their crews, had long been recognised as an ideal training
ground . A regular routine had been followed : spring cruises in the wester n
basin ; the Central Mediterranean in the summer ; the Aegean and Easter n
Mediterranean in the autumn and winter . During the decade leading up
to the outbreak of war in 1939 training, especially in night-fighting, ha d
increased in efficiency . Previously night-fighting had been looked upon a s
something to be avoided, but a change in British naval opinion occurre d
in 1929, as a result of a combined memorandum from the Commandersin-Chief of the Atlantic and Mediterranean Fleets urging upon the Admiralty the great advantages of fighting at night in certain circumstances .
Writing later of his period as Commander-in-Chief, Mediterranean, fro m
1930 to 1932, Lord Chatfield, who had contributed to this memorandum
when Commander-in-Chief, Atlantic, recalled that : "A large part of my
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time in the Mediterranean was consequently occupied in developing ou r
night-fighting efficiency . . . . Never again was it to be possible for an enem y
fleet to escape destruction under cover of darkness . On the contrary ,
night-fighting was to be our great opportunity in another war . We woul d
surprise the enemy by our efficiency ."9 Chatfield's second-in-comman d
at this time, and his successor as Commander-in-Chief, was Admira l
Fisher, with whom those night-fighting exercises were initiated and b y
whom they were continued . Fisher's time as Commander-in-Chief, from
1932 to 1937, included the period of the Abyssinian crisis, when th e
fleet was on a war footing ; while during the term of his successor, Admira l
Pound, l the Spanish Civil War, with its piratical submarine attacks o n
merchant ships in the Mediterranean, kept the fleet operating under nearwar conditions .
The fleet, therefore, although but lately reconstituted after the dispersa l
of its units to other stations during the few quiet months in the Mediterranean preceding the growing Italian threat, was at a high pitch o f
efficiency . Most of its officers and men had been trained under three outstanding Commanders-in-Chief in a sea made familiar to them by constan t
exercises under all conditions of weather by day and night, so that the y
knew the Ionian, the Aegean, and the Levant, far better than did thei r
new adversaries . And they were now under a Commander-in-Chief wh o
had spent the greatest proportion of his time afloat in the Mediterranean ,
in the war of 1914-18 and the near-war years from 1934 on .
Much of Admiral Sir Andrew Browne Cunningham' s service in the first
world war was in the Mediterranean as commanding officer of the 890-to n
destroyer Scorpion—a ship he commanded for the record period of seve n
years, and in which he won distinction at Gallipoli . With his promotio n
to captain he commanded destroyer flotillas from 1922 to 1924, and h e
had big ship experience in command as captain of H .M .S. Rodney
throughout 1930 . In 1934 he was appointed Rear-Admiral Commandin g
Destroyers, Mediterranean Fleet . "I see a lot of RA(D) who lies close
to us," wrote Fisher, then C-in-C, "and he is a great trump ." Two years
later, promoted to vice-admiral, he was commanding the battle-cruise r
squadron as second-in-command to Admiral Pound . In June 1939, after
seven months at the Admiralty, he was appointed Commander-in-Chief ,
Mediterranean, when Pound became First Sea Lord.
Cunningham was known throughout the fleet as "A .B .C ." . He was o f
middle height, with alert eyes, a high broad head, aggressive ears an d
jaw, but a humorous mouth . He was intolerant of inefficiency and coul d
be uncompromising in speech and approach . As a young destroyer office r
he had shown the dash and initiative which were to remain with him an d
which, allied to later experience in higher command, were to set the pac e
of his direction of the naval war in the Mediterranean . But his enthusiasm
Chatfield, The Navy and Defence (1942), p. 240 .
'Admiral of Fleet Sir Dudley Pound, GCB, OM, GCVO . (Comd HMS Colossus at Jutland. )
Director Plans Div, Admiralty 1922-25 ; Second Sea Lord and Ch of Naval Personnel 1932-35 ;
C-in-C Mediterranean Fleet 1936-39 ; First Sea Lord and Ch of Naval Staff 1939-43. B . 29 Aug
1877. Died 21 Oct 1943 .
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and drive, salted with a puckish humour, were infectious, and inspire d
devotion in the fleet, while his humanity earned him the respect alik e
of his own men and of the enemy . 2
As his second-in-command, and Vice-Admiral Commanding Ligh t
Forces, Cunningham had Admiral Tovey, also a destroyer officer, who fo r
the twelve months preceding his appointment in June 1940, had been
Rear-Admiral Commanding Destroyers, Mediterranean Fleet . He had
commanded the destroyer Onslow at Jutland, when, in a disabled condition, he attacked the German battle cruiser Der.07inger. The greatest
part of his time afloat had been spent in destroyers, but, like Cunning ham, he had experience of both operational and administrative directio n
ashore, and had big ship experience in command as captain of Rodne y
from 1932 to 1934 . A quick thinker, a proved fighter and seaman, he
had charm of personality, and a humanity matching that of his Commander-in-Chief .
The confidence existing between the two leaders was shared with th e
Admiralty—by whom a large measure of freedom of action was lef t
to the Commander-in-Chief—and extended throughout the command ,
where it was fully reciprocated ; so that, in character and spirit, the Mediter ranean Fleet had what the Italian Navy lacked—ships built as efficien t
fighting units for service in all seas and all weathers ; officers and me n
imbued with a team spirit and with mutual esteem founded on experience ;
hard training which had brought them to a high degree of efficiency ; a
long and unbroken tradition of a kind to induce confidence ; and resolut e
and aggressive leadership unhampered by outside interference .
IV
Darkness, descending upon Egypt's Mediterranean littoral on th e
evening of the 10th June 1940, concealed a coastline in most parts fringe d
by dangerous off-shore reefs and shoals, but having few outstandin g
topographical features in the eastern half of its 510 miles . From th e
Palestinian border at Rafa, the advancing shadows obscured a low, sand y
coastal fringe, broken after 100 miles by Port Said and the straight ribbo n
of the Canal fading southwards into the desert . They travelled on acros s
the 130 miles of Nile delta to Alexandria . They hid the coastal plain ,
with its occasional cliffs backed by lagoons and salt marshes and th e
2

At Christmas 1940 Cunningham wrote to a friend : "The war progresses slowly out here bu t
everything that has happened has proved how right Sir William [Fisher] was in 1935-1936 durin g
the Abyssinian time. Many a time when confronted with a difficult situation I cast my min de
back and ask myself what he would have done, and the answer always comes the same—to tak
the bold and direct course—and it pays ." Admiral W . James, Admiral Sir William Fisher (1943) ,
p . 157 .
An incident indicative of Cunningham 's character occurred in Alexandria when, as a motor-boa t
from one of the Australian destroyers was leaving "No . 6 Gate ", a man in plain clothes aske d
the coxswain if he could drop him at Warspite as he passed . The coxswain, who thought he
was the flagship's canteen manager, agreed, but said clutch trouble prevented his going aster n
and the passenger would have to jump for it passing the Warspite's gangway, as he wouldn't
stop the engine for him . The passenger said he would jump all right, and duly did so, at th e
battleship 's midship gangway . It was not until the coxswain got back to his own ship, wher e
was a signal from the C-in-C to the C .O . thanking him for the lift, that he realised who h e
had put on board the flagship .
As was subsequently learned, Cunningham was regarded in the Italian Navy as the outstandin g
naval figure of the war, and his humanity, manifested on a number of occasions, and particularl y
after Matapan, produced a deep Impression . The general Italian naval sentiment was that at se a
the British and Italian navies fought each other cleanly and without rancour .
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low scarps of the Libyan plateau, which stretches 130 miles beyon d
Alexandria to the small harbour of Mersa Matruh . They swept on a
further 100 miles to Salum, where a sheltered bay provides anchorag e
with good holding ground for large ships, and where the escarpment, her e
some 600 feet high, comes down to the shore, and the coastline rises i n
precipitous 300-foot cliffs which continue on to the nearby frontier o f
Cyrenaica at Marsa Ramla . Eight miles beyond the frontier was the first
Italian coastal stronghold, Bardia, with a small harbour enclosed in high ,
steep cliffs, whose skyline forms a distinct "V" seen from seaward .
Tobruk, the main Italian port and naval base on this section of the coast,
lay 60 miles farther west, a well sheltered and defended harbour wit h
good depths, and accommodation for large ships . The port of Derna, suit able for only small ships within a sheltering breakwater, lay 80 mile s
beyond Tobruk ; and Benghazi, Cyrenaica's principal port, was anothe r
160 miles on, around the coastal bulge on the eastern shores of th e
extensive Gulf of Sidra . The ports were linked by a road which in man y
places was in clear view from the sea .
Alexandria, the largest port and—by virtue of the floating dock—the
only capital ship base in the Eastern Mediterranean, far exceeded all the
others in size and facilities . Situated at the north-east end of a bay protected by a rock and shoal-studded bank, its Western Harbour, an artificia l
haven made by a breakwater, provided ample accommodation for th e
fleet in its outer basin, an area some two miles long and averaging a mil e
in width, with depths of 56 to 58 feet . Anti-submarine defences had bee n
laid by the net vessel Protector .3 The Eastern Harbour, a picturesqu e
semi-circular bight one and a quarter miles in diameter on the site of th e
ancient port, fringed by a promenade on the landward side and separated
from the Western Harbour by a low promontory, was no longer used .
Four passages—the Marabout Pass, Boghaz Pass, Corvette Pass, and Grea t
Pass—led through the shoals to the Western Harbour . The Great Pass ,
about a mile and a half in length, was the main channel and the only
one used at night. Boghaz Pass was second in importance and could b e
used by deep draught ships in calm weather, and the Boghaz Patrol —
known to the sailors as "Bughouse Patrol" —was a regular duty of th e
Australian destroyers based on the port . Alexandria's most conspicuou s
landmark from the sea was the tall column of Ras el Tin lighthouse .
On the evening of the 10th June, most of the ships of the fleet wer e
in the Western Harbour. At 4 .30 p .m . Ciano had told the British an d
French ambassadors in Rome that from the 11th June Italy would consider herself at war ; but news of this declaration did not reach the flee t
until two and a half hours later . The event had, however, been anticipated,
and on this day the ships' companies had been closed up to first degre e
anti-aircraft readiness at dawn and dusk. With the news of the declaration
the fleet went to two hours' notice for steam, and a projected refit o f
Ramillies was abandoned. Sydney, and the Australian destroyers excep t
Vendetta refitting in Malta, and Waterhen at sea with seven other destroys HMS Protector, netlayer (1936), 2,900 tons, two 4-in guns, 20 kts.
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ers under Captain (D) 2 in Hyperion on an anti-submarine patrol to the
westward, were in harbour . Dinner was in progress in Sydney's wardroo m
when, about 8 p .m ., the mess president tapped for silence and broke th e
news that an Italian ultimatum declared a state of war against the Allie s
as from midnight that night . The news "came like the proverbial bomb
into our midst", 4 with, for some at any rate, the expectation of a heav y
air raid the following morning .
A few days earlier, on the 23rd May, Admiral Cunningham had tol d
the Admiralty that in the event of war his initial object would be to secur e
control of communications in the Eastern Mediterranean and the Aegean ,
and cut off enemy supplies to the Dodecanese . This objective did not
envisage cutting Italian communications with Libya, and Cunningham
explained this by the paucity of his light forces and lack of aircraft, th e
fact that military offensives against Libya were not then contemplated ,
and that it was important to support Turkey and to deal with Italian nava l
forces based on the Dodecanese . He did not, however, intend to neglect
the Central Mediterranean, but would carry out sweeps in that area .
This statement was not acceptable to Mr Churchill—by this time Prim e
Minister—who on the 28th May told the Chiefs of Staff Committee :
If France is still our ally after an Italian declaration of war, it would appea r
extremely desirable that the combined Fleets, acting from opposite ends of th e
Mediterranean, should pursue an active offensive against Italy . It is important tha t
at the outset collision should take place both with the Italian Navy and Air Force ,
in order that we can see what their quality really is, and whether it has change d
at all since the last war . The purely defensive strategy contemplated by Commanderin-Chief Mediterranean ought not to be accepted . Unless it is found that the fighting
qualities of the Italians are high, it will be much better that the Fleet at Alexandria
should sally forth and run some risks than that it should remain in a posture s o
markedly defensive . Risks must be run at this juncture in all theatres . 5

Cunningham's initial objective could hardly be said to constitute "purely
defensive strategy " . Control of the Eastern Mediterranean and the Aegea n
could not be secured, nor the enemy's communications with the Dodecanes e
severed, by the fleet remaining in Alexandria "in a posture so markedly
defensive" . The Commander-in-Chief's intention to penetrate the Centra l
Mediterranean had been made clear, and with the Italian lines of communication with Africa intersecting the vital British east-west routes, any
such penetration would make a major clash inevitable . Churchill's criticism
appears to have been hasty and ill-founded .
Within an hour of the outbreak of war, the bulk of Cunningham' s
force was slipping for sea "to secure control of communications in th e
Eastern Mediterranean and the Aegean " . Sydney, with the 7th Cruise r
Squadron, sailed at 1 a .m . on the 11th, and dawn found Alexandri a
Harbour practically empty and the fleet under Cunningham in Warspite,
with Malaya, Eagle, the five cruisers of the 7th Cruiser Squadron, and
screening destroyers including Stuart, Vampire, and Voyager, sweeping t o
the westward, while the French cruiser squadron headed north for th e
• W. H. Ross, Stormy Petrel (1945), p . 106.
5 Churchill, The Second World War, Vol 1I (1949), pp . 111-12.
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Aegean . The Australian destroyers did not remain long with the battl e
fleet on this occasion . They were detached for Alexandria at 8 .15 p .m .
on the 11th—being relieved on the screen by the more modern ships o f
the 2nd Flotilla—and entered harbour at 11 o'clock the following morning .
For four days the battle fleet, with the cruisers well in the van and th e
battleships in support, searched the two areas without sighting any enem y
ships or aircraft, although the westward sweep took the 7th Cruiser Squadron almost to the Gulf of Taranto . Sydney steamed over 2,000 miles in
f
the operation, during which the squadron carried out reconnaissance of
Benghazi on the 12th and the Ionian islands on the 13th, rendezvousin g
with the Commander-in-Chief at noon each day. Sydney's sole excitement
was a fruitless depth-charge attack on a reported submarine in the after noon of the 13th, as she was sweeping south-eastward and along the
African coast on the return to Alexandria . Liverpool and Gloucester were
the only ships to come into action with the enemy . Detached to attack
any sea forces at Tobruk, they shelled a flotilla of minesweepers off th e
harbour, sinking one and drawing heavy fire from shore batteries . This
episode was watched with interest by a British patrol of Hussars wh o
had penetrated a hundred miles inside the enemy lines, and were on th e
beach near by . The fleet returned to Alexandria late on the 14th, Sydney
entering the harbour and securing at 7 o 'clock .
For many of those who had not been in action before, this sweep wa s
a period of nervous tension culminating in an anti-climax . As one office r
in Sydney put it :
I had pictured the Mediterranean alive with enemy submarines lurking in wai t
for us at every turn, and I accordingly expected all kinds of "fireworks", but a t
the end of those four days, when nothing at all had happened, I felt quite "flat" ,
and rather like the little boy who went to the circus to see the ferocious man-eatin g
lion and found that it was only an overgrown cat anyway.

There were submarines about, however, and during this period an d
the following days the ships of the 10th Destroyer Flotilla had a busy
time with them . The first ship of the flotilla to gain submarine contact
was Diamond, who on the 10th June unsuccessfully attacked a submarin e
off Malta . On the 11th Decoy, on patrol off Alexandria, reported that sh e
had attacked a submarine . In the early hours of the following mornin g
the Italians drew first blood when a submarine torpedoed and san k
Calypso6 of the 3rd Cruiser Squadron, off Crete . Caledon, 7 and Dainty
of the 10th Flotilla, were in company with her at the time, and brough t
the survivors to Alexandria, where they arrived on the 13th . Meantim e
a number of minefields had been discovered off Alexandria, denotin g
the presence of minelaying submarines in the vicinity . Stuart, Vampire ,
Voyager and Waterhen proceeded on patrol from Alexandria in the late
afternoon of the 12th, and- at 7 .40 p .m . Stuart, searching independently
to seaward, sighted a moored mine on the surface, seventeen miles from
Ras el Tin lighthouse . While examining it she detected by echoes numerou s
HMS Calypso, cruiser (1917), 4,180 tons, five 6-in guns, eight 21-in torp tubes, 29 kts ; sun k
south of Crete, 12 Jun 1940 .
7 HMS Caledon, cruiser (1917), 4,180 tons, five 6-in guns, eight 21-in torp tubes, 29 kts .
6
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others below the surface . Waller reported his find, and buoyed the positio n
of the floating mine—which was in about 200 fathoms of water—an d
throughout the night carried out a stealthy search of the area, seekin g
further mines and the submarine laying them . Within two hours he ha d
found a second minefield six miles from the first, and a further thre e
miles on he found himself "surrounded by mine echoes", from which h e
extricated Stuart with some difficulty in the darkness . For the rest o f
the night he patrolled the vicinity, returning to his first buoyed mine a t
daylight on the 13th . He was trying to sink it by rifle fire when, in th e
clear water, a moored mine was sighted below the surface, almost along side Stuart amidships . There were some tense moments on board whil e
Waller carefully manoeuvred with his engines and finally drew clear a s
Abingdon and Bagshot8 of the 2nd Minesweeping Flotilla, appeared t o
clear a channel for Caledon and Dainty, arriving from Crete . Stuart
escorted Caledon and Dainty through the minefields, and then led th e
sweepers to the fields, when "they immediately began to bring up an d
explode mines in the sweeps".
After a brief return to harbour to discuss the situation with the Rear Admiral 1st Battle Squadron and Rear-Admiral Alexandria, Waller re organised his destroyer patrols in view of the known mine position, while
himself searching a hitherto unexplored area in Stuart . He was thus
engaged shortly after dark on the 13th when a gun flash was sighted t o
seaward. Waller closed the flash at full speed "to be ready to join in" ,
having first ordered Vampire, who had raced up enthused with simila r
ideas, to resume his patrol . At 7 .53 p.m . Voyager, the source of the gun
flash, reported a submarine 17 miles to seaward, and Dainty and Decoy,
on the outer anti-submarine patrol, were ordered to close her and hunt .
Stuart reached Voyager at 8 .35, and Waller found himself in the centr e
of yet another minefield, which he reported and buoyed while warnin g
the other ships of the flotilla to keep clear of him . In the meantime Morrow,
in Voyager, reported that he had delivered three depth-charges on th e
submarine which had been seen to surface on its side, that there had bee n
muffled explosions from the enemy, which had been engaged with gu n
fire, and that it had finally disappeared beneath the surface . Waller sen t
Voyager and Decoy to warn ships of the new danger area, while he spen t
two hours "in getting myself out of the minefield". Before Stuart wa s
clear, Voyager—nearly out of depth charges—reported re-establishin g
contact with the submarine on the bottom ; but by the time Waller reached
her contact had been lost, and could not be regained . There followed a
shouted discussion between the two ships by megaphone across the dar k
waters, after which, as Waller put it, "we decided the submarine wa s
sunk, and went about our several duties" .
At the time this was assumed to be a submarine scalp to the Australia n
destroyers, but in the final reckoning the claim of destruction was no t
allowed, it being considered that the submarine, although damaged,
'HMS's Abingdon and Bagshot, minesweepers (1918-19), 710 tons, one 4-in gun, 16 kts.
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escaped . 9 Her identity was not conclusively established, but she is though t
to have been the Italian Foca l—a minelaying submarine—or one of her
class, which was later learned to have been in the approaches to Alexandria at the time . According to a later Italian statement, Foca wa s
destroyed on the 23rd October 1940, presumably by a mine of unestablished origin.
The "several duties" of Stuart and Voyager included further attacks
on a submarine before the night was over . At 1 .30 a .m. on the 14th June
Voyager reported expending the remainder of her depth charges on anothe r
contact, which was confirmed later by Stuart, who also attacked with
depth charges, as did Decoy . No direct evidence of destruction was avail able in the darkness, but daylight disclosed a large oil patch extendin g
over a two-mile strip in the vicinity of Stuart's attack . Again the destruction
of the submarine was not credited in the final analysis .
But the work done by the flotilla in discovering, and determining th e
position and extent of the minefields, was invaluable . Throughout the 14th ,
all the available ships of the flotilla searched out an approved channel
for the main fleet returning in the afternoon from its four days ' sweep ;
and the Italian expenditure of effort and mines in an endeavour to block
the approaches to the base and to cause ship casualties, went for nothing .
V
When Italy entered the war, the British staff in the Middle East estimated that enemy troops in Libya totalled over 215,000 . For some weeks
after the outbreak the Italians made no attempt to cross the frontier, and
on shore, as at sea, the initiative was taken by the British, a small detachment crossing the frontier on the night of the 11th-12th June in the firs t
of a series of harrying operations . The foremost British defended positions
were at Mersa Matruh—the railhead—and the frontier force therefore
operated at a distance of at least 120 miles from its point of supply an d
administration . The Italians were better placed with the port of Bardia ,
believed to be strongly held and the chief supply base for their force s
on the frontier, only six miles or so within the Libyan border . To help
the army in its harrying operations, it was decided to carry out a nava l
bombardment of Bardia to destroy military objectives . The Italians were
believed to have six or eight 6-inch guns or 8-inch guns on the cliffs north
and south of the harbour, and a number of mobile howitzers and som e
long-range anti-aircraft guns . Considerable enemy air forces, and som e
cruisers, destroyers and submarines, were at Tobruk, some seventy miles
to the west .
Plans were made for a pre-arranged area shoot by the ships participatin g
in the bombardment, the targets to be covered by a heavy neutralising
fire . In addition to the bombarding forces, five destroyers carried out an
White Paper :
(1946) .
3

German, Italian and Japanese U-Boat Casualties during the War. Comd 6843

Foca, Italian submarine (1938), 1,109 tons, one 3 .9-in gun, six 21-in torp tubes, 16 kts ; destroye d
23 Oct 1940.
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anti-submarine sweep along the coast as far as Tobruk, while two Frenc h
cruisers and three destroyers cruised off Tobruk in support, and sub marines patrolled off Derna and Benghazi .
The bombardment force, consisting of Orion—wearing the flag of Vice Admiral Tovey—Neptune and Sydney of the 7th Cruiser Squadron, the
French battleship Lorraine, and the destroyers Stuart, Decoy, Dainty, and
Hasty,2 sailed from Alexandria at 11 .30 a .m . on the 20th June, and arrived
off Bardia a few minutes before sunrise the following morning . Tovey had
decided to make the last twenty miles or so of his approach in the daw n
light, and to attack while the sun was still low enough to dazzle th e
Italian gunners ; and the lighthouse on Point Bluff, the south cliff, wa s
the only object clearly discernible through the haze when the force close d
the coast on a south-westerly course, the large ships spaced a mile apar t
on a line of bearing in the order Orion, Lorraine, Neptune, Sydney, with
two destroyers on the outer bow of each wing ship . Orion opened fire o n
Point Bluff at about 13,500 yards at 5 .48 a .m . and was followed by th e
other ships firing on their allotted targets . Course was altered to the southeastward shortly after fire was opened, and the bombardment continue d
for twenty-two minutes, when the force withdrew to the north-eastward .
Sydney fired at one target throughout, a camp in the centre of her area .
She started a fire there, and apparently caused losses among troops see n
to leave the camp during the shoot . Stuart and Decoy concentrated o n
barracks and wireless masts in the left half of the town, at a range o f
about 12,000 yards . Waller commented later that in opening fire at thi s
range he had in view merely the moral effect on his guns' crews an d
ship's company generally, and "the effective neutralising fire produced ,
assuming 4 .7-inch shells capable of doing material damage ashore, wa s
therefore in the nature of a pleasant surprise " . According to members o f
Stuart's ship's company, months later when Bardia had fallen to the Britis h
forces, fragments of 4 .7-inch shell of the type Stuart had fired were found
in her target area .
The Italians made no reply to the fire, and the squadron could se e
no coast defence guns in position . Each of the large ships had a spottin g
aircraft aloft, and a few ineffectual rounds fired at these from anti-aircraf t
guns was the only opposition encountered. The sole casualty suffered b y
the bombarding force was that of Sydney's amphibian aircraft, which, as
Tovey put it in his remarks on the operation, was "shot up by friendl y
fighters", of the Royal Air Force . Although the aircraft was badly damaged ,
the pilot, Flight Lieutenant Price, 3 R .A .A .F., managed to fly it to Mers a
Matruh, where it broke up on landing, but with no injury to pilot o r
observer . 4
HMS Hasty, destroyer (1936), 1,340 tons, four 4 .7-in guns, four 21-in torp tubes, 36 kts; sunk
by German submarine, E Mediterranean, 15 Jun 1942.
s W Cdr T. McB . Price, DFC, 172. Comd 20 Sqn 1941-42, 14 Sqn 1943 . Accountant; of Adelaide;
b . Adelaide 14 Nov 1914 .
The British were not alone in making errors in aircraft recognition . Just a week later Air Marsha l
Balbo, the Governor-General of Libya and Commander of the Italian Army in North Africa, was
killed. Ciano recorded in his diary : "Balbo is dead . A tragic mistake has brought his end. The
A/A battery at Tobruk fired on his 'plane, mistaking it for an English 'plane, and brought
it to the ground."
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In all, the three cruisers and the four destroyers expended 400 round s
of 6-inch and 154 of 4 .7-inch shells respectively, and Lorraine fired 5 3
rounds of 13 .4-inch and 37 of 5 .5-inch . From what could be seen from th e
ships and judged subsequently from air photographs, the bombardmen t
destroyed some ammunition and other storehouses, blew up an ammunitio n
dump, and damaged or set fire to barracks and buildings in and nea r
the town . Cunningham described it as "a useful minor operation, in whic h
the damage caused fully justified the ammunition expended" .
The force returned to Alexandria at 10 .40 p .m . on the day of the
bombardment. Possibly as a reprisal, the Italians delivered their first air
raid on the port early the following morning. Some bombs exploded no t
far from Sydney's berth, but no damage was suffered by any ships .
VI
The first bombardment of Bardia was the last operation against th e
Italians in which Admiral Godfroy's French squadron took part . On the
22nd June the French Government signed an armistice with Germany,
and the naval situation in the Mediterranean underwent a drastic change .
Hitherto the Anglo-French Fleets had dominated the sea, and consider able stretches of European and African coastline, with major fleet bases ,
had been important factors in that domination . Now in one stroke the
greatest proportion of the French Navy was eliminated or might be use d
against Britain . Clause Eight of the armistice terms provided that :
The French Fleet, except that part of it left free for the safeguard of Frenc h
interests in the Colonial Empire, shall be collected in ports to be specified ,
demobilised, and disarmed under German or Italian control . The German Government solemnly declare that they have no intention of using for their own purpose
during the war the French Fleet stationed in ports under German control, excep t
those units necessary for coast supervision and minesweeping . Except for that part
(to be determined) of the Fleet destined for the protection of colonial interests, al l
ships outside French territorial waters must be recalled to France .

This meant that the ships had to be handed over as fighting units, an d
as such would be at enemy disposition . The French metropolitan an d
African coastlines and harbours—with those of Syria—were now denie d
to the British Fleet . The scales had thus dipped suddenly and heavily
in Italy's favour . It was a situation in which the suggestion that the flee t
should be withdrawn from the Eastern Mediterranean was again brough t
forward at the Admiralty . It was argued that Alexandria was an unsatisfactory base which probably would be exposed to increasingly sever e
attack from German as well as Italian aircraft ; and that the increase d
German surface raider activity resulting from the enemy's use of Frenc h
Atlantic ports would likely demand the use of battleships (which coul d
only be found from the Mediterranean Fleet) for convoy escort purposes .
The suggestion was, however, strongly opposed by the British Prim e
Minister and by Admiral Cunningham, and nothing more was heard of it .
Its acceptance would, in Cunningham's opinion, "have been a major disaster, nothing less" .

22-30 June

FORCE

" H"
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In the Eastern Mediterranean the major units of Admiral Godfroy's
force were in Alexandria, whence permission to sail was refused by
Cunningham—at which refusal Godfroy appeared thankful . In the Western
Mediterranean the French defection left the sea entirely unprotected . O n
the 25th June the Commander-in-Chief, North Atlantic, Admiral North, 5
pointed out to the Admiralty that there were now no forces betwee n
Gibraltar and the Italian Fleet base . Three days later the Admiralty repaire d
this situation by constituting a detached squadron—Force "H"—under
the command of Vice-Admiral Somerville, 6 to be based on Gibraltar. This
force consisted of the capital ships Hood, Resolution and Valiant ; the
aircraft carrier Ark Royal ; the cruiser Arethusa ; and the destroyers Faulknor, Foxhound, Fearless, Escapade, Forester, Foresight and Escort . ? Its
tasks were to prevent units of the Italian Fleet from breaking out of th e
Mediterranean, and to carry out offensive operations against the Italia n
Fleet and Italian coasts . Somerville hoisted his flag in Hood at Gibralta r
on the 30th of the month.
VII
Admiral Cunningham was thus deprived of the services of the Frenc h
force at a time when an important operation in the Eastern Mediterranean
imposed a severe strain on his resources . This operation—MA.3—wa s
designed to protect simultaneous movements of a slow convoy from th e
Aegean, and a fast convoy and a slow from Malta, to Egyptian ports .
It resulted in the first surface clash with the Italian Navy, and include d
Australian ships .
Timing of the movements was planned so that the three convoys would
be in the vicinity of 35 degrees north, 22 degrees east position "K " ,
almost due south of Cape Matapan in Greece, and a little more tha n
halfway from Alexandria to Malta—on the 30th June . Here a strong
supporting force comprising Royal Sovereign (wearing the flag of Rear Admiral Pridham-Wippell, 8 Rear-Admiral 1st Battle Squadron), Ramillies,
Eagle, and seven destroyers would be in position . General cover of th e
Malta convoys, which were to have a close escort of destroyers, was t o
5 Admiral Sir Dudley North, GCVO, CB, CSI, CMG ; RN . (HMS New Zealand 1914-16 .) Comd
North Atlantic Stn 1939-40; Flag Oft i/c Great Yarmouth 1942-45 . Of Netherbury, Dorset, Eng ;
b. 25 Nov 1881 .
5Admiral of Fleet Sir James Somerville, GCB, GBE, DSO ; RN . (Served Dardanelles 1915-16. )
C-in-C East Indies 1938-39 ; OC Force "H" 1940-42 ; C-in-C Eastern Fleet 1942-44; Head of
Admiralty Delegation to USA 1944-45 . Of Somerset, Eng ; b . 1882 . Died 19 Mar 1949.
7 HMS Resolution, battleship (1916), 29,150 tons, eight 15-in and twelve 6-in guns, 21 kts ; seriously
damaged by French submarine, 25 Sep 1940 .
HMS Valiant, battleship (1916), 31,100 tons, eight 15-in and eight 6-in guns, 24 kts .
HMS Arethusa, cruiser (1935), 5,220 tons, six 6-in guns, six 21-in torp tubes, 32 .25 kts.
HMS Faulknor, destroyer (1935), 1,460 tons, five 4 .7-in guns, four 21-in torp tubes, 36 .75 kts.
HMS Foxhound, destroyer (1935), 1,350 tons, four 4 .7-in guns, four 21-in torp tubes, 36 kts.
HMS Fearless, destroyer (1935), 1,375 tons, four 4 .7-in guns, four 21-in torp tubes, 36 kts ;
sunk in air attack on convoy, Mediterranean, 23 Jul 1941 .
HMS Escapade, destroyer (1934), 1,375 tons, four 4.7-in guns, four 21-in torp tubes, 36 kts .
HMS Forester, destroyer (1935), 1,350 tons, four 4.7-in guns, four 21-in torp tubes, 36 kts.
HMS Foresight, destroyer (1935), 1,350 tons, four 4.7-in guns, four 21-in torp tubes, 36 kts ;
sunk in Central Mediterranean, 13 Aug 1942 .
HMS Escort, destroyer (1934), 1,375 tons, four 4 .7-in guns, four 21-in torp tubes, 36 kts ;
sunk by German submarine in W Mediterranean, 11 Jul 1940.
*Admiral Sir Henry Pridham-Wippell, KCB, CVO ; RN . (1914-18 : In HMS ' s Audacious ana
Warspite, and in comd destroyers at Gallipoli, Adriatic and Palestine coast .) Second-in-comd
Mediterranean Fleet 1940; Flag Officer Cdg Dover 1942-45 . B . 12 Aug 1885 . Died 2 Apr 1952.
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be provided by the 7th Cruiser Squadron . In close escort of the Aegean
convoy were to be Capetown9 (flag of Rear-Admiral Renouf) and Caledon
of the 3rd Cruiser Squadron, and four destroyers, Garland, Nubian ,
Mohawk, and Vampire.'° In addition to these main dispositions, destroyer s
would be submarine hunting as circumstances required, and air reconnaissance of the Ionian Sea would be carried out by Sunderland flying boats of No . 201 Group, R .A .F., operating from Malta .
At 6 p .m . on the 26th June, Caledon, Garland and Vampire sailed from
Alexandria and joined Capetown, Nubian and Mohawk at sea the following
day on passage to the Dardanelles . At eleven the following morning, Tovey ,
in general charge of the operation and flying his flag in Orion, left Alexandria with the 7th Cruiser Squadron and shaped course for positio n
"K" . The Aegean force picked up its convoy of eleven ships on the 28th ,
and began the southern voyage to Egypt.
Early that afternoon, when the 7th Cruiser Squadron was in th e
vicinity of position "K", Tovey received a signal from flying-boat L .580 6
reporting three Italian destroyers in a position 30 miles south-west of th e
island of Zante, which lay some 150 miles just to the west of north o f
him . The signal did not state the destroyers' course, and Tovey, thinkin g
they might be steering south-east for the Kithera Channel between Greec e
and Crete, altered course to the north to intercept them . That was a t
ten minutes past four . Half an hour later the destroyers were again
reported, this time by flying-boat L .5803, in a position 35 miles west of
Orion and steering south . Tovey immediately altered course to south-west ,
increased speed to 25 knots, and formed the squadron on a line of bearin g
180 degrees in open order, with the 2nd Division—Gloucester and Liverpool—stationed five miles 180 degrees from the 1st . Orion's position a t
5 o'clock was approximately 60 miles west-south-west of Cape Matapan .
For an hour and a half the squadron sped swiftly over a glittering ,
slightly choppy sea, with a fresh wind broad on the starboard bow . At
6 .30 Liverpool, the southernmost ship, reported the enemy destroyers in
sight bearing 235 degrees from Orion . Three minutes later she opened
fire . The 1st Division increased to full speed and altered course to clos e
the enemy, who was at this time on a converging course ; but at 6 .5 0
Gloucester reported the Italians—still invisible from Orion—to have altered
course to west-south-west, speed 30 knots . Four minutes later Orion sighte d
the destroyers—Espero, Zeffiro, and Ostro l , of the Turbine class—an d
opened fire at one minute to seven at a range of 18,000 yards . The actio n
was a chase in rapidly failing light with the enemy against the afterglow o f
O HMS Capetown, anti-aircraft cruiser (1922), 4,200 tons, eight 4-in anti-aircraft guns, 29 kts .
,o HMS Garland, destroyer (1936), 1,335 tons, three 4.7-in guns, four 21-in torp tubes, 36 kts;
transferred to Polish Navy 1939 .
HMS Nubian, destroyer (1938), 1,870 tons, six 4 .7-in guns, four 21-in torp tubes, 36 .5 kts .
HMS Mohawk, destroyer (1938), 1,870 tons, six 4 .7-in guns, four 21-in torp tubes, 36.5 kts ;
torpedoed in action with Italian destroyers, Central Mediterranean, 16 Apr 1941 .
r Espero, Italian destroyer (1928), 1,073 tons, four 4 .7-in guns, six 21-in torp tubes, 36 kts ; sunk
in Mediterranean, 28 Jun 1940 .
Zeffiro, Italian destroyer (1928), 1,073 tons, four 4 .7-in guns, six 21-in torp tubes, 36 kts ;
sunk in Mediterranean, 9 Jul 1940.
Ostro, Italian destroyer (1928), 1,092 tons, four 4.7-in guns, six 21-in torp tubes, 36 kts;
destroyed by air torpedo in Bomba Bay, Cyrenaica, 22 Aug 1940 .
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the sunset which, however, reported Tovey, "was not so effective as is frequently the case" . With the wind fine on the bow, the Italians made clever
use of smoke, making ranging and spotting difficult for their pursuers .
With the sighting from Orion, all ships came into action . The spacing
of the two divisions of the 7th Cruiser Squadron placed the enemy unde r
fire from each quarter, while he directed his fire on Liverpool and
Gloucester to port and Orion to starboard . At five minutes past seven
Neptune reported that the enemy had fired torpedoes, and course wa s
altered for three minutes to comb the "spread" . By 7 .20 the range wa s
down to 14,000 yards, and the 1st Division altered course 50 degree s
to starboard to open "A" arcs . 2 Shortly after this Espero was seen to be
hit, and at 8 o'clock she was disabled and stopped . For about ten minute s
the chase of the other two destroyers continued, but then Tovey broke
off the engagement, as light was failing and ammunition was running short .
The squadron then shaped course for Malta, and Tovey detache d
Sydney, to sink Espero, with discretion to stop and pick up survivors .
Sydney accordingly headed for the destroyer, but when about 6,000 yard s
distant, two shots from the enemy were observed to fall, 200 yards shor t
but in line with the cruiser . Collins had no option but to open fire, and
hits on the enemy were observed from four salvos, to which no reply wa s
made, and Espero was seen to be on fire amidships and forward . At 8 .3 5
Sydney was stopped 2,000 yards astern of Espero, whose end was near .
In the glare of flames men could be seen jumping overboard from her ;
there was an explosion in the vicinity of the bridge ; and at twenty to nine
she listed almost on to her beam ends, and sank in about 1,400 fathoms ,
in position 35 degrees 18 minutes north, 20 degrees 12 minutes east . Fro m
the depths that swallowed her thudded a series of explosions, probabl y
caused by the detonation of her depth charges .
For nearly an hour and three quarters Sydney remained in the vicinity ,
with both cutters lowered, and Jacob's ladders, boatswain's chairs, an d
heaving lines over the side to aid survivors . From the dark waters aroun d
her, cries for help could be heard in all directions as the rescue work
went on . Her position was one of considerable risk. Submarines were
about, and the flames from Espero must have been visible for many miles .
At nineteen minutes past ten, after having been warned by signal tha t
dispatch was necessary, and having picked up all survivors in sight, she
proceeded to rejoin the squadron . Before doing so, however, she slippe d
a cutter with oars, sails, provisions, water and rifles, and burned a 10-inc h
signalling projector on it as she steamed away, to enable any survivor s
still in the water to make for it.
The rescue work was hampered by the darkness and the fact tha t
Sydney herself had to remain blacked out . But forty-seven Italians were
taken from the water, of whom three died on the passage to Alexandri a
where the remainder—three officers and forty-one ratings—were landed .
From the prisoners it was learned that Espero and her consorts were o n
a "To open

'A

'

"

arcs : to bring all main armament to bear.
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passage from Taranto to Libya with troops and stores when they wer e
intercepted ; that Espero had about 225 of ship's complement and passengers on board ; and that her captain had been killed by the explosion i n
the vicinity of the bridge . The survivors were well treated by Sydney' s
people . As one of her officers later recalled :
By the next morning it was a common sight to see our lads shepherding group s
of survivors around the ship, looking after all their wants, giving them all th e
cigarettes they could smoke and treating them to ice-cream and "goffers" (sof t
drinks) from the canteen .

No damage save that resulting from the concussion of their own salvoe s
was suffered by the ships of the squadron . In Sydney, when the action wa s
joined ,
most messes had their tables set ready for the evening meal . The first salvo starte d
the wrecking process and from then on until the end of the chase things went fro m
bad to worse. With each salvo the ship shuddered violently and the air becam e
filled with dust and fluff. Light bulbs began to burst with popping noises, showerin g
us with tiny splinters, and from all around came the crashing of objects of al l
shapes and sizes and the tinkling of falling glass . Every movable object—including
a few we thought immovable–was shaken from its resting place during the action .
What a din and what a mess . 3

Morning showed the muzzles of the guns stripped of paint, which hun g
in long reddish-grey streamers almost to the deck .
This action brought home a lesson, and emphasised a weakness in th e
Mediterranean Fleet . To achieve the destruction of Espero the 7th Cruiser
Squadron had indulged in what Admiral Cunningham described as th e
excessive expenditure of nearly 5,000 rounds of 6-inch ammunition . I n
eagerness to secure a decisive result in a race against night in this firs t
surface action, no regard had been paid to the peacetime experience o f
the low rate of hitting to be expected in the conditions of a chase in failin g
light of small vessels dodging and making smoke, at ranges of betwee n
18,000 and 14,000 yards . "We have learnt our lesson, " said Cunningham
in a subsequent signal to the Admiralty, to whom he had a few days earlie r
remarked : "Assume it has not been overlooked that cruisers have not eve n
an outfit of ammunition on board and reserves still some way off ." As it
was, the expenditure of ammunition in this instance necessitated the retur n
of the 2nd Division of the squadron to Port Said to replenish. Operatio n
MA .3 had to be abandoned incomplete, and the sailing of the Malta convoys was postponed . The Aegean convoy, however, reached Alexandri a
and Port Said on the 2nd and 3rd July respectively without loss, thoug h
it had been subjected to high level bombing attacks by aircraft from th e
Dodecanese Islands on the 29th and 30th June, and the 1st July . It wa s
on this last day that Sydney and the ships of the 1st Division reache d
Alexandria, having also undergone air attack without damage on th e
return journey.
As part of operation MA .3, ships of the 10th Destroyer Flotilla Wer e
meanwhile engaged in activities resulting in the sinking of two Italia n
• Ross, Stormy Petrel, p . 124.
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submarines . At dawn on the 27th June Voyager sailed from Alexandri a
with her flotilla companions Dainty, Decoy, and Defender, and Ilex 4 of
the 2nd Flotilla . At sunset Alexandria lay 200 miles astern of them, an d
at 6 .28, when about 100 miles south-east of Crete, a surfaced submarine
—which shortly submerged—was sighted on the horizon . The destroyer s
quickly closed the position, and within a few minutes five depth-charg e
attacks were made by Dainty, Decoy, Defender and Ilex . An oil trail was
observed, and was followed by Dainty in the falling darkness, and after a
hunt of ninety minutes the submarine was again reported on the surfac e
at 2,500 yards . During the intervening period—as was subsequently learne d
—the submarine, the Console Generale Liuzzi, had been badly shaken
by the initial attacks . The first had put all lights out except in the contro l
room, had shattered depth gauges, and blown the naphthalene tank fro m
the bulkhead . The second had done further damage, including the entry
of water into the after compartment, which had gassed the batteries . Thi s
combination of mishaps made Liuzzi immobile when she surfaced, as ther e
was insufficient battery power to start the engines, and no alternativ e
naphthalene . As soon as she was again sighted, she came under gun fir e
from Dainty and Defender, and very soon a white light was waved as a
token of surrender. Cease fire was ordered, and Dainty closed the sub marine, whose officers and crew were in the conning tower ; and the wor k
of removing them, and of picking up those who jumped overboard, began .
The destroyers lowered boats—Voyager's whaler picked up thirteen survivors—and Dainty put her bows almost up to the submarine before
the last two Italians could be persuaded to jump into the water . In all ,
it took three and a quarter hours to induce the more reluctant to leave
the submarine after the surrender ; and she was then sunk by Dainty with
depth charges .
By dawn on the 29th the five destroyers were nearly 400 miles farthe r
west, with Crete 160 miles due east of them, when another surfaced sub marine was sighted . She was the Uebi Scebeli, which dived and was
attacked with depth charges by Ilex, Voyager, and Defender ; and, force d
to the surface, was sunk by gun fire from Dainty at 8 .20 after survivors
had been rescued . Five minutes later the destroyers proceeded for Alexandria, and entered the harbour in the evening of the 30th, Voyager securing at 7 .34 and landing her survivors .
Information provided by the prisoners from Liuzzi and Uebi Scebeli
indicated the presence of an Italian submarine patrol line between Cret e
and the African coast, and on the 29th June Stuart and Hostiles sailed
from Alexandria to hunt north of Derna . A submerged submarine wa s
located during the morning of the 1st July, and the two destroyers carrie d
out a series of depth charge attacks which—from the evidence of th e
discharge of large quantities of air, and the fading of the echo, believe d
as a result of the great depth to which the submarine sank—were at th e
' HMS

Ilex, destroyer (1937), 1,370 tons, four 4 .7-in guns, five 21-in torp tubes, 36 kts.
5 HMS Hostile, destroyer (1936), 1,340 tons, four 4 .7-in guns, four 21-in torp tubes, 36 kts ;
mined and sunk off Cape Bon, in Mediterranean, 23 Aug 1940 .
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time assumed to have destroyed her . But the claim was not allowed i n
the final analysis . The two ships returned to Alexandria in the afternoo n
of the 2nd July .
In spite of poor asdic results in the warm waters of the Mediterranea n
and Red Sea, the results of the anti-submarine warfare were promising .
On the 28th June, Ciano recorded in his Diary that Admiral Cavagnari ,
the Italian Chief of Naval Staff,
complains of the High Command . There is disorder, and no one assumes responsibility. The submarines we have lost number eight .

On the following day he could have added two more to the score . B y
the end of June the Italian Navy had lost ten, of which six were in th e
Mediterranean, two in the Red Sea, one in the Gulf of Aden, and on e
in the Persian Gulf . G During the same period three British submarines ,
Grampus, Orpheus and Odin, 7 were lost in the Mediterranean, presumabl y
victims to deep laid mines .
VII I
During the first week in July the British Government took bold and ruthless action to determine the question of the disposal of the French Fleet .
Before the signing of the armistice, important units of the fleet had lef t
France for Allied and French empire ports . A number, including the battleships Courbet and Paris, the large destroyers (contre torpilleurs) Leopar d
and Le Triomphant, some destroyers and submarines—among them Surcouf
—proceeded to England . In addition to the major vessels already in Nort h
African ports, the battleships Richelieu and Jean Bart—the last name d
non-operational, being without main armament—sailed to Dakar and Casablanca respectively . 8 The British Government determined that none of
e Macalle, Italian submarine (1936), 615 tons, one 3 .9-in gun, six 21-in torp tubes, 14 kts ; wrecke d

on reef SE of Port Sudan, 14 Jun 1940 .
Provana, Italian submarine (1938), 941 tons, two 3 .9-in guns, eight 21-in torp tubes, 17 kts ;
sunk by French Curieuse in W Mediterranean, 17 Jun 1940.
Galileo Galilei, Italian submarine (1934), 880 tons, one 3 .9-in gun, eight 21-in torp tubes,
17 kts ; captured by HM trawler Moonstone off Aden, 19 Jun 1940 .
Diamante, Italian submarine (1933), 590 tons, one 3 .9-in gun, six 21-in torp tubes, 14 kts ;
torpedoed and sunk by HM submarine Parthian NNW of Tobruk, 20 Jun 1940 .
Evangelista Torricelli, Italian submarine (1934), 880 tons, two 3 .9-in guns, eight 21-in torp
tubes, 17 kts ; sunk by HMS's Kandahar and Kingston off Perim, 22 Jun 1940 .
Galvani, Italian submarine (1938), 896 tons, one 4 .7-in gun, eight 21-in torp tubes, 17 kts ;
rammed and sunk by HMS Falmouth, Persian Gulf, 23 Jun 1940 .
Console Generale Liuzzi, Italian submarine (1939), 1,031 tons ; sunk SE of Crete, 27 Jun 1940 .
Argonauta, Italian submarine (1931), 590 tons, one 4-in gun, six 21-in torp tubes, 14 kts ;
destroyed by Sunderland aircraft, Central Mediterranean, 28 Jun 1940.
Uebi Scebeli, Italian submarine (1938), 613 tons, one 3 .9-in gun, six 21-in torp tubes, 14 kts ;
sunk W of Crete, 29 Jun 1940.
Rubino, Italian submarine (1933), 590 tons, one 3 .9-in gun, six 21-in torp tubes, 14 kts ;
destroyed by Sunderland aircraft SW Corfu, 29 Jun 1940 .
', HMS Grampus (1937), submarine, 1,520 tons, one 4-in gun, six 21-in torp tubes, 15 .75 kts ; lost
off Augusta, Sicily, 14 Jun 1940 .
HMS Orpheus, submarine (1930), 1,475 tons, one 4-in gun, eight 21-in torp tubes, 17 .5 kts ;
lost between Malta and Alexandria, 27 Jun 1940 .
HMS Odin, submarine (1929), 1,475 tons, one 4-in gun, eight 21-in torp tubes, 17 .5 kts ; lost
in Gulf of Taranto, 14 Jun 1940 .
Courbet and Paris, French battleships (1913-14), 22,189 tons, twelve 12-in and twenty-two 5 .5-in
guns, four 18-in torp tubes, 20 kts .
Leopard, French destroyer (1927), 2,126 tons, five 5 .1-in guns, six 21 .7-in torp tubes, 35 .5 kts;
wrecked near Benghazi, 27 May 1943 .
Le Triomphant, French destroyer (1934), 2,569 tons, five 5 .5-in guns, nine 21 .7-in torp tubes,
37 kts .
Richelieu and Jean Bart, French battleships (1940-43), 35,000 tons, eight 15-in and twenty 5-i n
guns, over 30 kts.
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these ships should be permitted to return to France to fall into Germa n
hands, and preventive action was taken on the 3rd July .
The French vessels in the United Kingdom were boarded by superio r
forces and occupied without resistance except in the case of Surcouf, where
one British officer and one French officer were killed and others wounded .
In the Mediterranean, Force "H" arrived off Oran at dawn on the 3rd ,
and throughout the day Admiral Somerville endeavoured to secure a n
agreement that the French ships there and at Mers el Kebir would mee t
one of four requirements : continue the fight with Britain against the enemy ;
sail with reduced crews under British control to a British port ; sail to a
French West Indian port to be demilitarised or perhaps entrusted to th e
United States until the end of the war ; or scuttle in their present positio n
within six hours . But the French Admiral, Gensoul, refused to meet an y
of these requirements, and late in the afternoon Somerville—under definit e
and urgent orders from the Admiralty—was forced to open fire, whil e
bombers and torpedo bombers of the Fleet Air Arm also carried out
attacks . The fleet bombardment lasted ten minutes . Together with th e
air attacks it resulted in the sinking of the battleship Bretagne, the damaging and beaching of Dunkerque and Provence, and damage to other vessels .
Strasbourg, and five destroyers, escaped and reached Toulon .
In Alexandria the affair was fortunately settled without military actio n
or bloodshed, though not without tension . Admiral Godfroy had bee n
informed that his ships would not be permitted to sail, and had bee n
invited to come to terms similar to those proposed to Gensoul at Oran .
As at Oran, a decision was sought by the evening of the 3rd . Throughout
that day the ships of the Mediterranean Fleet were at immediate notic e
for steam and ready for action . The destroyers and smaller craft had bee n
berthed alongside, to clear the line of fire if such were necessary . Boarding
parties were told off and equipped, turrets manned, and guns loaded .
At the last moment Admiral Godfroy called for a parley and negotiation s
began, but on the morning of the 4th July the situation was still critical ,
and not until that afternoon was the matter finalised with Godfroy' s
agreement to immobilise and demilitarise his ships . Yet the temper of
some, at least, among the French in Alexandria, was shown by an inciden t
on that morning. At 7 .30, when the tension was at its height and Britis h
crews were standing by at first degree of readiness, there was an Italia n
air raid on the port ; and a number of the French ships immediately opene d
fire on the raiders . Sydney's war diary for the day sketches the situation
in brief entries :
0720, first degree readiness . Situation with French very critical. 0745, engage d
enemy aircraft . 0910, second degree readiness . 0945, air raid warning. 1000, first
degree readiness . 1300, third degree readiness . 1800, reverted to harbour routine.

Protector, the only ship damaged, and that slightly by bomb splinter s
and debris, acted up to her name in the Italian air raid . She was berthe d
alongside at No . 39 Quay, with Stuart berthed outside her . At 8 o 'clock a
stick of six bombs fell around both ships . One bomb exploded on the
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roof of the quay shed, and one on the quay a few feet from Protector,
with the remainder in the water close to Stuart . Her position outsid e
Protector probably saved Stuart from damage . As it was, all she suffere d
was a harmless bombardment of iron fragments from the coping of th e
shed, with which she was fairly heavily covered .
Away to the westward in the Atlantic Ocean, another Australian ship—
Australia—was at this time concerned in the operations to deny the Frenc h
ships to the enemy . When war broke out with Italy she was in Simonstown ,
after forming part of the escort of convoy US .3 to South Africa . During
the remainder of June she covered the passage of the liner Ulysses (14,65 2
tons) from Capetown to Durban, and escorted Stratheden (23,722 tons )
back to Capetown whence she sailed on the 25th as escort to a fas t
convoy—Stratheden, Orion (23,371 tons), and Reina del Pacifica (17,702
tons)—to Freetown, Sierra Leone . The convoy reached Freetown at 8
a .m . on the 3rd July, and here Australia met an old shipmate, the seaplan e
carrier Albatross, now H .M . Ship, attached to the South Atlantic command .
On the 23rd June Richelieu, which had for some days been shadowe d
by H .M .S . Dorsetshire, had arrived at Dakar, where the British cruiser
was keeping watch on her. Anglo-French relations at Dakar, hithert o
friendly, had suddenly deteriorated, and at 11 .5 p .m . on the 3rd July ,
Australia was ordered by the Commander-in-Chief, South Atlantic—Vice Admiral D'Oyly Lyon, 9 flying his flag in H .M .S . Edinburgh Castle s at
Freetown—to sail immediately and rendezvous with Dorsetshire an d
Hermes off Dakar at 5 a .m . on the 5th July . Australia weighed and saile d
from Freetown within an hour and a half of receiving her orders .
On the passage north in company with Hermes, a signal was receive d
from D'Oyly Lyon that French submarines had been ordered to attac k
British forces off Dakar, and that French submarines and aircraft ther e
were to be attacked and destroyed on sight . Dorsetshire reported that she
had sighted two submarines, and had sunk or damaged one .
Australia and Hermes reached the rendezvous with Dorsetshire at ten
past five in the morning of the 5th, and for the next two days patrolle d
off Dakar, Hermes maintaining an air patrol over the harbour . On the 7th
a signal from the Admiralty directed the Commanding Officer of Herme s
—Captain Onslow2 —to take charge of the operation as an acting rear admiral, and to communicate to the French naval authorities at Dakar a
message of similar import to those presented to Gensoul and Godfroy. A
decision was to be requested within four hours of its receipt by the French .
The sloop H .M.S . Milford, 3 which had joined the squadron from Freetow n
shortly before noon on the 7th, was dispatched to Dakar with the messag e
while the three remaining ships continued to patrol . The French, however,
', Admiral Sir George D'Oyly Lyon, KCB . (1914-18 : HMS Monarch and Grand Fleet .) C-in- C
Africa Stn 1938-40, The Nore 1941-43 . B . 3 Oct 1883 . Died 20 Aug 1947 .
'HMS Edinburgh Castle, armed merchant cruiser (1910), 13,329 tons, Union Castle Mail SS Co .
Ltd, 16 .5 kts .
2 Capt R . F . J. Onslow, MVO, DSC ; RN. (Comd coastal motor boats 1916-18 .) Comd HMS
Coventry 1938-40, HMS Hermes 1940-42 . B . 29 Mar 1896 . Lost in sinking of Hermes 9 Apr 1942 .
2 HMS Milford, sloop (1933), 1,060 tons, six 4-in guns, 16 .5 kts .
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refused to permit Milford to enter harbour, and she rejoined the squadro n
shortly before sunset . At 6 o'clock the message, in French, was transmitted in plain language through the Dakar wireless station, the time limi t
for a decision being reduced to two hours .
No reply was received, and it was decided to endeavour to crippl e
Richelieu to prevent her leaving port . After sunset Milford towed one
of Hermes' fast motor-boats towards Dakar . The boat was armed with
depth charges, and its crew had their faces blackened . Although an
accident put one of its engines out of action, the boat subsequently negotiated the boom defences of the harbour, and at 2 .45 a .m . on the 8th July
dropped depth charges under Richelieu's stern . It then successfully evaded
pursuit, and escaped from the harbour to the southward . A further attack
on the French battleship was carried out at dawn on the 8th by si x
torpedo bombers from Hermes . Air reconnaissance later disclosed Richelieu
listing to port and down by the stern, while oil covered the water around
her . It was subsequently learned that she had sustained no damage fro m
the depth charge attack but had been struck by one of the torpedoes o n
the starboard side . This caused severe damage in the compartment abaft
the armoured bulkhead . The starboard inner propeller shaft was seriously
distorted to a maximum of one metre from its centre line . It would hav e
been impossible for the ship to have steamed at even three-quarters spee d
until this propeller had been removed .
At 6 a .m . on the 8th the British squadron concentrated 30 mile s
north-west of Dakar and swept towards the port . But the only opposition
encountered was from a single aircraft which passed over the squadro n
and dropped a stick of bombs which fell harmlessly into the sea abou t
4 miles from Australia. During the day the Hermes ' motor-boat wa s
recovered, and the ships resumed their patrols . On the 12th July th e
Admiralty told naval commands that the British Government had decided
to take no further action against French warships in French colonial o r
North African ports .
By this time Australia was on her way to the United Kingdom . At
6 .20 a.m . on the 9th she parted company with the Dakar force, and on
the 11th overtook and joined the escort of her previous convoy—no w
augmented by additional merchant ships . On the 16th July she anchored
in the Clyde, and four days later reached Scapa Flow, where she joine d
the 1st Cruiser Squadron . During the 27th and 28th of the month, in
company with ships of the Home Fleet, she participated in a brief sorti e
into the North Sea to a position 240 miles west-north-west of Skagerrak ,
the object being to intercept Gneisenau, which was reported to have sailed
from Trondheim . Contact was not made, however, and at the end of th e
month Australia was at Scapa Flow with the fleet.
The elimination of the French Navy as an important factor almost at a singl e
stroke by violent action (Churchill wrote later) produced a profound impression i n
every country. . . . It was made plain that the British War Cabinet feared nothin g
and would stop at nothing. That was true . 4
4 Churchill, The Second World War, Vol II, p . 211 .
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In Britain's existing situation, when many in the world counted he r
already defeated, such a realisation was an inspiration to her well-wishers .
But more important was that the stroke reduced the threat to that powe r
at sea which was essential to her existence .' Admiral Darlan, the Commander-in-Chief of the French Navy and Minister of Marine in the Petai n
Government, had given repeated assurances that the French Fleet shoul d
never fall into German hands ; and, in the event, no French ship was eve r
manned by the Germans or used against Britain by them during the war .
When the Germans fully occupied France in 1942, the French ships a t
Toulon were voluntarily destroyed "contrary"—as Darlan said at the tim e
in a letter to Churchill—"to the wishes of the Laval Government " . But
in the straits in which she found herself, Britain could not fail to tak e
every precaution against the implications in clause 8 of the armistice terms ,
a fact which her victims in the French Navy would appear to have recognised . The action at Oran produced a natural bitterness in a section of th e
French Navy, and strengthened within that navy generally the determination to defend French overseas possessions against the British as agains t
any other aggressor . But the attitude of many in the French Navy was th e
same as that of Admiral Godfroy at Alexandria in the long months in hi s
flagship following his agreement with Cunningham . Of him the Britis h
admiral wrote :
The fate of France and the tragedy of Mers el Kebir were always in his mind ;
but no success of the British Fleet passed without his letter of cordial congratulation, no loss without his letter of sympathy .6

IX
The postponement of the sailing of the Malta convoys with the abandonment of operation MA .3, led to operation MA .5 a few days later. I t
employed practically the whole strength of the fleet, and was a sweep int o
the Central Mediterranean to cover the convoy movements ; while governing these movements was Cunningham's determination to seize any opportunity of bringing the enemy to action . The intention was for the fleet t o
reach a position of cover east of Cape Passero—the south-eastern poin t
of Sicily—on the afternoon of 9th July, when destroyers would be detached
to Malta to escort the convoys, which would sail that night . The opportunity would also be taken to carry out operations against the Sicilian
coast . The Malta convoys, MF .1 of three ships and thirteen knots, an d
MS .1 of four ships and nine knots, were carrying evacuees and flee t
stores from Malta to Alexandria .
The fleet, less Ramillies and the 3rd Cruiser Squadron, sailed fro m
Alexandria on the night of 7th July in three groups : Force "A "—7t h
6 Earlier in her history Britain had not hesitated to take similar action when that power wa s
similarly threatened . Writing of Admiralty investigations in 1907 into the possibilities of a "bol t
from the blue" attack on the British Fleet, Admiral Fremantle said : "In all our investigations
we could find two cases only of such hostilities being undertaken unless preceded either by a
time of strained relations or a formal declaration of war . These were our two attacks on Denmark
in 1801 and 1807 respectively .
. both of which, though much criticised at home, were in m y
opinion fully warranted by the strategical situations obtaining, and the successful execution o f
which secured the desired results ." S . R. Fremantle, My Naval Career, 1880-1928 (1949), p. 126.
6 Cunningham, p. 255 .
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Cruiser Squadron and Stuart, (D) 10, under the command of Admiral
Tovey ; Force `B"—the Commander-in-Chief in Warspite, with the destroyers Nubian, (D) 14, Mohawk, Hero, Hereward, and Decoy ; Force "C"—
Pridham-Wippell in Royal Sovereign, with Malaya and Eagle, and destroyers Hyperion, (D)2, Hostile, Hasty, Ilex, Imperial, Dainty, Defender ,
Juno, Janus, Vampire and Voyager . ? The three forces had cleared th e
harbour by midnight on the 7th-8th July, and proceeded independentl y
through separate set positions towards a rendezvous 120 miles east o f
Cape Passero, and 150 from Malta . The Commander-in-Chief's mean
line of advance was N .W . by W ., 20 knots .
Arrangements had been made for flying-boat patrols by No . 201 Group ,
R .A .F ., from Malta ; and also for a diversionary operation by Force "H "
from Gibraltar. This was to be an air attack on Cagliari in Sardinia ,
by aircraft from Ark Royal, and Force "H" left Gibraltar on the 8th July .
Hasty made depth-charge attacks on two submarines shortly after leavin g
Alexandria, and Imperial had to return to harbour with a burst steam pipe .
Otherwise the fleet steamed through the night without incident ; but at
8 .7 a .m . on the 8th a report was received from the submarine Phoenix8
that three hours earlier she had attacked—apparently unsuccessfully—a n
Italian force of two battleships and four destroyers about 180 miles eas t
of Malta and some 500 to the westward of the fleet. The enemy ships
were steering south . Suspecting that they might be covering an important
convoy, Cunningham requested the Vice-Admiral, Malta, to arrange fo r
a flying-boat to find and shadow them . Meanwhile the fleet maintained it s
course and speed .
Throughout the 8th the three groups of the fleet were subjected to
heavy high-level bombing attacks by aircraft apparently from bases in th e
Dodecanese . Most ships experienced near misses, but Force "A " was the
only one to suffer damage and casualties . Early in the morning Stuart had
been directed to take station ahead of the 7th Cruiser Squadron, whos e
ships were then disposed in line abreast . The first indication of air attack
was shortly after 10 o'clock, when three bombs exploded astern of Stuart.
The attacking aircraft were so high as to be tiny shining specks agains t
the blue sky. Further ineffectual attacks occurred during the day, th e
majority being directed against Forces "B" and " C " , which were to the
north-eastward of the cruiser squadron . The height of the attacking aircraft,
and their appearance as glittering specks, led the 7th Cruiser Squadron t o
open fire during the afternoon on the planet Venus . It was an indignit y
the Goddess of Love, in her day-time manifestation in the sky, was ofte n
7 HMS Hero, destroyer (1936), 1,340 tons, four 4 .7-in guns, four 21-in torp tubes, 36 kts .
HMS Hereward, destroyer (1936), 1,340 tons, four 4 .7-in guns, four 21-in torp tubes, 36 kts ;
lost in action with enemy aircraft off Crete, 29 May 1941 .
HMS Imperial, destroyer (1937), 1,370 tons, four 4 .7-in guns, five 21-in torp tubes, 36 kts ;
lost in action with enemy aircraft off Crete, 29 May 1941 .
HMS Juno, destroyer (1939), 1 .690 tons, six 4 .7-in guns, four 21-in torp tubes, 36 kts ; lost
in action with enemy aircraft off Crete, 21 May 1941 .
'
HMS Janus, destroyer (1939), 1,690 tons, six 4 .7-in guns, five 21-in torp tubes, 36 kts ; sunk
by aircraft off Anzio, W Italy, 23 Jan 1944 .
8 HMS Phoenix, submarine (1931), 1,475 tons, one 4-in gun, eight 21-in torp tubes, 17 .5 kts ; lost
off Sicily, 17 Jul 1940.
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to undergo during the Mediterranean campaign . The last attack of th e
day—it interrupted a game of Mah Jongg on the watch keepers' mess dec k
of Stuart—was aimed at the cruiser squadron . One aircraft tracke d
Gloucester from astern, and its stick of bombs crept along the cruiser' s
wake in successive lofty plumes of water until the final bomb overtook it s
target and scored a direct hit on the compass platform . The captain, si x
officers, and eleven ratings were killed, and three officers and six rating s
wounded . The damage to the bridge and director control tower necessitate d
gun control and steering from aft ; and although Gloucester continued with
the operation, she took no part in the subsequent action .
Meanwhile, at 3 .10 p .m ., flying-boat L .5803—which a few days earlier
had reported Espero and her consorts to the 7th Cruiser Squadron —
reported two battleships, six cruisers and seven destroyers about 90 mile s
north of Benghazi. When sighted, this force was steering N .N .W ., but
shortly after altered course to E .N.E . This sighting, coupled with th e
impression, given by the intensive bombing attacks, that the Italians ha d
a special reason for wishing to keep the fleet away from the Centra l
Mediterranean, strengthened Cunningham's view that the Italian movements were covering an important convoy, and he decided temporaril y
to abandon his own convoy covering operation, and to move the flee t
at best speed towards Taranto, to get between the enemy and his base .
The night of the 8th-9th passed without incident, and shortly befor e
dawn Eagle flew off three aircraft to search to a depth of 60 miles to th e
south-west. At 6 a .m . on the 9th, the fleet was concentrated 50 mile s
due west of the south-west extremity of Greece and was disposed wit h
the 7th Cruiser Squadron and Stuart in the van eight miles ahead o f
Warspite and her screen, and the 1st Battle Squadron, Eagle, and their
screening destroyers, eight miles in the rear of Warspite. The mean lin e
of advance was altered to the southward—to W . by S .—speed 15 knots .
It was of this period that an observer in Vampire later recorded hi s
impressions . He was an Englishman, a passenger taking passage fro m
Alexandria to Malta, and Commander Walsh had given him his cabin t o
sleep in . He recalled :
In the Royal Australian Navy things are slightly different to what they are in the
Royal Navy . The Captain's servant was a very pally sort of cove, and he wok e
me the following morning with a cup of tea and the remark : "I shouldn't lie aroun d
all day if I was you . Get up on deck . You'll like it. There's going to be a battle ."
"A battle!" I echoed stupidly . "What sort of battle? "
"Just an ordinary bloody battle," he replied . "The sea's lousy with ships . Looks
like all the Med . Fleet's here. "
I went on deck as I was, in a pair of pyjama-trousers, with a cup of tea in m y
hand . Remember it was mid-July in the Mediterranean . The morning was fresh
and glorious, with a brilliant young sun still painting the new sky with the effulgenc e
of his coming . The sea was sapphire, set with diamonds . The wake of Vampire' s
passing was like coiled ropes of pearls. It was a morning for poesy . It was also
a morning for something grimmer . The young Australian rating was right . The
sea was lousy with ships . °
, F . Gerard, Malta Magnificent (1943), p. 35 .
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From now on, enemy reports from the flying-boats and from Eagle's
reconnaissance aircraft, came in at frequent intervals, and enabled Cunningham to visualise the size and movements of the Italian forces wit h
some clarity . At 8 a .m . the main enemy group of two battleships, fou r
cruisers and ten destroyers bore 280 degrees from him distant about 14 5
miles, steering north at 15 knots . Another force of six cruisers and eight
destroyers was stationed 80 degrees 20 miles from the main group . Cunningham altered his mean line of advance from W . by S . to N .W . by W . ,
and increased speed to 18 knots, to work to the northward of the enemy .
At 11 .45 a.m . the enemy was believed to bear 295 degrees from Warspite ,
distant 90 miles, and a striking force of nine Swordfish aircraft was flow n
off from Eagle to attack . But about this time the enemy battle fleet altere d
course to the southward, and the striking force failed to find it . An attack
was made, however, on a large number of ships sighted steering south ,
but no hits were observed . By 1 .30 p .m . it was clear to Cunningham tha t
the enemy had turned southward to concentrate his forces, and this wa s
confirmed by a flying-boat report a few minutes later of three battleship s
and a large number of cruisers and destroyers in 37 degrees 58 minute s
North 17 degrees 55 minutes East, steering S .W . and altering course to
N .N .E ., speed 18 knots . The enemy, after concentrating, had turned
north again, and the two fleets were rapidly closing . Cunningham stoo d
on to the north-westward until 2 o'clock when, satisfied that he had cu t
the Italians off from Taranto, he altered course to west to increase th e
rate of closing . His speed of advance was limited by that of Royal Sovereign
—about two knots less than Warspite's 242 . Warspite was acting as a
battle cruiser to support the 7th Cruiser Squadron who, as the Commander-in-Chief later wrote in his dispatch, "being so few and lackin g
in 8-inch ships, were very weak compared with the enemy ' s cruiser force " .
Within half an hour of Cunningham ' s alteration towards the Italians ,
the centres of the opposing fleets were about 30 miles apart . The Mediterranean Fleet was disposed as at the morning concentration, with the 7t h
Cruiser Squadron eight miles ahead of Warspite, and the Battle Squadron
and Eagle ten miles astern of the Commander-in-Chief . The Italian Fleet,
steering north at 15 knots, was disposed in four columns spaced about fiv e
miles apart . The port wing column of five or six cruisers including some
8-inch Bolzano-class ships, the next of two or three cruisers ahead of th e
two battleships Conte di Cavour and Giulio Cesare, the third of fou r
cruisers, probably 8-inch gun ships, and the starboard wing column o f
four 6-inch gun cruisers . A number of destroyers—probably three flotilla s
—were in the van, while others screened the battleships .
It was a brilliantly sunny afternoon, with few clouds in a blue sky . A
moderate northerly wind raised a slight sea, and the atmosphere was bright ,
with visibility of 15 to 20 miles . One of Stuart's company recorded hi s
impressions of the inspiring picture made by the fleet .
In the perfect visibility, blue sea and cloudless sky, the cruisers on the wing, an d
the destroyers in semi-circular formation screening in front of the battleships, made
a picture no one who saw it can ever forget . . . . A few flags would flutter up to
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the flagship's yardarm and answering pendants to the yardarms of the other ships .
Then, in unison, down would come the flagship's signal and the answering pendant s
and over all helms would go together, and the fleet would alter course like so many
well drilled soldiers, the destroyers leaning over with the sea creaming from thei r
bows, the battleships, more ponderous, but not the less spectacular, moving mor e
slowly around in their restricted circle to take up their new course.

Stuart, hitherto with the 7th Cruiser Squadron, was at 2 .35 ordered to
join the screen of Royal Sovereign . Eagle, acting independently, wa s
screened by Voyager and Vampire, and was joined by Gloucester, withdrawn from the cruiser squadron as unfit to engage in serious action b y
reason of her bomb damage the previous day . At the time of sighting th e
enemy, the 7th Cruiser Squadron therefore consisted of only four 6-inch
gun ships . They were ten miles 260 degrees from Warspite, formed on a
line of bearing 320 degrees, and steering west at 18 knots .
Sydney sighted smoke broad on the port bow at 2 .45 and seven minute s
later Neptune reported two vessels bearing S .W . by W . distant about 1 6
miles . In Sydney the first sighting of enemy ships, apparently five cruisers ,
was at one minute after 3 o 'clock . Seven minutes later, for the first tim e
since the Napoleonic wars, the sighting of an enemy battle fleet in th e
Mediterranean was signalled when Neptune reported the two Italian battle ships bearing W .S .W ., 15 miles . The 7th Cruiser Squadron hauled roun d
to north, and at 3 .10 to north-east, to avoid getting too heavily engage d
until Warspite was in a position to give support . The nearest enemy
cruisers, in the third column, opened fire at 3 .14 at a range of 23,600 yards .
At 3 .20 the 7th Cruiser Squadron was steering N .E . by N .—with "A"
arcs open—at 25 knots, and two minutes later Neptune and Liverpoo l
opened fire at a range of 22,100 yards, followed by Sydney whose target ,
a cruiser of the Zara class, was at a range of 23,000 yards . The speed of
the squadron was increased to 28 knots .
With the advantage of the sun behind him, the enemy's shooting was
good for range in the initial stages, and the outnumbered British cruiser s
came under heavy fire and were straddled several times, but neither sid e
scored hits . Meanwhile the enemy advanced forces were sighted fro m
Warspite, who opened fire in support of the 7th Cruiser Squadron, an d
at 3 .25 released her destroyer screen, which formed single line ahead o n
Nubian, worked round to the south-eastward, and proceeded towards the
van on the disengaged side . Ten salvos were fired at the Italian cruiser s
by Warspite, and at 3 .30 the enemy turned away making smoke, and fir e
was checked .
Malaya and Royal Sovereign, away astern, were striving to catch up
and get into the fight, and at this stage Warspite turned through 360
degrees to enable them to overtake, and Tovey altered course to conform .
Between 3 .33 and 3 .36 the flagship fired four salvos at each of tw o
6-inch gun cruisers of the enemy starboard wing column which were
apparently trying to work to the eastward to get at Eagle, then about t o
fly off a striking force . At 3 .51 Tovey, steering N .W . to close the enem y
again, was three and a half miles ahead of Warspite, who was steering
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N .N .W . Malaya was in station on a bearing of 180 degrees from th e
flagship . Royal Sovereign had gained, but could not achieve the spee d
necessary to bring her into the action .
By this time the Battle Squadron had also released its destroyer screen ,
and all the destroyers—which, with the exception of Vampire and Voyager,
who were with Eagle, had been ordered at 3 .45 to join the 7th Cruiser
Squadron—were concentrating in flotillas on the disengaged bow of th e
battle fleet . Passing to the eastward of Warspite at 3 .54 some of them
were narrowly missed by heavy shells from the enemy battleships, whic h
had come into action against Warspite a minute earlier.
This was the decisive five minutes of the action . The flagship, targe t
of both enemy battleships and straddled but not hit, concentrated he r
fire on the right hand enemy vessel—the Giulio Cesare . Malaya tried t o
join in . She fired in all eight salvos at extreme range, but all fell short .
Royal Sovereign, though her engines were driven to the limit, could no t
keep pace with the tide of battle . At 4 o'clock Warspite straddled her
target, and a hit at the base of the foremost funnel was observed. The effect
was immediate . The enemy started to alter away and make smoke . Warspite altered course to the southward—to N .W.—in an endeavour to close ,
but at four minutes past four ceased fire, the targets being obscured.
From now on destroyer activity predominated ; the enemy flotillas shielding the retirement of the Italian Fleet with smoke screens and torped o
attacks, and the British counter-attacking . At five minutes past four—at
which time Eagle's striking force attacked a Bolzano cruiser, and believe d
it obtained at least one hit—enemy destroyers were seen from Warspite
moving across to starboard from the Italian van, and two destroyer salvo s
landed close to Stuart . By this time Senior Captain (D) in Nubian ha d
re-formed the flotillas on course N . by W. in the order : 14th Flotilla ,
Nubian, Mohawk, Juno, Janus ; 2nd Flotilla, Hyperion, Hero, Hereward ,
Hostile, Hasty and Ilex, in single line ahead 25 knots, on bearing 14 0
degrees from Nubian ; 10th Flotilla, Stuart, Dainty, Defender and Decoy ,
in single line ahead 27 knots, on bearing 220 degrees from Nubian . At
this stage the Italian destroyers fired torpedoes at long range, the track s
of three or more passing close to the 14th Flotilla . At 4 .14 the British
destroyers, then four miles east-north-east of Warspite and turning to the
north-west, were ordered to counter-attack . They swung round to wes t
and increased to 29 knots to close . Each flotilla manoeuvred as necessar y
to clear the others, and keep their lines of fire open . It was Stuart's moment .
With her battle ensign streaming from the foremast and the Australian
flag at the main, the oldest destroyer in the action, she was in the va n
when speed was increased to 30 knots at 4 .17, and was the first to ope n
fire two minutes later ; her opening salvo, at a range of 12,600 yards ,
appearing to score a hit . The 2nd and 14th Flotillas opened fire shortly
afterwards, and the 7th Cruiser Squadron also engaged the enemy
destroyers .
It was the closing phase of the action ; the Italian Fleet retiring behin d
its concealing smoke screens, its destroyers dodging in and out of the
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smoke and making half-hearted gun and torpedo attacks, and the Britis h
forces firing spasmodically as targets appeared and disappeared . During
this period, when the enemy destroyers were laying heavy smoke to cove r
the retiring main forces, Sydney was one of the ships to bring effective
fire to bear on a smoke-laying destroyer which suffered many severe hit s
in the ten minutes or so in which she bore the brunt of the attack .
By 4 .41 the Italian destroyer flotillas had followed the main forces int o
the very effective smoke screens which concealed a large sector of the
western horizon . The Commander-in-Chief considered it unwise, and playing the enemy's own game, to plunge blindly into this smoke, and cours e
was altered to the northward and windward to get round it . The destroye r
flotillas were clear of the smoke by 5 o 'clock, but by then the sea wa s
clear of ships to the western horizon, and the enemy was out of sigh t
from the fleet .
The Italians were, however, observed from Warspite's aircraft in considerable confusion, making off at high speed to the south-west and west ward towards Port Augusta and the Strait of Messina . Not until an hou r
had passed had they sorted themselves out and assumed formation . The y
were attacked—but apparently not hit—by their own bombers at 5 .5 an d
at 6 .57 . When last seen by Warspite's aircraft, at five minutes past seven ,
they were about ten miles off Cape Spartivento, steering south-west at
18 knots .
With the conclusion of the gun action the Mediterranean Fleet came
under heavy air bombardment from high flying bombers of the Italian
Air Force . Eagle, Gloucester, and their two destroyers had been object s
of attack much earlier, and were bombed at approximately fifteen-minute
intervals from 3 p .m . for about five hours . The main fleet was left alone
in the initial stages, but attention was paid to it from 4 .41 onwards, five
attacks being made on Warspite between then and 7 .11 p .m ., while the
7th Cruiser Squadron and the destroyers were also bombed . There were
numerous near misses but no hits, and the ships suffered no damage .
In the Western Mediterranean Force "H" was also heavily bombed.
Ark Royal was near-missed several times, and the risk to her caused
Somerville to abandon the attack on Cagliari . At 10 .15 p .m . on the 9th ,
having fulfilled the object of creating a diversion during the Mediterranea n
Fleet' s operation, Force "H" was withdrawn . During its return passage
to Gibraltar, the destroyer Escort was torpedoed on the 11th July by a
submarine, and sank later .
For some time after clearing the Italian smoke, and in spite of th e
enemy bombing, the Mediterranean Fleet held on to the westward, unti l
the coast of Calabria was sighted, distant 25 miles, at 5 .35 p.m ., when
course was altered to S .S.W . By 6 .30 it was clear that the Italians ha d
no intention of resuming the fight and could not be intercepted, an d
course was altered to S .S .E . to open the land, and an hour later there wa s
a further change to the south-eastward .
That night and the following day the fleet cruised south of Malta, and
the destroyers were sent in by groups to fuel . Stuart, in the first group,
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reached Malta with only fifteen tons remaining. Decoy, Vampire an d
Voyager went in with the second group and reached Malta in the late
afternoon of the 10th, during an air raid warning . Vampire's passenger
found Grand Harbour
the strangest place I'd ever seen. . . . The place was still . Save for the faint throb of
our own engines and the distant hum of a lonely Gloster-Gladiator fighter high ove r
Luca there was not a sound. Everyone had gone to ground. Valetta to our right and
the Three Cities to our left were cities of the dead . . . . Nothing moved. On the still
empty waters of the harbour and the creeks there was no life . The great walls, ramp s
and bastions reared their massive stone in complete silence . The lofty Barracas wer e
deserted, the ancient steps untrodden .l

By then Convoy MF.1 had gone. It had sailed, escorted by Diamond,
Jervis, and Vendetta (now commanded by Lieut-Commander Rhoades 2 )
at 11 p .m . on the 9th, and was joined by Stuart and Gloucester as additional escort. MS .1 sailed on the 10th, escorted by Decoy, Vampire, and
Voyager . Cover of both convoys was provided by the fleet on passage t o
Alexandria . Again all forces, and the convoys, were targets for heav y
air attacks . It was in one of these, an unseen attack on convoy MS .1 in
the forenoon of the 11th, that occurred the first fatal casualty in an Australian ship in the war . Vampire was straddled by a salvo of bombs and
Commissioned Gunner Endicott 3 was mortally wounded by splinters .
Vampire closed Warspite—now screened by Nubian, Mohawk, Juno an d
Janus—to find better accommodation for the wounded man, and he wa s
transferred to Mohawk, where he died that night . Vampire remained on
Warspite's screen, her place with the convoy being taken by Janus . 4
The remainder of the passage to Alexandria was made without damag e
from repeated air attacks which continued until the ships closed th e
Egyptian coast and came under fighter protection . Warspite, the 7th Cruiser
Squadron, and screening destroyers, entered harbour at 6 a .m . on the 13th
July, and convoy MF .1 three hours later . The Rear-Admiral, 3rd Cruiser
1 Gerard, p . 40 .
s In March 1940 Lt-Cdr Cant, who had commissioned Vendetta from reserve, relinquished comman d
to return to Australia to stand by the "corvettes" under construction . He was succeeded for a
few weeks by Lt J . Smallwood, RN, and in Apr 1940 Rhoades assumed command . Vendetta ha d
started a refit at Malta on the 11 Jun . While she was at Malta, from 11 Jun to 9 Jul, the islan d
was bombed on nearly eighty occasions. Air raids made it necessary that only the most essentia l
items of refitting were carried out, and a ventilating system which had been projected was no t
completed . The ship's company was employed generally in dockyard defence, the torpedo part y
being engaged in fitting charges for demolition of the dockyard should that be necessary . The
Vice-Admiral, Malta, signalled to Waller regarding Vendetta's work at Malta : "The amount
of good work of every description done by Lt .-Comm . Rhoades and the ship's company of
Vendetta since war broke out with Italy has been beyond praise . They have turned their hand s
to everything in true Australian fashion and produced astonishing results . I am proud of thes e
units of my old squadron. Please repeat this signal to C-in-C when you are next in V/S touc h
with him. "
Capt R. Rhoades, DSC ; RAN . In Vampire at outbreak of war. Comd HMAS Vendetta 1940-41 ,
HMAS Quickmatch 1942-44, New Entry School, FND, 1944-45. Of Sydney; b. Double Bay,
NSW, 8 Apr 1909 .
' Cd Gnr (T) J. H. Endicott, RN ; lent to RAN from 1 Jan 1938 . B . 12 May 1908. Died of
wounds, 11 Jul 1940 .
' The lack of efficient anti-aircraft armament was a serious disability of the Australian destroyers
at this period . Cdr Walsh commented on this incident : "The blast effect when straddled ble w
everybody on the upper deck and bridge flat, some ratings finding themselves some yards fro m
where they had been standing . The moral effect of the bombing was negligible until the straddl e
occurred on July 11, after which there were signs of irritation at not being able to reply and a
slight nervousness when the penetrating power of the splinters was observed. " Vampire was holed
in several places in the superstructure, bridge, boats, and funnels, and had five holes in th e
hull, including two under water.
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Squadron in Capetown, and Caledon, had previously sailed to meet convoy
MS .1 ; and Ramillies with four destroyers—including Vendetta—left harbour on the morning of the 13th to give additional cover . Eagle and th e
battle squadron reached Alexandria at 8 .15 on the morning of the 14t h
July, and the 3rd Cruiser Squadron, Ramillies, convoy MS .1 and escort,
entered harbour twenty-four hours later .
Operation MA .5 was successful in its objects of covering the Malt a
convoys and of bringing the enemy to action . The meeting with the Italian
Fleet, although "the meagre material results" were, as Cunningham late r
wrote, "naturally very disappointing to me and all under my command" ,
was of considerable moral value . It showed the calibre of the fleet an d
its Commander-in-Chief . Cunningham, although he believed that the Italia n
Fleet ' s movements were covering those of an important convoy to Liby a
(actually they were covering a convoy of five large ships, as was learned
after the war), was also aware that there might be a deliberate attemp t
to entice him into an engagement in Italian waters where the enemy woul d
have superiority in surface forces, proximity to bases, and the suppor t
of submarines and a powerful air force . He was aware that, as a resul t
of the continued bombing attacks on the 8th July, his opponent shoul d
have an accurate knowledge of his strength, whereas he himself had no t
the same certainty regarding the Italian forces, only knowing that the y
were superior in numbers and speed . He knew that the Italians coul d
mount air attacks greatly in excess of those he could stage from Eagle,
"this obsolescent aircraft carrier, with only 17 Swordfish embarked" ; and
in the bomb on Gloucester on the 8th he had an example of what on e
hit could do to make a valuable unit unfit to engage in serious action .
He accepted the odds, and the possibility he envisaged of the enemy' s
hope to draw him into an engagement under conditions in which those odd s
could be exploited to the full . As he said :
If these were, in fact, the enemy's intentions, he was not altogether disappointed ,
but the submarines, if there were any in the vicinity of the action, did not materialise ,
and fortunately for us, his air attacks failed to synchronise with the gun action .

The disparity in strength was considerable . The Mediterranean Fleet
of three battleships, five cruisers, sixteen destroyers and an aircraft carrier ,
was opposed by two battleships, sixteen cruisers, and thirty-six destroyers .
The British battleships mounted twenty-four 15-inch and thirty-two 6-inc h
guns against the twenty 12 .6-inch and twenty-four 4 .7-inch guns of the
two Italian vessels, but this favourable balance was offset by the fact tha t
Malaya and Royal Sovereign could not get within range of the enemy .
In numbers of 8-inch guns the Italian cruisers perhaps exceeded the forty eight 6-inch guns of the five British cruisers—twelve of which guns, i n
Gloucester, were not used in the main action—while they had an eve n
greater number of 6-inch guns in addition . In reputed speeds the Italian
battleships had an advantage of two to three knots over Warspite an d
Malaya, and five knots over Royal Sovereign ; and with the exception o f
the four Zaras, the Italian cruisers were from two to four knots faster tha n
the British . Ship for ship, the destroyers were practically equally matched
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in speed and armament . The Italians had no aircraft carrier, but had
great aerial superiority with shore-based bombers working from nearb y
airfields . With Malta under frequent air attack, Cunningham was 70 0
miles from a dependable fleet base, but within easy distance of the Italia n
Fleet were Taranto, Messina, Augusta, Syracuse, Palermo and Naples ,
offering shelter to damaged ships, and all submarine bases .
The outcome lay in the difference in character of the opponents . The
will to fight, present in the British fleet, was lacking in the Italian ; and,
obsessed with the idea of their lack in building materials and resources ,
the Italians were reluctant to risk the loss of ships . The "disorder " in th e
Italian High Command, of which Admiral Cavagnari had previously complained to Ciano, was evident in the lack of naval and air cooperation .
On the day of the action there was no sign of Italian aircraft earlier tha n
the bombing attacks on Eagle at 3 o'clock in the afternoon . Four days
after the battle, Ciano recorded in his Diary :
The real controversy in the matter of naval conflicts is not between us and th e
British but between our aviation and our navy . Admiral Cavagnari maintains that
our air action was completely lacking during the first phase of the encounter bu t
that when it finally came it was directed against our own ships, which for six hour s
withstood the bombardment of our airplanes. Other information also gives the li e
to the glowing reports of our air force . I confess that I am incredulous too .
Mussolini, on the other hand, is not . Today he said that within three days the Italia n
Navy has annihilated fifty per cent of the British naval potential in the Mediterranean. Perhaps this is somewhat exaggerated .

This Italian weakness for optimistic exaggeration tended to lead them
into grave misconceptions . The Rome News Bulletin of the 10th July gav e
an account of damage inflicted on the British Fleet on the 8th : "several
enemy ships being struck, some set on fire, and one sunk ." If such claim s
were believed, and were not mere propaganda for civilian consumption ,
the sudden appearance of an undamaged fleet on the 9th may well hav e
misled the Italian admiral as to its actual strength, and weighted th e
indecision which was so often apparent in the Italian commanders i n
the face of an enemy .
In both gun and bomb attacks the Italians fought at long range . Cunningham, commenting on this, remarked on the difficulty of hitting with gun s
at long range, and "the necessity of closing in, when this can be done, in
order to get decisive results" . For that reason he thought
Warspite's hit on one of the enemy battleships at 26,000 yards range might perhap s
be described as a lucky one . Its tactical effect was to induce the enemy to turn awa y
and break off the action, which was unfortunate, but strategically it probably ha s
had an important effect on the Italian mentality .

Similarly, the bomb hit on Gloucester, at extreme range, could b e
described as lucky . The difficulty of hitting in high-level bombing wa s
shown by the meagre results achieved by large-scale attack during severa l
hours . As an indication of that scale, Walsh estimated that a total of 1,35 0
bombs were aimed at ships screened by Vampire, and at Vampire, during
the five days from the 8th to the 12th July, without one hit, although
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Vampire was straddled on the 11th . These operations showed, wrot e
Cunningham on the 29th January 1941 (a date, it should be noted, befor e
the close-range dive bomber had appeared in the Mediterranean in force )
that high level bombing, even on the heavy and accurate scale experienced, yield s
few hits and that it is more alarming than dangerous . Finally, these operations and
the action off Calabria produced throughout the fleet a determination to overcom e
the air menace and not to let it interfere with our freedom of manoeuvre an d
hence our control of the Mediterranean .

The moral value to the Mediterranean Fleet was reflected in London .
There the Mediterranean naval situation had appeared so formidable following the collapse of France, that the Admiralty had contemplated th e
abandonment of the Eastern Basin and concentration at Gibraltar . 5 This
idea was opposed by Churchill and was rejected, and on the 3rd July a
British Chiefs of Staff paper stressed the importance of the Middle Eas t
as a war theatre, and recognised the possibility of a German attack o n
Egypt, but expressed the view that, so long as the fleet could be retaine d
in the Eastern Mediterranean, the existing British forces were enough t o
deal with purely local attack. The effect of air attack on the fleet wa s
being watched in London, and on the 12th July, while operation MA . 5
was still in progress, Admiral Pound told Churchill :
We have gained experience of the air conditions in the Western Mediterranean ,
and as soon as the present operation on which the Eastern Fleet is employed i s
completed we shall know pretty well what we are faced with in the Easter n
Mediterranean . There is no doubt that both Force "H" and the Eastern Mediterranean Fleet work under a grave disadvantage, inasmuch as it is not possible t o
give them fighter protection as we do in the North Sea when ships are in the
bombing area.

In the light of the knowledge gained, Admiralty policy regarding th e
Mediterranean was carefully scrutinised, and no doubt the successful outcome of operation MA .5 influenced the decision—reiterated in a signal t o
Cunningham on the 15th July—to maintain a strong force in the Easter n
Mediterranean, charged with the task of destroying the enemy naval force s
although these had a numerical preponderance . At the same time the
Commander-in-Chief was invited to say what heavy ships he considere d
necessary for the forces in both the Western and Eastern Mediterranean .
He asked that Valiant and Barham should join him in the east—thu s
enabling him to dispense with Royal Sovereign, a constant source of anxiety
because of her poor deck protection and inferior speed—together with th e
aircraft carrier Illustrious, 6 and two 8-inch gun cruisers ; and agreed that
Hood, Ark Royal, and one or two "R" class battleships would suffice i n
the west . With these forces he considered that the Mediterranean coul d
be dominated and the eastern basin held indefinitely, provided that Malt a
was adequately protected by fighters and that his resources at Alexandri a
were built up .
6

Churchill, The Second World War, Vol II (1949), p. 390 .
6 HMS Barham, battleship (1915), 31,100 tons, eight 15-in and eight 6-in guns, 25 kts ; sunk by
enemy submarine in E Mediterranean, 25 Nov 1941 .
HMS Illustrious, aircraft carrier (1940), 23,000 tons, sixteen 4 .5-in guns, over 60 aircraft
,
31 kts.
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While these plans for reinforcement were formulating, the Italian s
suffered another reverse in the Eastern Mediterranean in an action i n
which Sydney played the leading role, following a brief spell in Alexandri a
after her return from operation MA .5 on the 13th July . On the 14th and
15th of the month she was busy fuelling and ammunitioning ship . On th e
16th and 17th she was in the floating dock—and the resulting clean botto m
was to be an asset in the next couple of days .
In the afternoon of the 17th July two signals were sent by Tovey t o
ships in Alexandria . One, to Commander Nicolson 7 in Hyperion, directe d
him to take with him Ilex, Hero, and Hasty of his 2nd Flotilla, and sweep
north of Crete from east to west . The object of the operation was th e
destruction of Italian submarines . The second signal was to Captain Collins
in Sydney, directing him to take Havock 8 under his command and proceed
north of Crete east about, to support Nicolson's destroyer force, and als o
to intercept Italian ships in the Gulf of Athens—this second objectiv e
taking him considerably farther north than the destroyers . The two force s
were to pass through Kaso Strait, east of Crete, within half an hour o f
each other on the night of the 18th July, and to leave the Aegean by th e
Antikithera Channel to the west of Crete the following day, the destroyer s
to pass through this channel at 6 a .m . on the 19th—the selection of thi s
hour proved to be of importance—some six hours ahead of Sydney, who
would at that time be in the Gulf of Athens .
As was learned after the war from Italian sources, at about the tim e
the foregoing instructions were issued in Alexandria, Vice-Admiral Ferdinando Casardi, in command of a division of two cruisers of the Italia n
Navy, received instructions to sail from Tripoli to Leros in the Dodecanes e
Islands . He was flying his flag in Giovanni delle Bande Nere, 9 and had
her sister ship Bartolomeo Colleoni 10—Captain Umberto Navaro—in company . His orders were to steer for a point thirty miles north of Derna ,
and thence proceed on a course of 12 degrees for the Antikithera Channel ,
through which he was to pass at 6 a .m . on the 19th July .
The Italian cruisers left Tripoli at 9 p .m . on the 17th, and were of
f
Derna at 10 the following night, when they altered course to cross th e
Mediterranean . At six next morning, steaming on a line of bearing an d
zigzagging at 25 knots, they were in the southern entrance to the Antikithera Channel .
Hyperion and her consorts passed the boom at Alexandria a few minute s
after midnight on the 17th July, zigzagged at 16 knots across the Mediterranean, and passed through Kaso Strait at the appointed time . Throughou t
the night of the 18th-19th they steamed westward along the norther n
' Capt H. St L. Nicolson, CBE, DSO ; RN . (King George V 1917-19 .) Comd HMS Hyperion

1938-40, HMS Ilex and Capt (D) 2 Destroyer Flotilla 1940-42 ; CSO to FOC Dover 1943-44; With
British Pacific Fleet 1945 . B . 11 Apr 1899 .
HMS Havock, destroyer (1937), 1,340 tons, four 4.7-in guns, four 21-in torp tubes, 36 kts ;
grounded, total loss, off Tunisia, 6 Apr 1942 .
9 Glovannl delle Bande Here, Italian cruiser (1931), 5,069 tons, eight 6-in guns, four 21-in tor p
tubes, 37 kts ; sunk by HM submarine Urge, 22-23 Mar 1942.
18 Bartolomeo Colleoni, Italian cruiser (1931), 5,069 tons, eight 6-in guns, four 21-in torp tubes,
37 kts; sunk NW of Crete, 19 Jul 1940 .
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coast of Crete without incident, seeing only the bonfires of shepherds i n
the mountains . Sunrise found them on a westerly course in the norther n
entrance to the Antikithera Channel, hugging the Cretan side with th e
nearest ship barely four miles from Cape Spada, the others spaced a t
intervals of one and a half miles to the northward of her .
Sydney, with Havock in company, sailed from Alexandria at 4 .30 a .m .
on the 18th, and made a landfall off Crete at sunset that day . By 11 .4 5
p .m. she had cleared Kaso Strait, and zigzagged under a full moon on a
mean course W .N .W ., speed of advance 18 knots . This course carried her
to the northward of the destroyers, but not so far north as she might hav e
been . During the passage from Alexandria, Collins had decided to concentrate on his first objective—the support of the destroyers—at th e
expense of his second ; and to remain to the southward until 8 a .m. o n
the 19th—by which time Nicolson' s division should have cleared th e
Antikithera Channel—when he intended to make a short sweep northward s
towards the Gulf of Athens . In the light of the early sun brightening th e
high morning mist of a calm and cloudless day, Sydney, still steering west north-westerly, was some forty miles north of the destroyers—less tha n
half the distance she would have been had Collins not decided to remain
in their support.
The Italian cruiser and British destroyer divisions sighted each othe r
about 7 .20 a .m . on the 19th .' A sighting might have been made earlie r
had either Sydney or the Italians catapulted aircraft . Sydney could not do
so since her amphibian, lost after the bombardment of Bardia, had no t
then been replaced . Admiral Casardi had aircraft, but did not catapul t
them because he assumed that Egeomil—the Italian Headquarters a t
Rhodes—would by that time have assured reconnaissance over the se a
areas which he had to cross ; and because "the conditions of weathe r
would not have permitted catapulting aircraft with any degree of safety " . 2
The opposing forces had opposing views of the weather conditions . Casardi
experienced "strong wind from N .W ., sea very rough" . An observer in
Hyperion enjoyed "an Aegean idyll of silver sea and sky, grey ships an d
whispering bow waves " . Collins, forty miles away, found dawn usherin g
in " a calm and cloudless day" .
In Hyperion the ship's company had just been fallen out from dawn
action stations, and the smell of breakfast bacon was floating up the bridg e
voice pipes, when the starboard bridge lookout said : "Two cruisers on th e
starboard bow, sir," adding "and they're Italian, too . " The Italian ship s
bore W .S .W .—fine on the bow, for the destroyers were steering a little t o
the southward of that—and were about ten miles off heading S .S .E . With
alarm bells clanging the destroyers swung away to a north-easterly cours e
1 In the Italian report the times used are Zone minus one hour—an hour earlier than the British .
Thus the Italian sighting of the destroyers is given as 0617/19, the destroyers ' sighting of the
cruisers as 0722/19 . For the sake of clarity the British time is used here, the Italian bein g
adjusted accordingly by the addition of one hour . Even so, there are occasional differences of
three or four minutes in the two accounts .
2 It was stated after the action by a prisoner from Bartolomeo Colleoni that at about 5 a .m . an
attempt was made to fly off an aircraft from that ship, but this was not done owing (he believed )
to a mechanical breakdown .
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under full rudder as battle ensigns were hoisted, an enemy report was
made by wireless, and speed was increased to 30 knots . During the tur n
away, Hyperion and Ilex, nearest the Italians, opened fire ; but their
shells fell far short .
In the leading Italian cruiser, Bande Nere, the destroyers, sighted o n
the port bow, were assumed to be a screen searching ahead of heavie r
ships . Casardi increased speed to 30 knots and turned his division to por t
through 180 degrees to a northerly course, diverging from that of th e
destroyers and thus opening the range . Bande Nere opened fire at 7 .27 a.m .
on Hyperion and Ilex. 3
Beyond visual range, the course of this initial encounter was bein g
followed with interest . Away to the north, Collins received Hyperion' s
enemy report at 7 .33 a .m ., and immediately altered course towards . Three
minutes later an amplifying signal from Hyperion gave him the destroyers '
position, course and speed, and Sydney and Havock swung farther to the
southward to south by west and worked up to full speed, racing over th e
smooth sea towards the nearest point of interception of the destroyers .
Nicolson was not aware of Sydney's proximity, and, thinking her farthe r
to the northward, anticipated no support in his unequal fight before 9
o' clock at the earliest . At this stage Collins—who had not been sighte d
by aircraft since leaving Alexandria, and was anxious to conceal hi s
presence from the Italians lest they broke off the engagement and double d
back through the Antikithera Channel—kept wireless silence, so tha t
Nicolson was left hopeful but in the dark .
In Alexandria, Cunningham was also unaware of Sydney ' s position . O n
receipt of Hyperion 's enemy report he signalled to Nicolson to join Sydney,
and to Collins to support Nicolson ; but for the first hour the only pictur e
he got was the partial one built up from Nicolson's brief reports of hi s
course and speed .
Collins had the fullest picture—of the Italian cruisers (though he di d
not know what type, and whether 8-inch or 6-inch gun ships) and Nicol son's destroyers on roughly parallel north-easterly courses, and of Sydne y
and Havock on a southerly course trending south-easterly as the situatio n
developed ; with each force racing at 30 knots towards a point of intersection which they should reach in about an hour . His decision to keep it t o
himself could not have been an easy one to make . He knew that Nicolso n
would be concerned at his silence and was also aware of a risk that the y
might miss each other, since Nicolson would think him to be much farthe r
north than he was . But Hyperion's signals kept him informed of th e
movements of the destroyers and of the enemy, and allowed him to adjus t
his course accordingly . In the event, the surprise achieved was mos t
valuable, and may well have led to the eventual outcome of the engagement . In the meantime, the brief approach period was well used in Sydney,
and the ship's company had time for a hurried breakfast and to clean int o
battle dress before being closed up to action stations .
8 Casardi' s account, in his official report to the Ministry of Marine, Rome, which says th ee
destroyers did not reply until 7 .32, after Bande Nere's fifth salvo . A British account, on th
other hand, says the destroyers opened fire first .
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On board Bande Nere, Admiral Casardi had his own problems . He wa s
concerned to manoeuvre so as to keep at the limit of the destroyers' gun
range "and to avoid the chance of an effective torpedo attack", and thu s
for the first twenty-five minutes or so he steered north or northerly, th e
range opening as the destroyers were steering north-easterly . The Italia n
anticipation of a torpedo attack caused them to see on e
launched at 7 .43 a.m. at a range of about 20,000 yards with an inclination of abou t
75 degrees, the tracks of the torpedoes being observed far off and to starboard .

This must have been an optical illusion, as the destroyers fired n o
torpedoes at this stage of the action, and, well outside the range of thei r
own 4 .7-inch guns, could do nothing except dodge an d
watch the fall of the Italian shot—an unpleasant pastime since the Italians frequentl y
had the range, but were unaccountably out of line .

The Italian gunners were firing against the sun at long range, and i n
those circumstances were experiencing that low rate of hitting to b e
expected in the conditions of a chase in failing light of small vessels
dodging and making smoke, which had been the lot of the 7th Cruiser
Squadron chasing the destroyers some days earlier . But in this instance
the rate was at zero ; a condition which could no doubt have been altere d
had the cruisers, with their margin of speed of at least two knots over the
destroyers, closed the range . This they made no attempt to do for som e
time . Indeed when, shortly after a quarter to eight, Nicolson altered cours e
to north in an endeavour to head the enemy in that direction, the Italian s
—to his surprise—conformed for some minutes .
It was about this time, according to an observer in Hyperion, that th e
action hurtled past an old Greek freighte r
rolling slowly through the calm water . . . . Her crew, alarmed at this most Olympian
disturbance of the morning's peace, left her, stopped and pulled clear in their boat.
The wash of the passing warships lapped her sides and distorted her reflection i n
the mirror of the sea . The Greek sailors must have marvelled as they lay on thei r
oars and watched, while the silence and calm of the Aegean was shivered by th e
shriek and spray of shells being hurled across ten miles of sea.

Just before 8 o'clock Casardi made up his mind to press the attack, an d
swung his division round to east . The range closed rapidly, but Nicolso n
held on to the north-east to keep the action moving in the general directio n
of Sydney, and the cruisers altered more to the north again, though keepin g
on a converging course . The destroyers were, wrote Casardi :
emitting smoke astern in an attempt to conceal their movements. From the beginning
of their attack up to the moment when they drew out of sight the destroyers ha d
scarcely been visible, either because of the mist or on account of the slanting ray s
of the sun. As a consequence, favoured more by natural conditions than by their ow n
artificial though rather ineffectual smoke-screen, the destroyers, still being pursue d
by the cruisers, disappeared from view . From time to time they re-appeared very
indistinctly and it was judged that they had again assumed a north-easterly course s o
as to cross our bows . The control of our gun fire was rendered very difficult o n
account of the bad conditions of visibility—particularly for the range-findersespecially when the destroyers were directly in line against the sun. It seemed tha t
after the 12th salvo the leading destroyer, owing perhaps to having been hit, had
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reduced speed and then turned away, falling somewhat astern of her sub-division .
At 8 .27 a.m. I asked Egeomil, Rhodes, to intervene with bombing aircraft ; th e
enemy destroyers had disappeared in smoke, and my attempts to re-engage the m
with gun fire proved useless . Practically speaking, from 7 .48 to 8 .30, though continuing to chase the enemy at a speed of 32 knots, our fire was suspended .

Meanwhile Sydney and Havock, rushing down from the north, had
altered course by successive changes to the eastward as the Italian pursuit
of the destroyers moved in that direction across their front. At 8 .20 ,
Sydney was steering S .E. by E ., when her lookouts sighted volumes o f
smoke on the southern horizon ; and six minutes later the Italian cruisers
were sighted about two points before the starboard beam, distant 23,00 0
yards and steering easterly . Collins flashed off an enemy report by wire less, thus bringing Cunningham and Nicolson into the picture . And at 8 .2 9
Sydney opened fire on Bande Nere—the leader of the two cruisers—at
a range of 20,000 yards .
The relative positions of the three forces at that moment were at th e
angles of a roughly equilateral triangle . The base, lying almost north an d
south, was the line of bearing between Sydney and Bande Nere ; the two
sides were the converging lines of advance of the opposing cruisers ; and
at the apex was Nicolson's destroyer division, right ahead of Sydney—
but still invisible from her—and steering north-east .
Sydney's arrival was masked by a bank of haze which lay to the north ward . Casardi's first intimation was whe n
at 8 .30 several salvos fell near the Bande Nere, coming from our port side wher e
a thick bank of low fog could be seen. It was only possible to distinguish the flashe s
of guns and not the hulls of the ships, nor their numbers .

To Nicolson, also, Sydney 's approach was heralded by her gun flashes .
Hyperion's observer recorded :
At 8 .29 bridge lookouts in the destroyers—who could still discern nothing to th e
northward except the island of Milo, gradually taking shape over the haze—saw ,
on the port bow, the orange flashes of the Sydney's opening salvo—the most welcome
sight in the world . She came rushing to the southward, on the port beam of the
Italian, guns flashing, battle ensigns streaming, and such a smother of foam a t
bow and stern that from the destroyers one seemed almost to hear the hightensioned scream of the machinery driving her across the water .

Collins was, as he later remarked, in the happy position of taking int o
action a ship that had already experienced two successful encounters wit h
the enemy . He was not at this stage, however, aware whether he was
tackling 8-inch or 6-inch gun cruisers . Nor was the destroyer divisio n
in sight, and he was watching for it with the idea of turning up clos e
astern of it in support, having signalled his position, course and spee d
to Nicolson at 8 .30 .
The Italians opened fire at 8 .3 2
with gun fire from all their turrets but without being able to distinguish clearl y
the enemy units, nor to get their range ; but being guided solely by the flashes fro m
the enemies' guns .

Sydney found the Italian fire fairly accurate, their salvos starting shor t
and then falling mostly over, though some straddles were obtained . Collins
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held on to his south-easterly course to close the enemy and intercept th e
destroyers, but Casardi, about the time of opening fire, turned away to th e
south-eastward to a roughly parallel course . At 8 .35 Sydney scored her
first hit on Bande Nere, a shell passing through the Italian's forward funnel
and exploding on deck, where it killed four ratings and wounded fou r
others.
By now Collins had the measure of his opponents, having with som e
relief identified them as Colleoni class cruisers, while he was even mor e
pleased to observe the enemy making smoke ,
which indicated to me that even in the early stage he was giving consideration t o
evasive tactics.

Meanwhile Nicolson, on sighting Sydney's gun flashes, had turned hi s
destroyers through 180 degrees to a south-westerly course, anticipating an
order to close and attack with torpedoes ; and at 8 .38 Hyperion was sighte d
from Sydney fine on the port bow steering to cross, with Ilex, Hero, and
Hasty in company . Havock was detached from Sydney to join them, and
Collins directed Nicolson to attack .
But by the time the signal was passed, Casardi had made a torpedo
attack impracticable by turning 90 degrees to starboard to a south-westerly
course . Collins followed him round, the course set by Nicolson enablin g
Sydney to turn towards the enemy abreast of the destroyers . Thus, wrote
Collins,
by 8 .46 the position was that Sydney with destroyers practically in line abreast and
in fairly close order was steering on a south-westerly course after the enemy at
full speed.

This was, Casardi reported later, the crucial moment of the action .
At 8 .46 it became possible to distinguish through the mist that the enemy's force
was composed of two large units which were recognised as two cruisers, thoug h
it was still not possible to obtain their range . During the course of the action it
was possible to determine the cruisers as belonging to the Sydney or Gloucester class.
My orders stated the object of the operation was to reach Leros. From the moment
of meeting the enemy I considered that my task must be to engage him . In orde r
to obtain the best tactical advantage arising from the speed of our cruisers I require d
space to manoeuvre freely, that is without the restrictions imposed on us by the are a
of combat . Therefore, from the first instant of combat with the enemy cruiser I
had realised the necessity of drawing the enemy formation towards waters free from
any land restrictions, for being composed of a greater number of vessels they coul d
take advantage of the geographical configuration to prevent me disengaging from
a critical position . Accordingly at 8 .46, the crucial moment of the action, rather
than continue towards Leros in pursuit of the enemy, I turned sharply to starboar d
to a track almost parallel to the enemy, bringing him into the largest sector of gu n
fire. This manoeuvre, given the tactical situation of the moment, also gave me th e
advantage of fighting from a position ahead and the chance to employ torpedoes .
From 8.50 to 8 .52 in order to lessen the effect of the enemy's fire I turned to por t
and at 8 .53 to starboard, once again bringing the enemy into the maximum sector
of fire. Only at one minute past nine for the first time was there a chance o f
obtaining a good range of the enemy ships, and Bande Nere and Colleoni recommenced firing with all turrets . During the period when, on account of the appearance of their cruisers, I had ceased chasing the destroyers, these latter were fre e
to turn westward and join the larger units . As a result shortly after reopening the
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battle, approximately at 9 .10 a.m., the Bande Nere and Colleoni found themselve s
in action with six enemy vessels. The rolling caused by the heavy north-westerl y
swell rendered gunlaying very difficult, nevertheless our fire was as intense and well directed as the enemies' . To escape their salvos which were very concentrated 1
made frequent small turns .

At the beginning of the chase of the Italian cruisers, range was 18,00 0
yards, and for a while it lengthened slightly . The Italian fire, though
accurate, was of slow rate, which probably accounted for Sydney's no t
being hit at this stage . Collins altered course as necessary to open "A "
arcs and to conform to the evasive alterations of the enemy, and shifted
target from ship to ship as one or other of the Italians became obscure d
in smoke, and for half an hour or so the flight and pursuit tore noisily
across the glittering sea, the Italian cruisers some ten miles ahead of thei r
opponents . Bande Nere, about a mile ahead of Colleoni, was frequently
obscured by smoke, so that the nearer ship increasingly became the target ;
and at 8 .49 she came under the additional fire of the destroyers' 4 .7-inc h
guns .
The haze had now lifted, and the first of the day breeze whipped th e
blue water into little waves whose spindrift pattered on the destroyers '
forecastles . The smaller ships were driving all out, but could not draw
ahead of Sydney to attack with torpedoes, and the pursuers raced in line
abreast, the orange flashes of gun fire stabbing from their forward turrets ,
bright colours of bunting streaming from their signal halliards, and whit e
wakes foaming and trailing astern .
At 8 .53 Casardi, under cover of a smoke screen, appeared from Sydney
to alter towards in succession to starboard
I sought to improve conditions by emitting for a few minutes a curtain o f
artificial smoke, which resulted in the enemy's fire becoming irregular . After about
four minutes I ceased to make smoke and turned decisively to starboard, followe d
by the Colleoni

—and then steadied on a south-westerly course, with the British forc e
conforming . From 9 .2 until she was again obscured by smoke Bande Nere
was the target for Sydney's fire, but at 9 .8 target was shifted to Colleoni
at a range of 18,500 yards. For seven minutes Sydney fired with he r
forward turrets only, but at 9 .15 Collins altered course thirty degree s
to starboard and opened "A" arcs, and very shortly Sydney's fire o n
Colleoni appeared to be effective . The Italian ship lost speed, so that withi n
four minutes the range had closed to 17,500 yards .
Sydney now came under fairly accurate fire, and at 9 .21 suffered he r
only hit in the action. An enemy shell exploded on the port side of th e
forward funnel, about ten feet below the top, blew a hole three fee t
square in the funnel casings, and did minor damage with splinters . Onl y
one slight casualty—a splinter wound—resulted .
But now Colleoni was far more severely hit . According to a prisoner's 4
statement after the action, she had first been hit in the forecastle, but th e
6 The prisoner was Engineer Lieutenant Gino Gallupini, who was in the engine room of th e
Bartolomeo Colleont during the action . He was rescued from the water by Hyperion, and stated
that with the damage resulting from the shell in the boiler room the crew of Colleoni "lost
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decisive damage was caused about this time by one of Sydney's 6-inch
shells which exploded in the boiler room, stopped the ship, and put th e
power hoists for the turrets out of action . The range of the Colleoni no w
closed rapidly, and she "became smothered in the large and smaller splashe s
of cruiser and destroyer shells" . At 9 .25 she was observed from Sydne y
to be stopped and apparently out of action in a position five miles W .S .W .
of Cape Spada . Bande Nere, at this time well ahead of Colleoni, turne d
towards her pursuers at 9 .21 . But it was apparently evident to Casardi
that he could now do nothing to help the stricken ship, and without easing
her helm Bande Nere completed the circle of her turn and continued on a
south-westerly course . By 9 .26 she had rounded Agria Grabousa islan d
at a distance of about one mile off shore, and cut down to the southwar d
between the off-lying island of Pondikonisi and the west coast of Crete .
At 9 .33 Collins directed Nicolson to torpedo Colleoni, and Sydney
checked fire on her . The final range was 7,500 yards at 9 .38, at whic h
time a heavy explosion was observed forward on the Italian, who was o n
fire amidships . Superficially she appeared little damaged . The British shell s
had penetrated her thin plating and burst inside, and internal fires coul d
be seen through shell holes . Her four turrets appeared undamaged, an d
were trained and laid on the starboard quarter . Hyperion's observe r
recorded that :
The Italian ensign still flew, just stirred in the breeze, from her peak, and aster n
of her, in the water, floated the vast majority of her ship's company .

There was some doubt on Sydney's bridge as to whether she struck her
colours at this time or they were shot away . Hyperion, Ilex and Havoc k
stood by to pick up survivors and sink the crippled ship, and signallin g
Nicolson to leave one destroyer to do that job and follow him with th e
other two, Collins, with Hero and Hasty in company, continued the chas e
of Bande Nere—some ten miles ahead—at 30 knots .
Casardi had watched the destruction of Colleoni from the Admiral's
bridge of his flagship.
At 9 .24 the Colleoni, which up to that moment had maintained perfect statio n
and kept up a rapid and effective fire, reported damage to her engines, I think fro m
a hit received in a vital part of the motor machinery . Almost simultaneously sh e
stopped . For a few minutes, still following their action course, the enemy warship s
concentrated fire on her, except for one cruiser which continued to fire against th e
Bande Nere. From the admiral's bridge I witnessed the last glorious moments of th e
cruiser . For a few seconds she seemed to be surrounded by columns of water fro m
the enemy's salvos . No one appeared on deck, all on board showed their extremel y
heroic will to fight by their calm, implacable behaviour . The inequality of the
fight was, however, sadly evident ; an explosion occurred in the bows due, probably ,
to the blowing up of the forward magazine . Immediately after, two very high
heart and the ship stopped firing . After this the ship was repeatedly hit, notably at the bas e
of the bridge which put the control out of action and also set fire to ammunition for the H/A
guns. This fire spread and soon involved the whole bridge. There was no damage on deck abaf t
the after funnel, but he saw numerous casualties and much damage in the forepart of the ship .
The ship was abandoned soon after she was stopped, when a hit between the funnels starte d
another fire . "
According to another Italian account—that of Admiral Bernotti in La Guerre sin marl, p . 20 9
—a 6-inch shell exploded in the after boiler room, causing damage on deck and amidships and
killing members of the crews at A/A and machine-guns and torpedo tubes .
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columns of water alongside the dying ship showed that torpedoes from the enem y
destroyers, now at last near their prey, had struck . A huge cloud of mixed black
and white smoke, then the glorious warship—her upper deck almost level with th e
water—heeled over to port and sank . Such was the epic end of the Royal cruise r
Bartolomeo Colleoni.

When it was certain that she had been abandoned, Colleoni was torpedoed by Ilex and Hyperion, and sank at 9 .59 (it was to starboard tha t
she rolled over, not to port), and the three destroyers remained to rescu e
545 Italians—51 of whom, including her commanding officer, Captai n
Umberto Navaro, were seriously wounded—from the water . Sydney, with
ammunition running short in her forward turrets and for this reason with holding her fire, was racing with Hero and Hasty after Bande Nere, an d
at 9 .49 Collins again signalled Nicolson to hurry and join him in th e
chase . Bande Nere kept up an intermittent fire from her after turrets bu t
scored no hits, but Sydney, when she reopened fire with her forwar d
turrets at 9 .58, made a second hit on the Italian cruiser, Casardi telling
that a shell from her
crossed the quarterdeck and entered "Zone 2" and exploded on the divisional bulk head between "Zones 1 and 2", killing four ratings and wounding 12 .

According to Casardi, Bande Nere had at this minute to shut off a
boiler owing to defects in safety valves . Speed was reduced to 29 knot s
"and range began to lessen " , though within a few minutes the ship wa s
again making 32 knots . This lessening of range was not evident in Sydney ;
and Hero, leading the chase, reported to Collins : "Regret I am not catchin g
her . " Sydney found the range still opening, and the target and fall o f
shot becoming indistinct, yet continued the chase in the hope of obtainin g
a speed hit . But the Mediterranean haze, not noticeable north of Crete ,
combined with the enemy' s smoke in making spotting conditions impossible .
At 10 .22 Sydney fired two salvos at 21,000 yards . Failure to observe th e
fall of shot showed that Bande Nere had drawn beyond the maximu m
range of splash visibility, and fire was finally checked . Sydney had by now
only ten rounds of shell left in her forward turrets ; the enemy, practicall y
out of sight at a range of eleven miles, was hauling away at an estimate d
speed of 32 knots ; and at 10 .37 Collins, "with great reluctance " , abandoned the chase, having been ordered by the Commander-in-Chief t o
return to Alexandria .
In Warspite, Cunningham had been following the action through th e
brief signals from the British ships, and must have felt both relief an d
concern at Sydney's report made at 10 .5 a .m . : "One cruiser sunk . Ammunition practically finished . 5 Other cruiser course 200 degrees am following ."
The possibility of there being stronger Italian forces in the vicinity was
an immediate consideration when Nicolson's first enemy report was received, and during the forenoon of the 19th the fleet put to sea fro m
Alexandria and steered to the north-west . Two of the Australian destroyer s
were in this covering party, Stuart on Warspite's screen and Vendetta on
5

Sydney fired 956 rounds of 6-inch shell in this action, bringing her expenditure of ammunitio n
from her main armament in action with the enemy during six weeks of war up to 2,200 rounds .
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that of the battle squadron . The obvious concern of the enemy to evade
in the early stages of the action had made Collins also consider the possibility of a desire to lead him on to stronger Italian forces near by ; and
the behaviour of Bande Nere in holding a southerly course in the ope n
sea when escape to the westward would have been easier, strengthene d
this view ; which was further supported by a signal from Havock, receive d
by Collins shortly after noon, saying that prisoners had stated that strong
Italian forces were in the neighbourhood.
But apparently no such forces were about. Casardi had intelligence o f
the fleet leaving Alexandria, and was practising a deception in steerin g
south while in sight of his pursuers . At 10 .22 Sydney had signalled t o
Hero, "Drop back on me . We have been ordered to return to harbour . "
Presumably in Bande Nere—where the conviction that the fifth British
destroyer was a cruiser apparently persisted—Hero's falling back on Sydney
was observed, for Casardi wrote of the final stages of the encounter :
At about 10 .26, immediately after being straddled by one of our salvos, th e
leading enemy cruiser turned sharply to starboard and ceased fire . Very soon the
range increased to 21,000 yards when all the enemy vessels ceased fire and brok e
contact . I think the enemy flagship had received a hit which caused her to stop, bu t
it is certain that the Bande Nere continued to fire for some time after the enem y
were silent . The other cruiser had desisted from continuing the chase alone afte r
the Bande Nere, perhaps because she was only lightly built or had realised th e
impossibility of engaging us with our higher speed . For about one hour I steere d
towards Tobruk and when sure of being out of the enemy's sight I altered cours e
for Benghazi to make sure of avoiding enemy naval forces, which had been reporte d
leaving Alexandria.

In the event, the Mediterranean Fleet in its sweep to the north-westward
found no enemy forces . Casardi's tactics led to the belief that Bande Nere
was making for Tobruk. Six of Eagle's Swordfish torpedo bombers flew
to Sidi Barran on the 19th, and made a moonlight attack on Tobru k
in the early morning of the 20th . Bande Nere was not there, but a tanke r
was torpedoed, and two other merchant ships probably damaged . Th e
fleet returned to Alexandria at dawn on the 20th .
Meanwhile the remainder of the 19th July provided Sydney and th e
three prisoner-laden destroyers with further enemy action . On abandonin g
the chase Sydney, with Hero and Hasty in company, set course for Alexandria, speed being reduced to 25 knots to allow Hyperion, Ilex and
Havock to catch up . These ships had, however, been delayed in rescuin g
Colleoni's survivors, and at three in the afternoon Sydney received signals
from Havock saying that she had been bombed, and that damage to a
boiler room had reduced her speed to 24 knots . Collins—who had though t
the three destroyers were much closer astern than they were—with a n
air attack in mind, detached Hero and Hasty to Alexandria, and himsel f
altered course to support Havock . The possibility of submarine attack
then caused him to order Hyperion and Ilex—who it was thought were
between Sydney and Havock—to join him at sunset . Sydney experience d
heavy bombing attacks shortly after turning back, a stick of bombs
straddling her but without damage . At 4 .35 she met Havock, and two
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hours later they were joined by Hyperion and Ilex, just before the final
and fruitless bombing attack of the day . With the damaged Havock in th e
centre, Hyperion and Ilex forming an anti-submarine screen ahead, an d
Sydney bringing up the rear, the force continued through the night at 2 0
knots without further incident, and reached Alexandria at 11 a .m . on the
20th.
Sydney had a triumphal entry into harbour . Previous to her arrival
Cunningham made a general signal to the fleet saying that she would b e
in shortly and adding : "Give her a rousing cheer ." And the fleet did so .
Her own destroyers started it off by hauling out of line in the channe l
near the boom and cheering her as she passed them . Her berth lay at th e
far end of the harbour, a distance of about two miles from the boom .
Every ship in harbour had cleared lower deck, and as she passed dow n
harbour they cheered her in turn. To one of Sydney's company it was "a
continuous roar for about fifteen minutes . . . something I will never
forget". The Australian destroyers—each flying seven Australian flag s
for the occasion—gave her a tremendous welcome, and Waller, leading th e
cheering in Stuart, gave an Australian flavour to his greeting with th e
signal, "Whacko, Sydney" . It was a great Australian day in Alexandria .
Coming so soon after the fleet action at Calabria, this second revers e
had noticeable repercussions on Italian strategy . In a letter to the Admiralty two months later, the Commander-in-Chief said it was "significan t
that, so far as is known, no Italian surface forces have returned into o r
near the Aegean since this action was fought " .
The credit (he wrote) for this successful and gallant action belongs mainly t o
Captain J. A . Collins who by his quick appreciation of the situation, offensiv e
spirit and resolute handling of HMAS Sydney, achieved a victory over a superio r
force which has had important strategical effects . . . . Sydney's gunnery narrative
is of great interest both technically and from the more general point of view . It
shows the results obtainable by an efficient control team backed by good material ,
and it should be given the weight due to the experience of a ship which has ha d
the unique opportunity of firing 2,200 main armament rounds in action in six weeks .

It was the presence of offensive spirit, resolution, and experience o n
the British side, and their absence from the Italian, which determine d
the course and result of this action . And once again the lack of operationa l
coordination between the Italian navy and air force was evidenced i n
Casardi's misplaced confidence that aerial reconnaissance had been carrie d
out over the areas he was to cross . At the same time, neither the short comings of the air force nor the state of the weather would appear t o
excuse his own failure to have ensured such reconnaissance with his ow n
aircraft .
Propaganda—always a double-edged weapon—from Italian and Germa n
sources, gave colourful versions of the encounter in broadcasts and news paper stories in which the odds were represented as heavily against th e
Italians, and in which, while the loss of one of their cruisers was admitte d
by the Italians, that of a British cruiser was claimed . But in his Diary entry
of the 22nd July—three days after the action—Ciano recorded of Mussolini :
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Today he was depressed on account of the loss of the Colleoni, not so muc h
because of the sinking itself as because he feels the Italians did not fight ver y
brilliantly .

In one particular the action pointed a lesson to the British . The delay
imposed upon Hyperion, Ilex and Havock by their stopping to rescue
Colleoni's survivors may have contributed to the escape of Bande Nere .
It did result in Sydney and the three destroyers (which were each over loaded with some hundreds of demoralised prisoners whose presenc e
gravely lowered the ships' fighting efficiency) being heavily bombed, an d
Havock badly damaged . It was an experience which brought home the
unpalatable fact that, faced as they were by greater numbers, Britis h
commanding officers could not afford to permit the escape of an enem y
vessel or endanger the safety of their own by acts of mercy, but mus t
harden their hearts in similar circumstances in the future . An order to
this effect was issued to the fleet .
XI
In the clashes between British and Italian surface forces in the first tw o
months of the war, the initiative established by Cunningham at the outse t
was retained . But Italian aircraft dominated the air in both the Centra l
and Eastern Mediterranean. The inability to use Malta as a base, eve n
for light surface forces, because of the constant air attacks and weaknes s
of the island ' s anti-aircraft defences, gave the Italians a considerabl e
degree of freedom to run convoys between Italy and Libya . The navy ha d
some Swordfish aircraft at Malta, but these were of insufficient rang e
to intercept reported convoys, and distance placed a similar ban on surfac e
forces from the Eastern Mediterranean . Italian aircraft carried out daily
reconnaissances over Alexandria, so that the enemy was immediatel y
acquainted with British fleet movements, and was able to time the passag e
of fast convoys to Libya accordingly . In the Eastern Mediterranean, Italia n
aircraft based on the Dodecanese persistently menaced naval operations ,
and made the passage of Aegean convoys extremely hazardous . On th e
17th July 1940 Air Marshal Longmore, 6 the Air Officer Commanding-in Chief, Middle East, reported that his slender resources prevented his takin g
counter action ; and Admiral Cunningham told the Admiralty that in its
absence, unless he could have suitable escort vessels with good anti-aircraf t
armament, the hazards to Aegean convoys—and to the cruisers which ha d
to be used to escort them—would be such as to offset their value . Cunningham was also embarrassed, as Nelson had been in the same area nearly
150 years earlier, by his lack of light forces, and his fleet operation s
were limited by his having to use destroyers to escort slow convoys, "a
function which was wasteful of such precious vessels" . The major operation entailed in the passage of Aegean convoys during the last days o f
July, and the scale of air attack encountered, is an instance of the difficultie s
of this period . The operation, extending over eight days, covered the whol e
° Air Chief Marshal Sir Arthur Longmore, GCB, DSO . AOC-in-C RAF in ME 1940-41 ; IG of
RAF 1941 . B . St Leonard 's, NSW, 8 Oct 1885.
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of the Aegean, and the Eastern Mediterranean between Cape Matapa n
in Greece and the south-western corner of Asia Minor, and employe d
practically the entire strength of the fleet .
The operation started on the 21st July when Liverpool, flagship of th e
7th Cruiser Squadron, with Capetown, Diamond, and Stuart, escorting
one ship, sailed from Alexandria . The following day they were joine d
by Dainty and Defender with five ships from Port Said, and convoy AN. 2
was formed, and course set for the Aegean via Elafonisos Channel, betwee n
the Greek mainland and Kithera Island .
At midnight on the 23rd July, Orion, with Vampire and Vendetta, left
Alexandria for Castellorizo Island, off the south-western point of Asi a
Minor, and made a demonstration about ten miles off the island shortly
before sunset on the 24th July as a diversion from the convoy movement .
Vampire and Vendetta then proceeded to Port Said, where they arrive d
at 11 .30 a .m . on the 25th .
At about that time the ships of the convoy, which had entered th e
Aegean, were scattered for their Greek ports, with the exception of tw o
bound for the Dardanelles, which continued northwards with the escor t
group . On the 26th Capetown, Stuart, and Defender, parted company t o
await the formation of a southbound convoy in the Gulf of Athens . While
waiting for this convoy, the cruiser and destroyers sought for a Greek ship ,
Ermioni (440 tons), known to be carrying petrol for the Dodecanes e
Islands ; but they failed to find her .
Vampire and Vendetta sailed from Port Said again at 10 a .m. on the
26th, to rendezvous with Orion for a further demonstration against Castellorizo . They were accompanied by the armed boarding vessels Fion a
and Chakla to represent transports, and on the evening of the 27th the
force proceeded as if to carry out landings on the island .' Neither demonstration provoked any action from the island's defences, although th e
ships fired star shells on the 27th, nor was there any sign of enemy ai r
activity .
Meanwhile the fleet—three battleships, Eagle, Neptune, Sydney, an d
ten destroyers—sailed from Alexandria to provide cover for the southbound convoy . Sydney had been in Alexandria since her return there fro m
the action off Cape Spada . On the 21st July she had landed a funeral
party for Italian seamen from Colleoni, and on the 24th Collins and a
number of his officers attended the funeral of Captain Navaro, who had
died of wounds he suffered in that ship . The following day Sydney wa s
painted in camouflage colours, and on the 26th she embarked an aircraf t
to replace that lost at Bardia . She left Alexandria in company with
Neptune at 3 a .m . on the 27th, and the two ships joined the Commanderin-Chief at sea seven hours later .
At 6 .20 in the evening of the 27th—at which time Capetown, Defender,
and Stuart had assembled a convoy of four ships—AS.2—in the Aegea n
and set course southwards for the Kithera Channel—the fleet was heavil y
7

HMS Ftona (1927), 2,190 tons; sunk by enemy aircraft off Sidi Barrani, 18 Apr 1941 .
HMS Chakla (1914), 3,081 tons ; sunk by enemy aircraft in Tobruk Harbour, 29 Apr 1941.
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bombed . In all, five attacks were made by enemy aircraft, and sixty-thre e
bombs were dropped . In one of these attacks, just after seven in th e
evening when, as a Sydney officer recorded :
we were in the midst of our meal in the wardroom, suddenly, without warning, w e
heard the hair-raising whistle of approaching bombs . Eating ceased at a stroke,
ears were cocked, and then as one man we yelled "Bombs!" someone adding : "Yes ,
and they're going to fall bloody closer s

They did . A salvo of heavy bombs straddled Sydney, but fortunately
did little harm, there being two minor splinter casualties, and the newlyembarked aircraft was made unserviceable by splinter damage . There wa s
no other damage in the fleet .
The following day the convoy and escort—which Liverpool, Dainty ,
and Diamond rejoined at daylight—passed through Kithera Channel int o
the Mediterranean, and Neptune and Sydney, detached from the fleet, the n
to the north-west of Crete, entered the Aegean through the Elafoniso s
Channel, to endeavour to intercept the Ermioni. The two ships were heavily
bombed from 7 .35 to 8 p .m . and were near missed ; Sydney suffered no
damage, but Neptune's aircraft, badly riddled by splinters, had to be jettisoned as a fire hazard . Shortly before dusk, near the Thermia Channel a t
the entrance to the Gulf of Athens, the cruisers intercepted Ermioni, and
Sydney gave anti-submarine protection to Neptune while the British cruiser,
having made sure that Ermioni had been abandoned by her crew, shelle d
her, setting her on fire . With the lights of Athens faintly glimmering o n
the horizon, the cruisers stood by as Ermioni exploded and disappeared ,
and at 9 .25 they proceeded . At two in the morning of the 29th, they
passed through Kithera Channel southbound, and entered Alexandria a t
noon the following day.
During their Mediterranean passage on the 29th, both the fleet an d
convoy were subjected to nine heavy bombing attacks between 7 .35 a.m .
and 3 p .m . In Stuart it was estimated that some 200 bombs were aime d
at the convoy and its escorts . There was, however, only one hit, whe n
Liverpool was struck by a bomb which, penetrating two decks, failed t o
explode . During the last attack one Italian bomber was shot down i n
flames by a Gladiator fighter from Eagle, after which the fighter pilot ,
unable to find Eagle and running out of petrol, landed his aircraft on the
sea just ahead of Stuart. The aircraft sank immediately, and Stuart's lifeboat was called away and picked up the pilot, a New Zealander, wh o
insisted on his parachute being saved also "because it cost a lot of money" .
Fleet, convoy, and escorts reached Alexandria and Port Said withou t
further incident on the 30th July ; and summing up the operation th e
Commander-in-Chief defined as his urgent needs fighter aircraft over
the fleet ; radar ; and action against enemy airfields . He was to get som e
relief in these directions before long, and a few aircraft for Malta's defence s
were then in the Mediterranean on their way to the island in the aircraf t
carrier Argus.
Ross, Stormy Petrel, p. 182 .
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XI I
In August 1940 the Italians began to move on land towards Britis h
Somaliland at the southern end of the Red Sea . With the closing of th e
Mediterranean to through traffic, the approaches to the Red Sea throug h
the Gulf of Aden, the fifteen-mile-wide passage of the Strait of Bab-el Mandeb—the "Gate of Tears"—and the 1,200-mile stretch from th e
Strait to Suez, became the main highway to the Middle East for convoy s
from Great Britain as well as those from Australia and India, and it s
security of first importance . An area of great heat and high humidity ;
bordered by barren coasts of desert and lofty hog-back mountain ranges ;
and beset with navigational hazards of off-lying reefs and false horizons ;
it offered little but discomfort and hard work to those in the ships protecting it . South of Suez the two main British ports were at Port Suda n
on the western coast of the Red Sea little more than half-way down, and
at Aden, outside and some 100 miles east of the Strait of Bab-el-Mandeb .
Three hundred and fifty miles north of the Strait, roughly half-way t o
Port Sudan and also on the west coast of the Red Sea, lay the Italia n
naval base of Massawa, well situated for the delivery of attacks on th e
convoys which had to pass it .
The Italians had strong land forces in East Africa ; at least 200,00 0
troops, and 200 aircraft . The naval base of Massawa was securely protected behind an extensive screen of off-lying islands and reefs, heavil y
fortified, and with its entrances mined . Here were based, at the outbreak
of war, seven modern destroyers and eight submarines, with smaller craft ,
under the command of Rear-Admiral Bonetti . From the Sudan frontie r
one-third of the way up the Red Sea, to the border of Kenya, the Eas t
African coastline was in Italian hands with the exception of 400 miles o f
French and British Somaliland on the southern border of the Gulf of Aden .
Before 1935 the Red Sea, in Admiralty dispositions, had formed par t
of the Mediterranean Station ; but at the Abyssinian crisis it had bee n
made an operational area of the East Indies Station, and had so remained .
At this juncture this was a matter of concern to the British army and ai r
commanders in North and East Africa, who had to deal with two nava l
Commanders-in-Chief—Mediterranean and East Indies—regarding th e
Red Sea ; but the position was not altered until October 1941 when th e
Red Sea again came under the Mediterranean command .
At the end of July 1940 there were about 430 British and Allie d
merchant ships on the East Indies Station, many of them congregatin g
towards the Red Sea approaches to the Middle East . The protection o f
all this traffic on the wide ocean stretches and the focal points, couple d
with the task of watching the Italian Somaliland coast, made heav y
demands on the forces available, and there was some reinforcement fro m
other areas at this period . Just before the outbreak of war the cruiser
Leander, which had arrived at Alexandria on the 26th May after detaching from the escort of convoy US .3 ten days earlier, was allocated to the
Red Sea Force, replacing Liverpool, which joined the 7th Cruiser Squadro n
in the Mediterranean . Four of Cunningham's precious destroyers—
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Khartoum, Kimberley, Kingston and Kandahar—were also sent south of
Suez from the Mediterranean . Early in July the Commander-in-Chief ,
China, proposed to the Admiralty the release of the Australian-manne d
merchant cruisers under his command for service elsewhere . This proposal
was adopted, and Kanimbla was transferred to the East Indies Station, an d
arrived at Colombo on the 9th August, to spend twelve months on patro l
work in the Indian Ocean, and on convoy escort between Durban, Aden ,
India, and the Persian Gulf . The other two armed merchant cruiser s
Moreton Bay and Arawa, were allocated to the South Atlantic Station . O n
the 24th July, Cunningham offered to surrender to the East Indies Statio n
the cruisers Capetown and Caledon, which were unsuited for the heavy
scale of Mediterranean air attack because of their inadequate anti-aircraf t
armament and lack of speed, and they left Alexandria for the India n
Ocean on the 3rd and 10th August respectively . And on the 30th July ,
H .M .A .S . Parramatta arrived in Aden from Colombo.
During the passage from Colombo, Parramatta was in company with
H .M. submarine Regent, 9 with whom she formed a tactical unit to cop e
with a surface raider suspected to be operating in the Indian Ocean . Suc h
a ship—the Atlantis' which had sailed from Germany on the 11th Marc h
and entered the Indian Ocean in May after laying mines off Cape Agulhas
—was in fact operating on the station . On the 10th June she capture d
the Norwegian ship Tirranna (7,230 tons), bound from Melbourne to
Mombasa, and on the 11th and 13th July respectively sank the Britis h
ships City of Bagdad (7,506 tons) and Kemmendine (7,769 tons) . But
she was operating some hundreds of miles southward of the Parramatta
and Regent, who made their voyage without incident .
By the beginning of August 1940 the Red Sea Force, which was unde r
the command of the Commander-in-Chief, East Indies, based ashore a t
Colombo, and administered by the Senior Naval Officer, Red Sea (RearAdmiral Murray), based ashore in Aden, had been considerably expande d
from its establishment with Liverpool and Hobart in April . By August, o r
shortly afterwards, it consisted of the cruisers Hobart, Leander, Caledon
and Carlisle ; the destroyers Kimberley, Kingston, and Kandahar; 2 th e
sloops H .M . Ships Flamingo, Auckland, Shoreham and Grimsby ; H.M.
Indian Ships Clive, Indus and Hindustan ; and H .M .A .S . Parramatta . 3
°HMS Regent, submarine (1930), 1,475 tons, one 4-in gun, eight 21-in torp tubes, 17 .5 kts ;
sunk in Strait of Otranto, 16 Apr 1943 .
i Atlantis, German auxiliary cruiser (1937), 7,862 tons, six 5 .9-in guns, four torp tubes, 93 mines ,
18 kts ; sunk by HMS Devonshire NW of Ascension I, 22 Nov 1941 .
2 Khartoum was lost to this force when she sank in Perim harbour on 23 June as the result o f
internal explosion . (HMS Khartoum, destroyer (1939), 1,760 tons, six 4 .7-in guns, five 21-i n
torp tubes, 36 kts. )
s HMS Carlisle, anti-aircraft cruiser (1918), 4,200 tons, eight 4-in AA guns, 29 kts .
HMS Kimberley, destroyer (1939), 1,760 tons, six 4 .7-in guns, five 21-in torp tubes, 36 kts .
HMS Kingston, destroyer (1939), 1,760 tons, six 4 .7-in guns, five 21-in torp tubes, 36 kts ;
sunk by aircraft at Malta, 11 Apr 1942.
HMS Kandahar, destroyer (1939), 1,760 tons, six 4.7-in guns, five 21-in torp tubes, 36 kts;
mined off Libyan coast 19 Dec and sunk by own forces 20 Dec 1941 .
HMS Flamingo, sloop (1939), 1,250 tons, six 4-in guns, 19.25 kts .
HMS Auckland, sloop (1938), 1,250 tons, six 4-in guns, 19 .25 kts ; sunk off Tobruk, 24 Tun 1941 .
HMS Grimsby, sloop (1934), 990 tons, four 4-in guns, 16 .5 kts ; sunk off Tobruk, 25 May 1941 .
HMIS Clive, sloop (1920), 1,748 tons, two 4-in guns, 14 .5 kts.
HMIS Indus, sloop (1935), 1,190 tons, two 4-in guns, 16 .5 kts ; sunk by Jap aircraft at Akyab,
6 Apr 1942 .
HMIS Hindustan, sloop (1930), 1,190 tons, two 4-in guns, 16 .5 kts .
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Local forces based on Aden were two minesweepers, two small A .M .C's
and two armed trawlers . Various ships joined the force from time to
time—including Ceres and Colombo, which had been intended for th e
Australia Station—and for a while the 8-inch gun cruisers Dorsetshire and
Shropshire were on escort duty in the Red Sea .
Up to August 1940 enemy naval opposition in the Red Sea and its
southern approaches was very slight, and confined to submarine activity
in which the Italians came off second best . Four of their eight submarines
were accounted for by the end of June . Nothing was seen of their surfac e
forces . Within an hour or two of the outbreak of war the Italian Ai r
Force raided Aden, and attacks continued on that base, and were also
carried out on convoys, but with little harmful result .
The first air raid alarm at Aden was at 1 .57 a .m . on the 11th June ,
as Hobart left the harbour on a sweep into the Red Sea . In harbour again
next day she experienced further raids ; in one by four aircraft on the 13t h
one raider fell a victim to either her fire or that of Carlisle . On the 19th
Hobart carried out an air raid on her own account, when shortly befor e
dawn she flew off her amphibian "pusser's duck" which bombed an Italian
wireless station on Centre Peak Island—in the middle of the Red Se a
opposite Massawa—and did some damage to the station buildings .
Throughout the rest of June Hobart patrolled and carried out sweeps in
the southern Red Sea, and on the 30th in Aden embarked 687 officers an d
men of a Punjabi battalion for British Somaliland .
Before the formation of the Red Sea Force in April, it had bee n
decided in principle that British Somaliland should be held . At that time
the military forces there consisted of the 650 Somali troops of the Somaliland Camel Corps . Reinforcement began in May, when Hobart went t o
Berbera to superintend the disembarkation from the troopship Karanja
(9,891 tons) of a battalion of the 2nd King 's African Rifles . There were
no further reinforcements until the end of June, and the general situatio n
was altered by the collapse of France in that month . British military plan s
had been based on close collaboration with strong forces in French Somali land ; but the collapse of the French colony followed that of France .
Early in July, however, Colonel Chater, 4 commander of the troops in
Somaliland, thought that the British position would not be untenable unde r
certain conditions, one being that naval support was forthcoming on the
coast west of Berbera ; and this was promised to the fullest possible extent.
From the French Somaliland border in the north-west, the British coastline extended eastwards some 400 miles to the frontier of Italian Somaliland . Just inside the western boundary was the small port of Zeila . Some
hundred miles farther east, and almost opposite Aden 150 miles distan t
from it across the Gulf, lay Berbera, the seat of government, and a practically undeveloped port whose normal trade was catered for by dhow s
and a small weekly steamer . With only two small piers devoid of liftin g
4 Maj-Gen A . R. Chater, CB, DSO, OBE . Comd defence of British Somaliland 1940 ; comd troop s

Cyprus 1940-41 ; Military Governor and comd troops British Somaliland 1941-43 ; Director of
Combined Ops India and SE Asia 1944-45 . Regular soldier; of Camberley, Surrey, Eng; b .
London, 7 Feb 1896 .
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gear and capable only of accommodating lighters or ships ' boats at between
half and full tide, the port was ill adapted for the rapid handling of troop s
and equipment . The position was aggravated in the summer months by th e
kharif, a strong south-west wind often reaching gale force, which blow s
for approximately twelve hours every night from June to September ,
making boatwork hazardous if not impossible in the harbour. In these
conditions, Hobart was called upon for considerable resource and plannin g
in the weeks of reinforcement and withdrawal during July and Augus t
1940 .
With her Punjabi troops on board, and escorting Chantala 5 carryin g
the battalion's transport and heavy stores, Hobart sailed from Aden at
3 p .m . on the 30th June, and reached Berbera early next morning . Fo r
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the following two weeks she escorted troopships between Aden and
Berbera, and assisted with her boats in their disembarkation there . On
the 31st July she again left Aden for Berbera escorting a ship whos e
troops were landed in her boats .
On the 3rd August General Legentilhomme, who had attempted t o
fight on in French Somaliland, left there, and on the 4th arrived at Berber a
on his way to Aden . That day the Italians invaded British Somaliland ,
the main attack being from Abyssinia across the mountains towards th e
coastal plains and Berbera . The British defence line was at Tug Arga n
Gap, forty miles or so inland from the port . Another Italian column
invaded from French Somaliland, and captured Zeila on the 5th August .
Hargeisa, on the line of advance of the main enemy column, fell on the 6t h
5

HMS Chantala, armed merchant cruiser (1920), 3,129 tons ; sunk by mine in Tobruk Harbour,
7 Dec 1941 .
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August, and by the 11th the Italians were pouring down the escarpmen t
on to the British defence line .
During this period Hobart was in Berbera or on the Somaliland coast .
Between the 3rd and 5th August she swept to Guardafui, and carried ou t
a reconnaissance of the coast west of Berbera to investigate the bes t
position to hold up an enemy advance by coastal bombardment . Back in
Berbera on the 5th, she found there Parramatta, who had arrived th e
previous day and experienced her first bombing attack . Parramatta left
on convoy duty on the 6th, but Hobart remained, her boats busy ferryin g
native refugees to their embarkation ship, and disembarking the 2nd Blac k
Watch, who had been brought from Aden in Chantala .
Early in the morning of the 8th August, three enemy fighter aircraft
raided the Berbera airfield, and, thinking they might be from Zeila an d
could be caught on the ground refuelling, Captain Howden catapulte d
Hobart's amphibian . At 5 .30 a .m . the aircraft, approaching Zeila from the
sea " in a steady dive from eight thousand feet ", dropped its two bomb s
from 800 feet, aiming at the Residency—believed to be the Italian headquarters—in lack of other targets . The bombs fell close enough to blo w
in all the windows, after which the amphibian lumbered over the tow n
at 250 feet and machine-gunned the Residency, motor-lorries, and enem y
posts and troops . It landed on the harbour at Berbera at 7 a .m . with tw o
bullet holes in the port main lower plane, but no other damage . Th e
Italians hit back about three hours later, when two aircraft dropped eigh t
bombs which fell in the harbour between Hobart, Auckland, and Amber.6
They came nearer in an attack at 10 .50 a .m ., when they straddled Hobart
and Chakdina, 7 but in neither attack was there any damage . In the evening
of the following day, in response to a request from military headquarters ,
Hobart landed a 3-pounder Hotchkiss saluting gun on an improvise d
mounting made from a 40-gallon drum reinforced by iron plating, with
a crew of three and sixty-four rounds of ammunition . By four o'clock in
the morning of the 10th, the gun—with its three sailors 8 in military
uniform—was in position at Tug Argan Gap where, said the Commanderin-Chief, Middle East, "their presence and conduct were of the utmost
value to the morale of the garrison " .
From the 11th to the 14th of the month Hobart was in Aden, but sh e
arrived back in Berbera at 5 .26 p .m . on the 14th to conduct the withdrawal which was ordered by the Commander-in-Chief, Middle East, th e
following day .
It was evident (wrote Admiral Murray in his subsequent report) that wit h
specialised knowledge of Berbera it was best to leave him to deal wit h
details of evacuation on the spot, after providing him with as many ships and boat s
etc. as could be. Captain H. L . Howden, OBE, RAN, was Senior Naval Officer ,
Berbera, throughout the critical time .

Hobart's

"HMS Amber, armed trawler (1934), 700 tons, one 4-in gun, 12 kts .
'HMS Chakdina, armed merchant cruiser (1914), 3,033 tons ; sunk by aircraft in E. Mediterranean,
5 Dec 1941 .
8 PO H . Jones, AB H . C. Sweeney and AB W
. J. Hurren .
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Ships which took part in the operation were the cruisers Hobart, Carlisle,
and Ceres ; the destroyers Kimberley and Kandahar; the armed merchant
cruisers Chakdina, Chantala, and Laomedon ;9 the sloop Shoreham ; the
transport Akbar (4,043 tons), and the hospital ship Vita (4,691 tons) .
Howden received the withdrawal signal from Admiral Murray at 1 .1 5
p .m. on the 15th August ; and at a conference with the Base Commandan t
and a representative from army headquarters (where Major-General
Godwin-Austen' had assumed command on 11th August, at which tim e
it was intended strongly to reinforce British Somaliland) it was decide d
that embarkation should begin at 11 a .m . on the 16th . Hobart's shipwright s
had made from an old lighter an additional pontoon pier, which thus gav e
three pier embarkation points, using as ferrying craft two tugs—Zeila an d
Queen—and four lighters, all manned by Hobart ; and the boats of all
naval ships in harbour. 2 Howden appointed Lieutenants Morrison 3 an d
Malleson 4 of Hobart as his operations staff, and combined operationa l
headquarters were set up in the ship . Beachmasters were appointed, an d
ship to shore communications established with Hobart's signalmen.
Throughout the operation, ships' armament had constantly to be manne d
in anticipation of a possible surface attack by enemy destroyers or torped o
boats, though none eventuated ; and in readiness for air attacks, which
materialised on a number of occasions, in bomber and fighter raids . Seaward defence was afforded by Carlisle, whose radar and anti-aircraft gun s
were a valuable factor ; and by an anti-submarine patrol of destroyers
and sloops .
Embarkation into Chakdina—delayed by air raids which otherwise di d
no harm—began shortly after noon on the 16th, and by 6 .45 p .m . she
had embarked 1,100 of the civilian population, including between tw o
and three hundred Abyssinian women and children, and sailed for Aden .
On the 17th Ceres, patrolling the coast, engaged an enemy column advancing along the Zeila-Berbera road forty miles west of Berbera, an d
held up its advance . On this day intensive embarkation of troops a t
Berbera into Chantala, Laomedon, and Akbar, began at 8 .30 p .m ., an d
continued throughout the blowing of the kharif which caused sea conditions making heavy demands on the courage and skill of the coxswain s
and crews of the ferrying craft . "To them," reported Howden, "a great
part of the success of the evacuation of British Somaliland belongs . "
General Godwin-Austen, with his staff, embarked in Hobart at 10 p .m . ,
increasing the strain on the ship's communications and signals branches .
Hobart's surgeons, and members of her company not otherwise employed ,
,

HMS Laomedon, armed merchant cruiser (1912), 6,491 tons .
I General Sir Alfred Godwin-Austen, KCSI, CB, OBE, MC . (Served Gallipoli and Mesopotamia
1915-19 .) Comd 14 Inf Bde 1938-39 ; GOC Somaliland 1940-41, XIII Corps 1941-42 ; Director of
Tactical Investigation, War Office, 1942-43 . B . 17 Apr 1889.
Ferrying craft used were Zeila and Queen ; the four lighters ; two motor-boats, the pinnace, and
two cutters from Hobart ; four motor-boats from Aden, including Admiral Murray' s barge ; and
boats from Carlisle, Kandahar, and Shoreham .
s Capt T . K . Morrison, OBE, DSC ; RAN. HMAS Hobart 1938-43 ; HMAS Australia 1944-45 . B.
Melbourne, 31 Oct 1911 .
4 Lt-Cdr C . V . S. Malleson, RN. HMAS Hobart 1938-40 ; HMAS Canberra 1941 ; HMS Trumpeter
1943 ; HMS Flycatcher 1945 . B . 23 Jun 1912 .
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meanwhile did good work in a temporary sick bay which was establishe d
in the starboard shelter deck to take care of wounded troops .
At 2 .30 a .m . on the 18th August the steady stream of troops arrivin g
at the embarkation points was halted, owing to the destruction of a culver t
on the main line of retreat . Howden himself landed, and collected a
number of Somali truck drivers, whom he placed under the charge o f
Signalman Martin 5 of Hobart—a reserve rating who was a truck drive r
in civil life . Martin did a resourceful job assembling a truck convoy and
assisting in the withdrawal of the King's African Rifles . Howden compensated the native drivers by giving them passage in the cruiser to Aden ,
"except one who wished to remain in Somaliland, to whom I presented a
1940 car that had run only 51 miles" . The operations of the truc k
parties were helped by Lieutenant Synnot 6 of Hobart, who was establishe d
as forward observation officer on Government House tower, with a port able wireless set and a team of signalmen and telegraphists, and sent ou t
cars and trucks as necessary to bring in stragglers .
At 6 .20 a .m . on the 18th Hobart's aircraft was catapulted and reconnoitred all the passes on the Berbera plain, returning an hour later withou t
having sighted the enemy . By early afternoon the main embarkation wa s
completed, and the embarkation ships—including the hospital ship Vita,
and the Chakdina which had returned from Aden for a further load —
were sailed for that port . Throughout the afternoon demolition partie s
from Hobart operated ashore, finally firing the wooden piers, and the da y
closed with Hobart being straddled by bombs from three Italian aircraft ,
suffering only slight splinter damage . The night of the 18th was unusual
in that the kharif was late . The surface of the harbour, a mirror in a fla t
calm, reflected the light of a rising full moon and the glare of th e
demolition fires which, burning on shore, crackled with the explosions o f
small arms ammunition set off in the flames.
The wind came away with the early morning of the 19th, and by daylight was blowing strongly . At 7 .45 a .m . Hobart commenced bombardin g
Berbera, destroying Government House, the police barracks and lines ,
storehouses and government offices, and firing in all sixty-six rounds o f
6-inch shell . Some forty miles west along the coast, Caledon and Kandahar
bombarded Bulhar . During Hobart's bombardment some stragglers wer e
seen on the beach . Synnot took a motor-boat as close in to the heavy surf
as possible and anchored, then he, with Able Seaman Lewis,' swam ashor e
and brought off three exhausted men of the King's African Rifles . The y
were the last to be embarked . At 8 .46 Hobart weighed and proceeded a t
25 knots to Aden, where she arrived at 3 o'clock that afternoon .
The operation was carried out with only one loss among the embarkation
craft—that of the tug Queen—and there were no damage or casualties in
° Signalman C . Martin, PA1451 ; RANR . HMAS 's Hobart 1939-42, Kalgoorlie 1942, Heros 1943-44.
Of Alberton, SA; b . Alberton, 28 May 1918 .
° Cdr T . M. Synnot, DSC ; RAN . HMAS's Hobart 1938-40, Arunta 1942 ; Sqn Gunnery Officer, 1 5
Cruiser Sqn 1944-45. Of Woollahra, NSW ; b. Cooma, NSW, 15 Jan 1916 .
7 AB V. E . Lewis, PA1490, RANR. HMAS's Hobart 1939-42, Tamworth
SA ; b . Glanville, SA, 8 Aug 1919 .

1942-44. Of Semaphore,
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the ships . In all, 7,140 were embarked, comprising 5,690 combat troops ,
1,266 civilians, and 184 sick . Hobart lost her Hotchkiss gun, and its cre w
were at the time believed to have been killed . They were in fact made
prisoners by the Italians, and were recovered at Adi Ugri, Eritrea, o n
the 1st April 1941, when Italian East Africa fell to the British .
The loss of British Somaliland placed the Italians on the flank of th e
important convoy route through the Gulf of Aden into the Red Sea . Bu t
they made little use of the advantage . Their naval forces at Massawa were
inadequate ; and the British blockade, combined with the retaliatory attack s
made by the Royal Air Force on their bases and the hot reception given
to their aircraft when they attacked convoys, restricted their activities in
the air . Writing in October 1940, Lieut-Commander Walker in Parramatta
said that a ship carrying a large consignment of air bombs for the Italian s
had been sunk off Port Sudan, and "the effect of this loss, and the blockade ,
was eventually so serious that recent Italian bombs have sometimes bee n
converted shells" . Mr Churchill deplored the temporary loss of British
Somalilan d
as our only defeat at Italian hands . At this particular moment, when formidabl e
events impended in Egypt and when so much depended on our prestige, the rebuf
f
caused injury far beyond its strategic scale . 8

It was for its political effect that the withdrawal was chiefly regretted .
The loss of Somaliland did not affect British naval operations in the Gul f
of Aden and Red Sea, but rather relieved them of a commitment at a time
when relief was welcome .
XIII
On Hobart's busiest day of the main embarkation at Berbera, Australia n
ships in the Mediterranean were employed on an operation associate d
with the "formidable events impending in Egypt" . The Italians in Libya,
freed from any threat from Tunisia with the collapse of France, ha d
brought considerable reinforcements to their eastern frontier . In the forenoon of the 16th August Cunningham in Warspite, with Malaya, Ramillies,
and the cruiser Kent—which had lately joined the fleet—screened b y
destroyers including Stuart, Waterhen, Vendetta, and Diamond of the 10th
Flotilla, sailed from Alexandria to help the army by doing as much
damage as possible to the material and morale of Italian military concentrations—troops, guns, and stores collecting at Capuzzo and nea r
Bardia . A bombardment by the four big ships was carried out from 6 .5 8
a .m . to 7 .20 a .m . on the 17th August . Later air reconnaissance showe d
appreciable results, especially at Capuzzo . But in his summing up o f
the operation Cunningham considered that the Italians had showed suc h
skill in dispersing stores and transport over wide areas, that targets offere d
did not justify a repetition of such naval bombardments while warfar e
in the desert remained static . However the bombardment gave useful—
and heartening—exercise in cooperation with the Royal Air Force which ,
in conjunction with some of Eagle's fighters operating from shore, pro,

' Churchill, The Second World War, Vol II

(1949), p . 383 .

(R .A .N . Historical Section )
Temporary Pier and Tug Queen at Berbera . August 1940 .

(R . .4 . .V . HiArorical Section )
H .M .A .S . Simla

with Mediterranean Fleet .

(R .A .N. Historical Section )
Italian Destroyer Artigliere stopped and abandoned in Mediterranean Operations .
12th October 1940 .
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German Raider Pinguin .
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vided cover for the fleet . On the return voyage to Alexandria the ship s
were heavily attacked by Italian bombers . The fleet suffered no damage ,
but the fighters, without loss to themselves, shot down twelve of the enem y
aircraft, a "sight for the fleet which the sailors thoroughly enjoyed" .9
Some hundred miles west of Bardia, and fifty miles beyond Tobruk ,
lies the Gulf of Bomba . There the Italians had a seaplane base, and an
anchorage at Jez-el-Marakeb . With the object of damaging Italian moral e
and material, a night bombardment of the area was carried out on th e
24th August by destroyers under the command of Captain Waller i n
Stuart. Simultaneously the gunboat Ladybird entered Bardia Harbour to
do what damage she could . Supporting cover for both operations was provided by Sydney . Air fighter cover was arranged for the return journey o f
the ships to Alexandria, and it was hoped that the night's activities would
bring about morning air attacks on the ships in which the fighters woul d
repeat their successes of a week earlier .
Stuart, with Waterhen and Diamond of the 10th, and Juno and Ilex of
the 2nd Flotillas, sailed from Alexandria at 4 .30 a .m . on the 23rd August ,
followed by Sydney six hours later . At 11 .30 Ladybird left Mersa Matru h
for Bardia . The Alexandria ships made a good offing, and at 8 p .m . th e
destroyers were approximately due north of Bardia and midway between
the Libyan coast and Crete . From this point Waterhen was detached t o
give close cover to Ladybird at Bardia, and Stuart and the remainin g
destroyers headed at 27 knots for Bomba, off which Sydney was to patrol
some forty miles to seaward . Stuart sighted the land shortly before 1 a.m.
on the 24th, exact identification being difficult because of its lownes s
and considerable inshore mist . But a patch of electric lights presumably
indicated the seaplane base, and their position—for they were suddenl y
switched off, suggesting that the force had been sighted from the shore —
was bombarded by the four destroyers, after which a short shoot was
carried out at the anchorage at Jez-el-Marakeb . Most of the destroyers '
shells were seen to burst ashore, and Waller later reported that he could
confirm "that the area round the lights had an unpleasant three minutes" .
The Italians made no reply to the fire, and at 1 .39 a .m . the force retired
to rendezvous with Sydney and Waterhen at 8 a .m . close inshore between
Salum and Mersa Matruh to bait enemy bombers . Time to keep this
appointment was limited, Waller noted ,
by the excessive fuel consumption in my 21-year-old leader—I could not make the
passage back to the rendezvous at more than 25 knots or I should have bee n
dangerously low in fuel by the forenoon .

Meanwhile Waterhen had arrived off Bardia around midnight on th e
23rd, and sighted Ladybird stealing towards the harbour in the shado w
of the land . Shortly after 12 .3, as the gunboat was shaping up for th e
entrance, the shore batteries to the north and south of Bardia opened fir e
on her, but she was not hit, and at five past one entered the harbour t o
find it empty of shipping . Once inside and screened from the fire of th e
Cunningham, A Sailor' s Odyssey (1951), p . 271 .
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shore batteries by the high cliffs, she spent twenty-five minutes bombardin g
buildings ashore at point blank range—making a tremendous noise in th e
confined space enclosed by high land—and at 1 .30 a .m . on the 24th cleared
the harbour again, to the great relief of those in Waterhen. The destroyer
closed the land and gave supporting fire as Ladybird, under cover of a
smoke screen, again successfully ran the gauntlet of the shore batteries '
fire and, though straddled, withdrew without damage or casualties .
A main object of the operation, the baiting of Italian bombers in th e
forenoon of the 24th, was not achieved . Stuart had made precautions
against bomb splinters in the time honoured manner by shielding he r
bridge and upperworks with hammocks . But they were not needed . The
hoped for air attack on the return journey did not develop, and the
combined force reached Alexandria in the evening of the 24th withou t
further incident .
XIV
Early in September the Mediterranean Fleet was reinforced by the battle ship Valiant, the aircraft carrier Illustrious, and the anti-aircraft cruiser s
Calcutta and Coventry .' Valiant replaced Royal Sovereign, whose boiler s
said the Commander-in-Chief, "had died on us" . Royal Sovereign left th e
Mediterranean in August, and was met, escorted by Dainty, Decoy an d
Defender in the Red Sea on her way south, by Parramatta on the 15th o f
the month . Parramatta joined the escort "but", reported Walker, the ba d
state of the battleship 's boilers notwithstanding, "we could not keep up " .
The reinforcements successfully arrived from the Western Mediterranea n
in what was the first attempt to pass large scale forces between Cap e
Bon and Sicily since Italy entered the war . It was a comprehensive operation which engaged the Mediterranean Fleet and Force "H", from Gibraltar ; and included the passing of convoys between Alexandria and Malt a
and from the Aegean to Port Said ; and air attacks on and bombardments
of enemy objectives in the Dodecanese Islands . Sydney, and all th e
destroyers of the 10th Flotilla except Waterhen in Alexandria with condenser trouble, took part .
The operation started on the 29th . August with the sailing from Alexandria of the Malta convoy—Cornwall (10,605 tons), Plumleaf (5,91 6
tons) and Volo (1,587 tons)—escorted by Jervis, 2 Juno, Dainty, and
Diamond. Before daylight the following morning the Commander-in-Chie f
left Alexandria in Warspite, with Eagle and Malaya ; the 7th Cruiser Squadron, Orion and Sydney ; the 3rd Cruiser Squadron, Kent, Gloucester, an d
Liverpool ; and twelve destroyers . That same forenoon the reinforcements ,
supported as far as Sardinia by Renown, Ark Royal, Sheffield 3 and destroyers of Force "H", passed Gibraltar east bound . On the way to the Central
Mediterranean, aircraft from Ark Royal attacked Elmas airfield at Cagliari ,
1 HMS Calcutta, anti-aircraft cruiser (1919), 4,200 tons, eight 4-in guns, 29 kts ; sunk off Crete ,
1 Jun 1941 .
HMS Coventry, anti-aircraft cruiser (1918), 4,290 tons, ten 4-in guns, 29 kts ; sunk in E
Mediterranean, 14 Sep 1942 .
9 HMS Jervis, destroyer (1939), 1,695 tons, six 4.7-in guns, five 21-in torp tubes, 36 kts
.
O HMS Sheffield, cruiser (1937), 9,100 tons, twelve 6-in guns, six 21-in torp tubes, 32 kts .
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Sardinia, as a diversionary operation . At 10 p .m . on the 1st September
the reinforcements, with destroyer escort, parted company with Force "H "
to rendezvous with the Mediterranean Fleet south of Malta . Force "H"
returned to Gibraltar, and made another air attack on Cagliari on the way.
Meanwhile, also as a diversion, Cunningham detached the 3rd Cruise r
Squadron on the 30th August to proceed north of Crete west about a s
though making a raid into the Aegean, while the battle fleet proceede d
close to the south coast of Crete, giving cover to the convoy farther t o
the southward . The 3rd Cruiser Squadron rejoined the battle fleet at noo n
on the 31st to the west of Greece . By this time the two forces, and th e
convoy, were being shadowed by enemy aircraft, and shortly after noo n
the convoy was bombed . Cornwall was hit and set on fire with her steering
damaged . She got the fire under control, however, and, steering with th e
main engines, managed to maintain nine-and-a-half knots . The 3rd Cruiser
Squadron was detached to give anti-aircraft protection to the convoy.
At 6 p .m . on the 31st one of Eagle's aircraft reported the Italia n
battle fleet, of two battleships, seven cruisers, and destroyers, 120 mile s
from Warspite . "The immediate and natural reaction," wrote Cunningham ,
"was to turn towards the enemy to seek action ." But night was approaching ; and the necessity to protect the convoy decided him to cover it during
the night, hoping for the opportunity to engage the following day . Daylight, however, brought no sign of the enemy, either on the sea or in the
air ; and in the afternoon of the 1st September the Italians were reporte d
by a flying-boat of No . 228 Squadron, R .A .F., from Malta as being abou t
100 miles from Taranto and making for home . In the morning of 1s t
September the convoy was split, Volo and Plumleaf proceeding at maximum speed escorted by Dainty and Diamond, while Jervis and Juno remained with the slower Cornwall . All ships of convoy and escort reache d
Malta safely, under the cover of the 3rd Cruiser Squadron, on th e
morning of the 2nd September.
By this time the reinforcements had negotiated the Sicilian Narrows ,
and at 9 a .m . on the 2nd September met the Mediterranean Fleet to th e
south-west of Malta . Here the fleet cruised throughout the day . Valiant ,
Coventry and Calcutta were sent in to Malta to discharge stores they ha d
brought, and destroyers were sent in to fuel as requisite . It was at this
time that German dive bombers were first met with in the Mediterranean.
At 3 p .m . on the 2nd, as the destroyers Janus and Imperial were enterin g
Malta, they were unsuccessfully attacked by three JU-87B aircraft ; and
later in the day a surprise attack by a small formation of dive bomber s
was made on Eagle . No damage was suffered by the ships, and five enem y
aircraft were shot down and four damaged . Bombing was inaccurate, and
many bombs were jettisoned a long way from the fleet when the enem y
were pursued by fighters .
The passage of the Aegean convoy, and the attacks on the Dodecanese ,
had been planned for the return journey to Alexandria, and entailed a
division of forces as on the westward voyage . At 4 .45 p .m . on the 2nd
September Rear-Admiral Pridham-Wippell, commanding the 1st Battle
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Squadron, with Malaya, Eagle, Coventry, the 3rd Cruiser Squadron and
eight destroyers (Force `E " )—including Vampire and Vendetta—wa s
detached and steered to the eastward to the south of Crete . Three hours
later Cunningham with Warspite, Valiant, Illustrious, Calcutta, the 7th
Cruiser Squadron and nine destroyers (Force "I") followed to the eastward—but to the north of Crete . At dawn on the 3rd the 3rd Cruiser
Squadron, with Nubian and Mohawk, was detached from Force "E" to
enter the Aegean and pick up the convoy—of five ships—in the Gulf o f
Navplion . Force "I" entered the Aegean through the Kithera Channe l
at 9 .30 p .m ., and an hour later the 7th Cruiser Squadron, with Ilex and
Decoy, left the force to carry out their Dodecanese bombardments, whil e
Stuart, who had dropped astern with a burst steam pipe, was ordered t o
join the 3rd Cruiser Squadron with the convoy . During the night of th e
3rd-4th, the attack forces took up their positions for the dawn air raid s
on the Dodecanese .
The 7th Cruiser Squadron's objective was Scarpanto, where Orion was
to bombard shore installations at Pegadia, and Sydney's target for bombardment was Makri Yalo airfield, at the southern end of the island . With
Ilex in company five cables astern, Sydney approached her firing position
at dawn ; and as day was breaking the amphibian aircraft was launche d
"with a shattering roar" to spot . In the growing light the barren-lookin g
coast lifted in jagged peaks, the hills sloping down to a flat stretch wher e
the aerodrome lay . Collins had planned his approach to have Sydney
heading to seaward, away from the corner between Scarpanto and th e
adjacent Kaso Island, when on his firing course . Just before the whee l
was put over an Italian motor torpedo boat—"E-boat"—was sighted ; and
it crossed Sydney's bows at high speed a little over a mile away as th e
ship swung to her helm . Two more came out from the land after it . Th e
Italian vessels were immediately engaged by Ilex . Two were destroyed ,
one of them disintegrating in flames after a direct hit . The third escaped ,
damaged, to the south of Kaso Island . Meanwhile Sydney, at 6 .19 a .m . ,
opened fire on the aerodrome . Her bombardment lasted twenty-fiv e
minutes, during which, her aircraft observer reported, the eastern en d
of the aerodrome was "well plastered" with the one hundred and thirty-fiv e
6-inch shells she fired . The observer also reported two other E-boats which ,
not seen from the ships, came from the west side of Scarpanto and escape d
to the north of Kaso . The bombardment completed, Sydney and Ilex withdrew to the southward and rejoined Orion and Decoy, whose results had
been disappointing through lack of targets .
While the 7th Cruiser Squadron had been thus engaged, aircraft fro m
Illustrious and Eagle bombed respectively the main Italian airfields a t
Kalatho and Maritza, on Rhodes . Force "I", after Illustrious had flown
her striking force off to the north of Crete, passed through Kaso Strait
and joined up with Force "E", and the returning air striking forces wer e
landed on the carriers south of Crete between 7 .30 and 7 .40 a .m ., having
caused considerable damage at their respective targets . The 7th Cruiser
Squadron joined the main force three hours later. During the forenoon
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of the 4th September, three fruitless bombing attacks were made on th e
fleet, which reached Alexandria in the early morning of the 5th . The
convoy, escorted by the 3rd Cruiser Squadron and destroyers, arrive d
safely the following day .
The most welcome arrival among the reinforcements was that o f
Illustrious with her armoured decks, Fulmar fighter aircraft, and radiodirection-finding equipment . When the new arrivals joined the fleet off
Malta, and the Fulmars shot down Italian shadowing aircraft, it was, a s
Cunningham later wrote :
to the loud cheers of the ships' companies, who had just about as much as the y
could stand of being bombed without retaliation . The tremendous effect of thi s
incident upon everyone in the fleet, and upon the Commander-in-Chief as much a s
anyone, was indescribable . From that moment, whenever an armoured carrier was i n
company, we had command of the air over the fleet . By that I do not mean tha t
bombing attacks ceased . Far from it . But we felt that we now had a weapon
which enabled us to give back as good as we were getting, and also gave us vastl y
increased freedom of movement .

XV
While these operations were taking place in the Mediterranean, a Britis h
naval force—including the cruiser Australia—was on its way from the
United Kingdom to West Africa . It was part of an expedition including
British and Free French military and air detachments, and was accompanie d
by General de Gaulle, the leader of the Free French Movement which wa s
carrying on the fight alongside Britain against the common enemy . The
object was to occupy Dakar and raise the Free French flag in West Africa ,
thus consolidating the French colonies there and in Equatorial Africa fo r
de Gaulle as a prelude to rallying those in North Africa .
Both in Britain and in Germany the future of French Africa was a
matter of considerable concern . The French colonies embraced the greate r
proportion of the important western bulge of the continent, and extende d
from the westernmost seaboard to the Anglo-Egyptian Sudan, and fro m
Bizerta in the Mediterranean to the border of the Belgian Congo, roughl y
some 3,000 miles in both the west-east and north-south directions . This
area was cut into to a limited degree by the Spanish strip opposite th e
Canary Islands, and by Portuguese Guinea, Sierra Leone, Liberia, an d
the British colonies of the Gold Coast and Nigeria on the southern edg e
of the bulge . But on the Atlantic coast, and in the interior, it occupie d
strategical positions respectively on the north-south ocean routes and th e
east-west transcontinental equatorial routes, both of which were importan t
to British operations in the Middle East . On the coast were the naval
bases of Casablanca in Morocco, and Dakar in Senegal . Dakar, lying
behind Cape Verde, the westernmost point of Africa, was little over 50 0
miles north of Freetown, Sierra Leone, a British naval base and majo r
convoy formation and staging port . It was thus most desirable that Daka r
should be in friendly hands, and essential that it should not become a n
enemy base for submarine and air operations against the sea communications . As to the transcontinental route, Britain was anxious to develop this
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for the flying of aircraft reinforcements to the Middle East. These wer e
carried by sea to Takoradi on the Gold Coast, and there disembarked ,
fitted with long-range tanks, and flown to their destination. The aircraft
carrier Argus arrived at Takoradi on the 5th September 1940 with store s
and equipment for an air base there, and with a number of Hurricane s
equipped with long-range tanks for the flight across Africa . The value
of Dakar and the French hinterland was thus plain to the British Government, and on the 8th August Mr Churchill, in a minute to the Chiefs o f
Staff Committee, mentioned tha t
a telegram from the Governor of Nigeria shows the danger of German influenc e
spreading quickly through the West African colonies of France with the connivanc e
or aid of the Vichy Government . Unless we act with celerity and vigour, we may
find effective U-boat bases, supported by German aviation, all down this coast, an d
it will become barred to us but available for the Germans in the same way as th e
western coast of Europe.

Six weeks before this minute was written, the possibility of winning ove r
Casablanca had been explored by Britain, but a diplomatic approac h
had failed in the face of the hostility of the local French, and it wa s
considered that direct action was beyond British strength . General
de Gaulle, however, was convinced that the feeling in Dakar was mor e
favourable, and that he would be welcomed and could carry opinio n
there if he appeared with Free French forces backed by British support .
His conviction was shared by other members of a committee whic h
Churchill had formed to advise on French affairs . Churchill, on the 3r d
August, gave his general approval to a proposal by this committee fo r
landing Free French forces in West Africa, and plans were worked ou t
in detail . On the 27th August the British War Cabinet gave their final
general approval to the project . On that day the French colonies of the
Cameroons and Lake Chad Territory, in Equatorial Africa, declared fo r
de Gaulle ; a fact that augured well for success at Dakar .
In Germany, the naval staff were equally alive to the importance t o
the German naval effort of the West African bases, and of the Atlanti c
islands . At a conference with Hitler on the 20th June 1940, discussing
the armistice with France, the Chief of the Naval Staff—Grand Admira l
Raeder, a sound strategist—impressed on Hitler the value of Dakar an d
of other African Atlantic bases . Hitler, who was playing with an ide a
to use Madagascar for settling Jews under French supervision, was apparently sympathetic, and expressed realisation of the importance of a proposa l
made by Raeder to exchange Madagascar for the northern part of Portuguese Angola ; and said he would consider that suggestion . But this was i n
the first enthusiasm of easy victory over western Europe and a prematur e
division of the spoils . After the war, the German naval historians, Admirals
Assmann and Gladisch, attributed to the undue haste in which the term s
of the French armistice were drawn up, the failure to insist upon Germa n
occupation of Tunis and Dakar ; which failure they considered largel y
responsible for the position in which the Axis ultimately found itself i n
the Mediterranean . Within a short time of the signing of the armistice, the
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power to insist upon German occupation of these and other Frenc h
colonial bases had gone . The bargaining power of Vichy France was not
negligible, and the trend of events quickly strengthened that power . Raeder,
however, continued to press upon Hitler the desirability of securing Daka r
and other bases in north-west Africa—the "main danger point", which ,
he urged, must be eliminated by cooperation with Vichy France . But he
was handicapped by various factors, including the Italian hostility towards ,
and mistrust of, France ; the unpopularity with the German Supreme Command—obsessed with the idea of continental warfare—of the nava l
viewpoint ; and his own personal inability to press the naval views with th e
necessary persuasiveness and tenacity . Hitler, though he paid Raeder's
opinions lip service while his naval chief was with him, was in his absenc e
easily swayed from them by Goering and his military leaders . Furthermore, he was not always honest with Raeder .
By September 1940 the dangers foreseen by Raeder were very real .
It was obvious that Britain would continue to fight, and doubts as to the
practicability of an invasion of the island were growing in Germany . On
the 18th August, the establishment of a permanent Joint Defence Board
by the United States and Canada had been announced . On the 5th
September Mr Churchill told the House of Commons that "the nava l
frontiers of the United States have been advanced along a wide arc int o
the Atlantic Ocean " by Britain's leasing for ninety-nine years areas fo r
the establishment of American naval and air bases in Newfoundland ,
Bermuda, Bahamas, Jamaica, Antigua, St Lucia, Trinidad, and Britis h
Guiana ; and that the United States Government had transferred fifty
destroyers to Britain . On the 23rd August, Ciano recorded in his Diary
that Mussolini had received an interesting letter from Franco in whic h
the Caudillo talks about Spain coming into the war soon . He says that he has
already approached the Germans to get what he needs .

But Franco was playing a wary and carefully-calculated game . Awar e
of the strength of his position, he displayed a disinclination to show
practical appreciation of the assistance he had received from both Ital y
and Germany during the civil war period . A month after his interestin g
letter to Mussolini—a month in which the German failure in the Battl e
of Britain was becoming clear—Franco, on the 22nd September, replie d
to a German request for naval bases in Morocco with a refusal, and als o
placed objections in the way of Spanish intervention in the war, includin g
doubts as to the ability to defend the Canary Islands against Britain .
At a meeting with Hitler on the 6th September, Raeder suggested tha t
the delivery of the fifty destroyers represented an openly hostile act b y
the United States against Germany, and there was a possibility of activ e
participation by America, with perhaps the occupation of Spanish an d
Portuguese islands in the Atlantic, possibly even the British West Africa n
possessions, in an attempt to influence, and if necessary take over, th e
French West African colonies . Raeder emphasised once more the extrem e
importance of Dakar for Germany in the war . Hitler agreed, and con-
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sidered the occupation of the Canary Islands by the air force as bot h
expedient and feasible . The question of supplies represented the onl y
difficulty, as submarines could not carry petrol . Raeder believed tha t
tankers could reach the Canaries from Spain . 4
No German action resulted, largely since Franco, for his part, continue d
to hedge on the question of Spain's intervention in the war, and Germany
was thus unable to get farther south than France on the Atlantic seaboard .
In the meantime President Roosevelt, in America, knew of the impending British action against Dakar, and on the 23rd September Mr Churchil l
told him :
We should be delighted if you would send some American warships to Monrovi a
and Freetown, and I hope by that time to have Dakar ready for your call .

At the beginning of August 1940 H .M .A .S . Australia was in Scapa Flow,
attached to the Home Fleet . From the 12th to the 16th of the month, i n
company with H .M .S . Norfolk, 5 she patrolled north of the Faeroes, wher e
it was believed a German vessel might be trying to get through the patro l
screen . From the 23rd to the 28th August, after a few days in Scapa ,
Australia and Norfolk proceeded to Bear Island—in the Arctic Sea nort h
of Norway—to capture German trawlers, but found none there . On their
way home the two ships closed the north coast of Norway . Australia's aircraft was catapulted to carry out a reconnaissance of Tromso and bom b
military installations . But cloud prevented its penetration of the fiord, an d
it returned to the ship after jettisoning its bomb .
On the 1st September, Australia arrived in the Clyde and anchore d
off Greenock . The day previously the Dakar expeditionary force had saile d
for Freetown, Sierra Leone . Vice-Admiral Cunningham s was flying hi s
flag in the cruiser Devonshire, and his force included the cruiser Fiji, the
battleship Barham, and four destroyers, all from the Home Fleet.' Free
French vessels in the expedition were a trawler and three patrol vessels .
The military forces, comprising 4,200 British and 2,700 Free French unde r
Major-General Irwin, 8 were in accompanying transports . For the actual
operation at Dakar the naval force, when it reached Freetown, was reinforced by Resolution, Ark Royal, and six destroyers from Force "H" a t
Gibraltar ; and by Cumberland, Milford, Bridgewater and the boom defenc e
vessel Quannet from the South Atlantic squadron . 9
On the day Australia arrived at Greenock, Fiji was torpedoed by a submarine to the west of the Hebrides, and had to return to port ; and o n
2nd September Australia was ordered to replace her in the Dakar force.
4 Ciano Diplomatic Papers (1949), Note, p . 393, Anthony Martienssen, Hitler and His Admirals
(1948), p . 84, and Vice-Admiral Assmann's Headline Diary .
6 HMS Norfolk, cruiser (1930), 9,925 tons, eight 8-in guns, eight 21-in torp tubes, 32 .25 kts.
6 Admiral of the Fleet Sir John Cunningham, GCB, MVO; RN . Comd 1st Cruiser Sqn 1938-41 ;
Chief of Supplies and Transport, Admiralty 1941-43 ; C-in-C Levant 1943 ; C-in-C Mediterranea n
and Allied Naval Cdr, Mediterranean, 1943-46 ; Chief of Naval Staff 1946-48 . B . 1885.
', HMS Devonshire, cruiser (1929), 9,850 tons, eight 8-in guns, eight 21-in torp tubes, 32 .25 kts .
HMS Fiji, cruiser (1940), 8,000 tons, twelve 6-in guns, 33 kts ; sunk off Crete, 22 May 1941 .
e Lt-Gen N . M . S. Irwin, CB, DSO, MC . Comd 6 Inf Bde 1939-40 ; GOC-in-C West Africa, 1946-48 .
Regular soldier; b . India, 24 Dec 1892.
°HMS Bridgewater, sloop (1929), 1,045 tons, six 4-in guns, 16 .5 kts .
HMS Quannet (1926), 350 tons, one 3-in gun .
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Australia sailed from the Clyde at 8 .49 a .m . on 6th September for Sierr a
Leone, and the voyage was uneventful until the night prior to enterin g
Freetown, 14th September.
The Dakar expedition was dogged by ill luck from the start . As was
learned after the war, the Vichy Government, on the 29th August 1940 ,
received information that the Chad Colony had declared allegiance t o
de Gaulle . Next day the French Armistice Commission asked German per mission to send three cruisers from Toulon to West Africa in order t o
promote respect for Vichy authority . This request was at first refused, bu t
was granted on 1st September in exchange for a guarantee that the ship s
would resist any British attack . By the night of 10th September information reached London from two sources—the British Consul-General a t
Tangier, and the British Naval Attache in Madrid—that a Vichy Frenc h
squadron would attempt to pass westward through the Straits of Gibraltar .
The British thereupon assumed that the Vichy authorities had learned of
the projected Dakar operation through leakage of information . The report
from Madrid which had been given officially to the Naval Attache by th e
French Admiralty, said the squadron consisted of the cruisers Gloire,
Montcalm and Georges Leygues, and three destroyers, which had sailed
from Toulon and would pass the Straits on the morning of the 11th . 1
It was at this time a normal procedure for the Vichy Government so to
advise the British of the movements of French vessels to French possession s
not under German control, on the understanding that such movement s
would not be interfered with by the British . But this was an instance i n
which it was essential that Vichy French reinforcements should not reach
Dakar.
Through a series of untoward events, and although Somerville a t
Gibraltar had received a copy of the Madrid signal a few minutes afte r
midnight on the 10th and, being aware of the Dakar project, had brough t
Renown to one hour's notice for steam, instructions from the Admiralt y
to intercept the French force were not received in time for him to sto p
it in the Straits . The French ships were sighted fifty miles east of Gibralta r
by the destroyer Hotspur 2 at 4 .45 a .m . on the 11th ; and at 8 .35 a .m .
they passed through the Straits at 25 knots and turned south-west down th e
African coast . They entered Casablanca, and sailed thence southward s
without being detected by British reconnaissance although a search fo r
them was by then in progress, and in the early hours of the 14th Septembe r
the Admiralty signalled to Vice-Admiral Cunningham—then approachin g
Freetown with his force—to prevent them from entering Dakar. Australia,
at this time 140 miles from Freetown and steering for that port, wa s
ordered to rendezvous with Devonshire, Cumberland, and Ark Royal, and
during the night of the 14th-15th September a patrol line was establishe d
by these ships seventy-five miles north-west of Dakar . The following day ,
however, aircraft from Ark Royal established that the three French cruiser s
1 Gloire, Montcalm and Georges Leygues, French cruisers (1937), 7,600 tons, nine 6-in guns, four
21 .7-in torp tubes, 31 kts .
2 HMS Hotspur, destroyer (1936), 1,340 tons, four 4 .7-in guns, four 21-in torp tubes, 36 kts.
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were already in the port . The British ships—with the exception of Cumberland, left to patrol south of Dakar—were withdrawn to Freetown, wher e
the Dakar expedition was assembling .
At this stage Mr Churchill was, he later said, of the opinion that th e
operation should be cancelled :
This chapter of accidents sealed the fate of the Franco-British expedition to Dakar .
I had no doubt whatever that the enterprise should be abandoned . The whol e
scheme of a bloodless landing and occupation by General de Gaulle seemed to m e
ruined by the arrival of the French squadron, probably carrying reinforcements ,
good gunners, and bitter-minded Vichy officers, to decide the Governor, to perver t
the garrison, and man the batteries .3
The British War Cabinet, however, finally decided on the 18th Septembe r
in view of protests against abandonment received from the commander s
on the spot, to give those commanders full authority to go ahead as the y
thought fit "to give effect to the original purpose of the expedition" .
In the evening of the day this decision was reached, Australia sailed from
Freetown to relieve Cumberland on patrol off Dakar, and took over fro m
that ship at 8 .2 a .m. on th e
19th September . Half an
hour later, when steamin g
north about 250 miles south
of Dakar, she sighted th e
( .J
three French cruisers ahead
on the opposite course .
Australia at once turned
and shadowed them from
ahead, and signalled Cumberland to join her . Through
the day the two British ship s
shadowed the French, steering roughly south-east at
ti
151 knots . At 5 .30 p .m . th e
French vessels reverse d
a
course and increased speed .
The British ships followed
suit, but with darkness fallTrack of H,M.A. S . Australi a
ing the French were lost to
sight . Stewart in Australia
thereupon altered course direct for Dakar and increased to 31 knots to bea t
the French arrival there and prevent them from entering, but shortl y
afterwards sighted a darkened ship approaching from ahead . She turned
out to be Gloire, which had engine trouble and reported that she was
making for Konakri, to the north of Sierra Leone in French Guinea .
Stewart, with some misgivings, not knowing the whereabouts of th e
other two Frenchmen, turned and shadowed her, leaving Cumberland t o
"Churchill, The Second World War, Vol II (1949), p . 427 .
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pick up the others . Not until two hours later did Stewart get definite
information from Cumberland that the other two were still going north .
Shortly after midnight on the 19th September, Australia was ordered by
Devonshire to escort Gloire to Casablanca, and the two ships proceede d
northwards at increasing speed as Gloire's engine trouble was remedied .
Stewart, warned by the Admiralty of the possibility of attack by Vich y
submarines, told Gloire's captain that if Australia were so attacked sh e
would sink his ship . Gloire, Churchill later commented, "no doubt spoke
to Dakar, and all passed off pleasantly" . Throughout the following day an d
night the two ships proceeded northwards, but at 7 a.m . on the 21st ,
having received Gloire's word that she would proceed to Casablanca unescorted, the Australian cruiser parted company and rejoined the Daka r
force . In his report Stewart stated that he "received the impression throughout that Gloire, whilst maintaining a logical point of view typical of th e
French, nevertheless did all in his power to render my task as easy as
possible" . And on parting he signalled to the French captain : "Bon voyage .
Je vous remerci pour votre courtoisie dans une situation difficile," which
was excellent in sentiment, whatever else it lacked .
Australia rejoined the Flag—now flying in Barham—at 9 a .m . on the
22nd September . At dawn on the 23rd the expeditionary force, in thre e
groups, arrived off Dakar. Groups 1 and 2 were of transports with escorts.
Group 3 consisted of Barham, Resolution, Ark Royal, Australia, Cumber land, Dragon, and six destroyers . The day " dawned overcast and misty ,
with a wind from the north-west" . Visibility was down to two or three
miles . Churchill listed the atmospheric conditions as another of the misfortunes dogging the expedition :
A long survey of records reveals uniform, regular bright sunlight and clea r
weather at this season of the year . On September 23, when the Anglo-French armad a
approached the fortress, with de Gaulle and his French ships well in the van, fo g
reigned supreme .

The low visibility caused the ships to close the land to be seen—as wa s
desired by de Gaulle—from the shore ; and their reception was no brighte r
than the weather. Free French airmen who flew off from Ark Royal were
arrested when they landed ashore . De Gaulle's representative—RearAdmiral d'Argenlieu 4—who approached the boom in a motor-boat in an
endeavour to interview the Governor and Admiral, was fired upon an d
wounded, and de Gaulle's proposals to the Governor were rejected . Fre e
French sloops with landing parties were similarly opposed . Shortly afte r
10 a .m . shore batteries opened fire on the British ships . To Cunningham's
warning that if shore fire continued the ships would return it, came a repl y
that if he did not wish his ships to be fired on they should retire mor e
than 20 miles from Dakar .
At about this time Australia, which was under fire from shore guns of
small calibre, intercepted and drove back to port two Vichy Le Fantasqu e
4 Rear-Adm G . T . d'Argenlieu ; a Carmelite monk who served in the Morocco

campaign 1912-14,
in the French submarine service 1914-18, and in the 1939-45 war . Governor-General of French
Indo-China 1945-46 . B . 8 Aug 1889 .
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class destroyers which had put to sea . By 11 a .m . the whole fleet, manoeuvring close inshore, was under fire, and by 11 .15 the destroyers Foresigh t
and Ingle fields and the cruiser Dragon had been hit and slightly damaged ,
with some casualties, and Cumberland had been hit more seriously . At
11 .35 a .m. Cunningham withdrew his ships beyond range .
Australia came into action again during the afternoon, after her ship' s
company had dined at 12 .30 p .m . on bully beef stew . (A rating recorde d
the gastronomical note at the time : "Rotten! " ) Just after 4 o 'clock she
was ordered, with the destroyers Fury and Greyhounds to attack a Vichy
destroyer reported off Goree Island, at the entrance to Dakar . The French
destroyer was sighted by Australia at 4 .26, and the cruiser opened fir e
with three-gun salvos from her main armament a minute later . The third
salvo dismasted the enemy, and the fourth set him on fire forward . Fir e
was checked after the eighth salvo as the French ship was then on fir e
fore and aft, and Stewart wished to avoid causing casualties as much a s
possible . Australia was shortly after ordered to rejoin the fleet . The French
destroyer, L'Audacieux, 7 was observed to fire only two rounds during th e
three-minute engagement, but two torpedoes were seen to be fired at about
the time of Australia' s fifth salvo .
A further attempt to put landing parties ashore from the sloops wa s
made shortly after 5 p .m . at Rufisque, to the east of Dakar ; but again fire
was met from the shore, and the attempt was abandoned . Shortly before
midnight on the 23rd an ultimatum was made to the Governor of Daka r
saying that failing a satisfactory reply to de Gaulle' s proposals by 6 a .m .
the following day the ships would open fire . The Governor replied that
he would defend Dakar to the end .
Bombardments were accordingly carried out in the morning and after noon of the 24th September . In the morning Barham and Resolution bombarded Goree Fort . Australia and Devonshire, with the destroyers Ingle field, Foresight, and Forester in company, steamed into Goree Bay wit h
the cruisers in Dakar Harbour as their main target . Through the mis t
Australia sighted the coastline at Rufisque ahead, and the smoke of a burning destroyer—presumably her target of the previous day—which cam e
under fire from Devonshire before the two cruisers attacked their harbour
targets . A second destroyer near that already burning was engaged by
the British destroyers .
The French cruisers, apparently under way among merchant ships insid e
the boom, were barely discernible in the low visibility which, though bette r
than on the previous day, limited Australia's point of aim to the enemy' s
gun flashes for most of the time . The engagement opened shortly afte r
9 .30 a .m., when the battleships replied to fire from the forts, and con ,

' HMS Inglefield, destroyer (1937), 1,530 tons, four 4 .7-in guns, five 21-in torp tubes, 36.5 kts ;
sunk off Anzio, W Italy, 25 Feb 1944.
HMS Fury, destroyer (1935), 1,350 tons, four 4 .7-in guns, four 21-in torp tubes, 36 kts ; damaged
beyond repair off Normandy, 21 Jun 1944.
HMS Greyhound, destroyer (1936), 1,335 tons, four 4 .7-in guns, four 21-in torp tubes, 36 kts ;
lost off Crete, 22 May 1941 .
7L'Audacieux, French destroyer (1934), 2,569 tons, five 5 .4-in guns, nine 21 .7-In torp tubes, 3 7
kts ; sunk at Dakar, 2.3 Sep 1940.
6
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tinued until 10 .24, when the cruisers were ordered to withdraw . During
withdrawal they were attacked by three high-level bombers, and a furthe r
air attack took place soon after they had rejoined the fleet at 11 .30 . In
each attack bombs fell about fifty yards off Australia 's quarter . A second
bombardment took place in the afternoon, from shortly before one o ' clock,
and lasted half an hour . It was a fairly hot duel between the two battle ships, and shore batteries and Richelieu, and Barham was hit . The results
of the day ' s attack were disappointing . The one success was with the
French submarine A jax8 which, depth-charged by the destroyer Fortune,9
surfaced and surrendered .
Wednesday the 25th September, third and last day of the attempt o n
Dakar, was the brightest so far as weather was concerned, but the darkes t
for the British force . Visibility was extreme, with a light northerly win d
as the two battleships and two cruisers moved in to attack their respectiv e
targets . Resolution was taking up position to bombard Goree Fort whe n
she was torpedoed by a submarine and seriously damaged . The submarin e
was sunk with depth charges by Foresight . Meanwhile Barham engage d
Richelieu, and Australia her earlier target of two cruisers inside the boom .
Australia opened fire at 9 .4 a .m . at a range of 26,000 yards ; and at her
third salvo her amphibian aircraft, which had been catapulted to spot fal l
of shot, reported a straddle . Australia was herself under accurate fire fro m
the French cruisers, though one shortly ceased shooting for a period an d
then resumed raggedly . Stewart believed Australia obtained a hit in this
exchange . "Three independent observers reported seeing a pillar of flam e
and black smoke shoot up . This would probably also account for th e
cruiser' s shooting falling off ." The engagement lasted from 9 .4 to 9 .1 7
a .m ., and about halfway through, as Australia, steaming at 25 knots wa s
swinging to her helm when reversing course at the end of a run past th e
target, she was twice hit aft . The hits, by 6-inch shells, caused no casualties ,
and only slight structural damage in the officers ' galley and an engin e
room store . At 9 .16 a .m . Devonshire signalled "Cruisers withdraw " . It wa s
during the withdrawal that Australia suffered her casualties . From th e
bridge an aircraft astern was seen to be shot down ; but not until later wa s
it learned that it was the cruiser's amphibian Walrus, which was los t
together with its crew . l
All the ships now withdrew on a southerly course. Resolution, listin g
heavily to port, was screened by destroyers, with Barham close astern and
cruisers on each quarter . At 10 .45 the ships were targets for a high-leve l
bombing attack, but suffered no damage . Shortly after noon, the Britis h
Government decided that the operation against Dakar must be abandoned ,
and course was set for Freetown . During the night of the 25th-26th
Resolution, whose speed was falling, laboured on under her own power ,
but during the forenoon of the 26th Barham took her in tow . Groups 1
S Ajax, French submarine (1933), 1,379 tons, one 3 .9-in gun, eleven torp tubes, 18 kts .
HMS Fortune, destroyer (1935), 1,350 tons, four 4 .7-in guns, four 21-in torp tubes, 36 kts .
1 F-Lt G. J. I . Clarke, RAAF, Lt-Cdr F. K. Fogarty, RAN, and PO Telegraphist C. K. Bunnett ,
RAN .
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and 2 proceeded ahead, Group 3, slowed by the wounded Resolution, following at a speed of advance of between six and seven knots . At 8 a .m.
on the 28th Australia was instructed to return to the United Kingdom with
Ark Royal, and the two ships were detached for Freetown and reached
that port—where Groups 1 and 2 had already arrived—in the early afternoon of the 28th, eighteen hours ahead of the remainder of Group 3 .
At 6 .30 a .m . on the 30th September the two ships screened by Fortune,
Forester and Greyhound, left Freetown for the United Kingdom .
So ended the ill-starred Dakar expedition . On the British side Resolution
was disabled for several months, and the cruiser Cumberland and two
destroyers were badly damaged . The French lost two submarines sunk
and two destroyers burnt out and beached, while Richelieu sustained
damage from a 15-inch shell hit and two near misses of 250-lb bombs .
French reaction, apart from that at Dakar itself, was limited to air raids
upon Gibraltar from bases in North Africa on the 24th and 25th September .
According to a Vichy report at the time, French casualties at Daka r
were 203 killed and 393 wounded ; and a Vichy Government spokesman
stated that the Dakar incident was closed as far as the French were concerned . A British official statement explaining the abandoning of th e
operation said that it was decided to discontinue hostilities when it becam e
plain that only a major military operation could succeed : "This decisio n
was taken because it has never been Britain's policy to enter into seriou s
warlike operations against Frenchmen who felt it their duty to obey th e
commands of the Vichy Government ." It was a statement that placed a
delicate interpretation on the action at Oran in July .
There is little doubt that some of the fruits of Oran were tasted a t
Dakar, where the episode, as Mr Churchill later said, illustrated "in a high
degree not only the unforeseeable accidents of war, but the interplay
of military and political forces . . ." . There was considerable criticism o f
the conduct of the whole affair in the newspapers of Britain and the Unite d
States . In Australia, where the newspapers were preoccupied with th e
Battle of Britain and the results of the recent Federal elections, comment
was restrained and was confined mostly to quoting that in the British press .
The Australian Government, however, was concerned at the failure, an d
Mr Menzies, in a telegram to Churchill of the 27th September, expresse d
his Government's difficulty in understanding "why attempt was mad e
unless overwhelming chances of success . To make what appears at thi s
distance to be a half-hearted attack is to incur a damaging loss o f
prestige ." He complained also that the Australian Government knew practically nothing of the details of the engagement and nothing at all of th e
decision to abandon it until after newspaper publication . Churchill, in
a long and somewhat caustic reply, outlined the course of events at Daka r
and, refusing to accept the reproach of a "half-hearted attack"—an attac k
made at a time when Britain was denuding herself to reinforce the Middl e
East "in the face of an accumulation across the Channel and the Nort h
Sea of barges and shipping sufficient to carry half a million men to thes e
shores at a single voyage and in a single night"—said that he could make
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no promises that regrettable and lamentable incidents would not occur ,
or that there would be no disappointments and blunders . As to the Australian Government's lack of information, it was the oft repeated story o f
the British Government, itself lacking information, being unable to contro l
the release of news from the opposing side . The exchange of message s
between the Prime Ministers, which began acrimoniously but ended on
a happier note, reflected more than anything the anxiety of the Australia n
Government in the greatly weakened position it found itself in as th e
result of the elections, and the weakened personal position in the Government of Mr Menzies following the loss of a number of his senior Minister s
in an air crash at Canberra on the 13th August. 2
The effect of the Dakar experiences on the ship's company of Australia
was beneficial . While the ship was in Greenock during the first week o f
September, Captain Stewart had been concerned at the repeated incidenc e
of leave breaking . Australia was in Greenock for specific duties in connection with the defence of Britain which he was unable to explain to th e
crew, members of which resented the curtailed leave, especially as ther e
were in port R .N . ships, not engaged on Australia's duties, which wer e
giving longer leave . After Dakar, however, he was able to record hi s
satisfaction at the conduct of his officers and men in action, and to not e
that " a most noticeable ship spirit has now been born which gives m e
every confidence for the future of H .M .A .S. Australia" .
XVI
On the 10th September 1940 the Italians, so far successful in Eas t
Africa, launched their northern offensive in the Western Desert . It was
a cautious approach down the Halfaya Pass to Salum, just within th e
Egyptian frontier, and on to Sidi Barrani, where they arrived on the 17th .
Here they paused, and began to construct fortified camps . The Italian
advance brought their left flank near to the sea, whence they could be
bombarded ; but the loss of Sidi Barrani deprived the British of an advanced
airfield and thus lessened the fighter protection which could be given t o
bombarding ships . On the other hand, Italian air forces at Sidi Barran i
were brought within 200 miles of Alexandria and 60 miles of Mers a
Matruh . However, Italian concentrations within reach from the sea wer e
bombarded almost nightly by destroyers and gunboats, and also by heavie r
units . During one of these bombardments the cruiser Kent was torpedoe d
by an enemy aircraft and, struck near the propellers, had to be towe d
back to Alexandria . Vendetta was one of the escorting destroyers . These
bombardments had some effect, for by the 26th September most of th e
targets had moved inland .
Earlier in September Admiral Cunningham received a signal from M r
Churchill which seemed to imply that the Mediterranean Fleet was rathe r
backward in offensive operations . This caused the Commander-in-Chief t o
a The Minister for the Army, Brigadier Street, the Minister for Air, James Fairbaim, th e
Vice-President of the Executive Council, Sir Henry Gullett, and the CGS, Sir BrudeneU White ,
were among those killed .
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point out that fleet operations were drastically curtailed by his shortage o f
destroyers . On the 15th September he had only ten sound vessels out
of twenty-two . Of the nine ships in the 10th Flotilla, only three were
effective in the Mediterranean at this period . Stuart, in need of an extensiv e
refit, was patching up in Alexandria . Voyager spent all of September in
dockyard hands at Malta . Vampire, in Alexandria and on local escor t
duties for the first few days of the month, was in dock at Port Tewfi k
from the 14th to the 23rd . Defender was in Alexandria making goo d
essential machinery defects . And Dainty and Diamond were escorting Re d
Sea convoys .
Sydney spent most of the month in harbour, and some days of it in dr y
dock . These were not, however, quiet days for the ships in Alexandria ,
as Italian air raids were an almost daily occurrence—there were thre e
on the 13th of the month. On the 24th the cruiser sailed to provid e
cover for Protector, which had been ordered to intercept a Frenc h
merchant ship leaving Beirut . Sydney patrolled in an area forty miles west
of Cyprus, and returned to Alexandria on the 26th .
During the night of the 28th-29th September, the First Division o f
the battle fleet—Warspite, Valiant and Illustrious—with the 7th and 3rd
Cruiser Squadrons, and 2nd and 14th Destroyer Flotillas, sailed fro m
Alexandria escorting Liverpool and Gloucester, which were between them
carrying nearly 2,000 troops to reinforce Malta . Only one ship of th e
10th Flotilla accompanied the fleet—Stuart, who was bound for Malta to
refit . Since Stuart was going to be non-operational for a month or more ,
Waller had transferred with his staff to Vampire on the 26th September ,
and command of Stuart had devolved upon her 1st Lieutenant, Robison . 3
But he was discharged to hospital the day before the ship sailed, and th e
navigator, Lieutenant Teacher, 4 assumed command .
Enemy aircraft were active, and the fleet was heavily bombed on th e
first day at sea, two of the attackers being shot down by Fulmars fro m
Illustrious, and one by anti-aircraft fire . During the air combats in th e
forenoon one Fulmar was shot down five miles astern of Stuart, who
turned and proceeded at high speed and picked up the crew of the crashe d
aircraft . Stuart then made after the fleet, but the spurt of speed was too
much for her in her bad state below, and she burst a steam pipe. Cunningham thereupon made a general signal to the fleet : "Stuart is dying on us .
I am sending him back to Alex ." ; and the old destroyer turned for the
Egyptian base . She had time to fill in to reach port at daylight on th e
30th, and Teacher decided to carry out an anti-submarine search on th e
way . At 10 .15 p .m . on the 29th a submerged submarine was detecte d
moving stealthily across the destroyer's course, and five minutes late r
Stuart pounced on the quarry with an initial depth-charge attack . There
followed a night-long cat-and-mouse hunt . Vainly the submarine trie d
to shake Stuart off. The destroyer, circling above, held it firmly in her
$ Lt-Cdr R . C . Robison, DSC ; RAN . HMAS Stuart 1939-41 ; comd HMAS Voyager until sunk
Sep 1943 ; HMAS Shropshire 1943-44 . Of Liverpool, NSW ; b. Springwood, NSW, 29 May 1909 .
4 Lt-Cdr N. J . M . Teacher, DSO ; RN . HMAS Stuart 1939-42 ; HMS Quebec as CO Personnel and
for Combined Ops 1942. B . 6 Feb 1914 . Killed in action 28 Feb 1943 .
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detecting gear, and at intervals tore backwards and forwards at hig h
speed over the position to demoralise the Italians . She attacked again
with depth charges at 10 .45 p .m . on the 29th, and at 1 a .m ., 4 a .m . ,
5 .50 a.m . and 6 .25 a .m . on the 30th .
Down below in the submarine—the Gondar5—the Italians spent a nerve racking night . As was learned after the war, Gondar arrived within si x
miles of Alexandria in the evening of the 29th, with three "human torpedoes" and their six crew members on board . They were to attempt to
enter Alexandria harbour and attack units of the Mediterranean Fleet ,
but, their quarry being at sea, Gondar was ordered to return to Tobruk ,
where she was bound when attacked by Stuart . 6 From the accounts of
prisoners, she was on the surface charging batteries when Stuart wa s
sighted, and had immediately dived . It was during the dive that the explosion had been felt of the depth charges in Stuart' s opening attack . Thos e
in the second attack appeared to burst below the submarine, and put all
lights out, damaged instruments and gauges, and caused leaks through th e
stern glands and elsewhere . Evasive tactics were tried without success . The
submarine never got beyond sound of Stuart's propellers, and the frequen t
high-speed crossing of the position by Stuart gave the impression that ther e
were three destroyers engaged . Each time they heard Stuart race acros s
overhead, the submarine 's crew huddled together in groups of four or five
and waited apprehensively for depth charges to explode .
Teacher signalled to the Rear-Admiral, Alexandria, that he was attacking the submarine, and was told in reply that help in the hunt was o n
the way . At 6 .30 a .m . on the 30th—five minutes after Stuart's final depth
charge attack—a Sunderland flying-boat, No . L2166, of 230 Squadro n
R .A .F ., appeared, and later the trawler Sindonis, 7 and the hunt was continued .
By this time the air purifying plant in the submarine was out of action ,
and increasing leakage of water necessitated increasing the air pressure ,
which was now three atmospheres with the air bottles almost exhausted .
At about 9 .20 a .m ., after being submerged and constantly attacked fo r
eleven hours, Gondar 's captain decided to surface . When some sixty feet
from the surface a near-by explosion caused the submarine to dive out
of control to a depth of over 300 feet . All tanks were then blown, an d
she surfaced at considerable speed, stern down .
The explosion was that of a bomb dropped from the Sunderland abou t
3,000 yards from Stuart, who was closing the position when Gondar surfaced off her starboard bow . Stuart opened fire immediately, and the air craft dropped a stick of bombs which fell close to Gondar, whose captain
ordered abandon ship while he set scuttling charges and opened vents .
Gondar sank at 9 .50 a .m .—about twenty-five miles off the Egyptian coas t
at El Daba—the explosion of about ten scuttling charges being hear d
° Gondar, Italian submarine (1937), 615 tons, one 3 .9-in gun, six 21-in torp tubes, 14 kts ; sun k
in Mediterranean, 30 Sep 1940.
° See Elios Toschi, Ninth Time Lucky (1955), translated from the Italian by James Cleugh .
? HMS Sindonis, trawler (1934), 440 tons, one 4-in gun ; sunk by enemy aircraft at Tobruk, 2 9
May 1941 .
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from Stuart as she closed in to attack . Stuart recovered twenty-eight survivors, including Gondar's captain and a destroyer captain who was takin g
passage in the submarine ; and Sindonis picked up a further nineteen . Two
of Gondar's crew were lost .
Stuart received a rousing welcome from her flotilla companions whe n
she entered Alexandria late that afternoon . Waller, watching his old ship
from the bridge of Vampire, signalled : "Whacko! You did not waste
much time ." Vendetta contributed "Whacko, Whiskers!", in delicate allusion to Teacher's beard . And the Commander-in-Chief in a general signa l
to the fleet later described Stuart's success as "An outstanding example of
a result achieved by patience and skill in operation of asdic gear"— a
feather in the caps of the asdic officers, Sub-Lieutenants Cree and Griffin ,
and the operators, Leading Seamen MacDonald and Pike . 8
While Stuart was thus engaged, the fleet operation proceeded in wha t
was becoming a pattern . About noon on the 30th September, reconnaissance aircraft from Illustrious sighted the Italian battle fleet—with
four battleships including the new vessels Littorio and Vittorio Veneto—
120 miles or so to the northward, and steering northwards . After som e
thought, and in view of the enemy's preponderance, the impossibility o f
coming up with him, and the importance of the troop convoy, Cunningham
decided not to seek action but to proceed with the main object of reinforcing Malta . This was successfully accomplished that night, and the fleet
returned to Alexandria. Ajax° joined the 7th Cruiser Squadron at this time ,
and Voyager, who had completed her refit, sailed from Malta to join th e
fleet, and arrived at Alexandria on the 2nd October . On the fleet's return
journey, Orion and Sydney were detached and at 10 p .m . on the 1st
October, entered the Aegean through the Antikithera Channel and swep t
as far north as Tenedos . On the way back south, they carried out a
minute-and-a-half's concentrated bombardment of Maltezana, chief port
of Stampalia in the Dodecanese, and retired at high speed without encountering opposition . The two ships passed through Kaso Strait at 4 a .m . o n
the 3rd, and reached Alexandria at 7 p .m . that day.
All of the 10th Flotilla destroyers had a busy time at sea in the earl y
days of October . The nine ships—as was Sydney—were engaged in a n
operation early in the month when the fleet covered the passage of another
convoy to Malta . Stuart, with Robison back in command, stopped on thre e
occasions south of Crete because of water in the oil fuel—it "evidently
had leaked in through ship's side" . There was a number of depth-charg e
attacks by various of the destroyers on suspected submarines on the voyag e
to Malta, but no hostile aircraft was sighted, probably because of ba d
weather and thunderstorms, nor were enemy surface forces reported .
8 Lt-Cdr T . S . Cree, DSC, VRD ; RANVR . HMAS Stuart 193941 . Of Sydney ; b. Glasgow, 1
May 1914.
Lt-Cdr J . B . Griffin, DSC, VRD ; RANVR. HMAS's Stuart 1940, Voyager 1940-41 . Of Longueville, NSW; b. Mosman, NSW, 7 Mar 1912.
PO R . A . H. MacDonald, DSM ; 20954, RAN . HMAS's Stuart 1939-41, Vendetta 1941, Vampire
1942. Of Footscray, Vic ; b. Footscray, 14 Mar 1918. Died of wounds, 13 Sep 1942 .
PO L. T . Pike, DSM; 20749, RAN . HMAS Stuart 1939-40. Of Annandale, NSW; b . Cowell ,
SA, 19 Aug 1916.
9 HMS Ajax, cruiser (1935), 6,985 tons, eight 6-in guns, eight 21-in torp tubes, 32 .5 kts .
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Throughout the 11th October the fleet cruised south of Malta, and the n
set course for Alexandria covering an east-bound convoy . Stuart and
Vendetta were left in Malta to refit . Vendetta was there until the 9th
November, and Stuart until the end of the year.
Shortly before 2 a .m . on the 12th, when the cruisers were spread to th e
northward scouting in the moonlight, Ajax sighted a destroyer approaching
on the starboard bow, and opened fire . At the same time Ajax was herself
hit twice on the bridge by shells presumably from a second vessel shortl y
afterwards sighted on the port bow . Ajax increased to full speed and
engaged both enemy ships, and within a few minutes the first—subsequentl y
known to be the Artigliere 10—was disabled and on fire, and the other blow n
up. A third enemy vessel was then sighted, engaged, and destroyed . Tw o
more subsequently appeared, but escaped at high speed behind smok e
screens .' The remainder of the cruiser squadron concentrated on th e
position on receiving the enemy report from Ajax, but were too late to
intercept the escaping ships . At daylight Ajax, who suffered five more
hits, and had thirteen of her crew killed and twenty-three wounded, wa s
detached to Malta . Soon after daylight, British reconnaissance aircraf t
sighted the disabled Artigliere in tow of another destroyer. Sydney wa s
one of the cruisers detached to attack these targets ; but with the approach
of the cruisers the towing destroyer slipped her tow and escaped with he r
superior speed . On abandoning the chase, the cruisers returned to the
crippled ship and York e—another newcomer to the station—was detaile d
to sink her by gun fire and, having made certain she was abandoned b y
her crew, stood off and opened fire with her 8-inch guns . It was a lovely
morning with perfect visibility and a glassy sea . From the remainin g
cruisers circling near by, York's shells could be seen crashing into the
Italian ship until suddenly, about the fifth or sixth round, she disintegrate d
in a tremendous explosion, and only a great mushroom of smoke, billowing slowly up some two or three thousand feet, remained to mark he r
passing . Vampire picked up twenty-two survivors—including one officer —
and Cunningham, in a plain-language signal, told the Italian Admiralt y
of the position of rafts with other survivors who were duly rescued by thei r
own people .
On the return journey to Alexandria the fleet manoeuvred to the south ward of Crete during the 14th October while aircraft from Illustrious
and Eagle bombed Leros in the Dodecanese, and did considerable damage .
10 Artigliere,

Italian destroyer (1938), 1,620 tons, four 4 .7-in guns, six 21-in torp tubes, 39 kts;
sunk in Central Mediterranean, 12 Oct 1940 .
1 Commenting on this incident after the war, the German Admiral, Eberhard Weichold, who wa s
liaison officer with Italian HQ in Rome in 1941 and subsequently German C-in-C Mediterranean ,
said that there were in all seven Italian vessels, four destroyers and three torpedo boats, o f
which Ajax accounted for three destroyers, and he described it as the first time an attack wa s
carried out on the British forces in the Mediterranean by torpedo boats. He attributed the
Italian losses without accompanying success to the clearness of the night, and the insufficien t
number of the boats employed in the tactical execution of the attack .
Italian losses on this occasion were one destroyer (Artigliere) and two torpedo boats of 67 9
tons (Airone and Ariel )
On the British side, Ajax suffered some difficulty "because of the blinding effect of the flas h
of her own guns, whereas the enemy were using flashless ammunition with good tracers " .
(Cunningham, p. 278 . )
8 HMS York, cruiser (1930), 8,250 tons, six 8-in guns, six 21-la torp tubes, 32 .25 kts
; sunk in
Suda Bay, 22 May 1941 .
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The Italians retaliated with air attacks on the ships late in the afternoon ,
and Liverpool was torpedoed and had her bows blown off during on e
of these . She was taken in tow by Orion and, after some difficulty, reached
port safely on the 16th, Vampire, Dainty, Diamond and Decoy bein g
among the destroyers screening the two ships . By this time the Italian s
had developed night air attacks on Alexandria, and the battle fleet, proceeding ahead, approached the port during a heavy raid at 1 a .m . on the
15th in a most spectacular entry . "We made for the shallow water of
the Great Pass at high speed," wrote Cunningham, "firing a blind barrag e
on both sides with our guns flashing and the sparkle of bursting shell al l
over the horizon. "
At this time the recall of Tovey to the Admiralty to be appointed Commander-in-Chief, Home Fleet, led to changes of command in the Mediterranean . Pridham-Wippell became second-in-command and in comman d
of the Light Forces ; and Captain Rawlings 3 of Valiant, with the actin g
rank of Rear-Admiral, was appointed to command the Battle Squadron
in his stead . Both these officers were former destroyer captains of grea t
experience and proved merit .
For the rest of the month Stuart and Vendetta were in Malta ; Waterhe n
refitted at Alexandria from the 16th to the 29th ; and Vampire was there
from the 16th to the 25th cleaning boilers and engrossed in a domestic
problem in the solution of which for two days the ship was cleared and
"sealed and fumigated to get rid of bed bugs and cockroaches, both o f
these pests having invaded the ship in alarming numbers " . Between the
25th and 28th of the month Voyager and Vampire were with the 2n d
Division of the battle fleet—Malaya, Ramillies and Eagle—on a sweep
towards Kaso Strait to cover an Aegean convoy and deliver an air attac k
on Maltezana . While this operation was in progress Sydney and Orion, with
Jervis and Juno, entered the Aegean through Kaso Strait and went a s
far north as the entrance to the Dardanelles, exercising contraband control .
Great interest, Collins noted, was aroused in Sydney's company by the
glimpse of Gallipoli. During the morning of the 28th October, havin g
passed through Kaso Strait south bound, Sydney, in common with other
ships at sea, received orders to return to Alexandria with all dispatch . The
fleet had to meet the new situation created by the Italian attack on Greece .
Sydney crossed the Mediterranean at 28 knots, and entered harbour a t
6 p .m . that day .
XVI I
Meanwhile, in the Red Sea, Italian destroyers based on Massawa mad e
their presence known in the first venture of enemy surface forces in thi s
area . During the night of the 20th-21st October they made a brief sorti e
against a northbound convoy, and came off second best . Up to then, attack s
on Red Sea convoys had been mostly by high-level bombing with little
success, though the scale of attack had at times been considerable . On the
3

Admiral Sir Bernard Rawlings, GBE, KCB ; RN . Comd HMS Valiant 1939-40; R-A Cdg 1st
Battle Sqn 1940 ; comd 1st Cruiser Sqn 1941 ; Asst Ch of Naval Staff, Foreign, 1942-43 ; F .O.
W Af 1943, E Mediterranean 1943-44 ; 2nd i/c British Pacific Fleet and comd British Task Force s
1944-45 . B . 21 May 1889.
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5th September a convoy escorted by Hobart was attacked eight times i n
one morning without damage, and throughout that month and Octobe r
other convoys were bombed, but only one ship was damaged—s .s . Bhima
(5,280 tons), which was holed by a near miss on the 20th September, an d
towed to Aden and beached .
Two days before this incident those in Parramatta, then lying in Aden ,
"were delighted to welcome H .M .A .S . Yarra from Colombo, come to joi n
the Red Sea Force" . Their pleasure was no doubt heightened by the fac t
that the newcomer brought them the first "comfort" parcels they receive d
from Australia—and the only ones they received in a long time . Yarra
left Australia on the 28th August . On passage she spent a few hours at
Cocos Islands, and the ship's company were landed on Direction Islan d
to bathe, where, twenty-six years earlier, the German cruiser Emden lande d
a party to destroy the wireless station shortly before she was hersel f
destroyed by the first Sydney . Aden gave Yarra her first taste of enemy
action in two air raids on the night of her arrival, and she quickly entere d
the routine life of the force ; on Perim patrol, escorting convoys up an d
down the Red Sea, and intercepting blockade-running dhows .
She left Aden on the 18th October as part of the escort of convo y
BN.7, the other escorting ships being Leander, Auckland and Kimberley .
The convoy was bombed without result when south-east of Massawa i n
the early forenoon of the 20th October, and that night found Yarra zigzagging over a calm sea on the starboard bow of the convoy in brigh t
moonlight . A few minutes before 11 p .m ., when the convoy was east of
Massawa, two ships were sighted approaching from ahead at high speed .
Harrington—Yarra's commanding officer—challenged them, and in reply
the flash of a torpedo discharge from the leading ship was seen . Harrington
immediately made an enemy report to Auckland, but before the signal
was passed, shells from the enemy passed over Yarra and appeared to fal
l
among the convoy . Auckland at once opened fire, followed after her firs t
salvo by Yarra . It was believed by observers in the Australian ship tha t
she scored a hit on the leading enemy vessel with her fourth or fifth salvo .
In any case the Italians altered away, chased by Leander and Kimberley .
Leander lost touch, but Kimberley intercepted one destroyer—the Francesco Nullo4—which went aground on Harmil Island off the northern
entrance to Massawa, and blew her up with a torpedo at 6 .33 a .m . o n
the 21st . Kimberley, while destroying Francesco Nullo, was herself hit
in the engine room by a shell from a shore battery, and had to procee d
on one engine which presently also failed, whereupon she was taken in
tow by Leander to Port Sudan . Both ships were bombed on passage with out harm . By the 30th October Kimberley was repaired to the extent of
being able to steam at 25 knots and to remain in service with this limitation . A few hours after the destruction of Francesco Nullo, R .A .F . bomber s
claimed to have hit an Italian destroyer one mile east of Harmil Island .
As Kimberley reported nothing visible above water of Francesco Nullo
'Francesco Nullo, Italian destroyer (1925), 1,058 tons, four 4 .7-in guns, four 21-in torp tubes ,
35 kts ; destroyed, 21 Oct 1940 .
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after she blew up, the Commander-in-Chief, East Indies, concluded tha t
definite damage was caused to the second destroyer . Apart from the hit
on Kimberley, no damage was suffered by ships of the convoy or escorting
force. During this action the disadvantage under which the British wer e
placed in night encounters through being temporarily blinded by the flas h
of their own guns, was again emphasised . With them it was an ever present
and serious problem, whereas the enemy were provided with flashles s
cordite, and with good tracers to aid their shooting .
XVII I
Thoughts of an invasion of Greece had long lain in the mind of Mussolini . It was, he told a meeting of his war leaders on the 15th October 1940 ,
only a few days before the event : "An action which I have matured a t
length for months, before our entry into the war, and before the beginning of the conflict ." In the division of Europe between the dictators ,
he was anxious to secure Italian direction of Mediterranean policy, and no t
without apprehension of the turn things took with the German annexatio n
of Czechoslovakia in 1939 . The initial step towards the consolidatio n
of the Italian politico-economic sphere was taken on Good Friday, 1939 ,
with the invasion of Albania, which placed Italian troops on the frontiers
of Yugoslavia and Greece . Britain's concern was reflected when, six days
later, on the 13th April, the Chamberlain Government gave Greece a
guarantee of help if Italy attacked her . For a while Italy protested her
friendship for Greece ; an attitude which continued after the outbreak o f
war in 1939, but which changed in 1940 . In May of that year, whe n
Italy's intervention in the war appeared imminent, the Allied Suprem e
War Council in Paris considered the likelihood of an Italian attack o n
Greece, and decided to make sure that Crete did not fall into Italia n
hands in such an event . Cunningham in the Mediterranean was told b y
the Admiralty that if Greek territory were attacked by Italy, expeditions
were to start for Crete immediately, and without further reference t o
London or Paris . On the 31st May Cunningham told the Admiralty tha t
arrangements had been made for British troops from Port Said, an d
French from Beirut, to land in Crete within a few hours of the orde r
being given. The British and French naval commanders in the Eastern
Mediterranean were wholeheartedly in favour of the proposed Creta n
operation, which would give them Suda Bay as a refuelling base for ligh t
craft . 5 The operation was, however, contingent upon Italy attacking Greece ,
and the attack did not immediately develop. Mussolini wanted time t o
build up his strength in Albania . As this was achieved, the Italian tone
towards Greece changed into a growing flow of hostile propaganda, with
accusations of helping the British and ill-treating Albanian minorities .
6 In Aug 1939, the C-in-C ' s yacht Aberdeen (990 tons), under cover of a pleasure cruise, mad e
surveys of anchorages in southern Greece, the east end of Crete, and Antikithera and Kither a
Islands, for tankers in the event of war. When Italy entered the war, but before she attacke d
Greece, these anchorages were used by the British for refuelling . " But the Italians became awar e
of it, bombed our ships in Greek waters, whereupon the Greeks naturally protested to us and
demanded their withdrawal ." Cunningham, pp. 212 and 282 .
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In August 1940 British information showed a rapid increase in Italia n
forces in Albania ; and on the 15th of the month there was a further
pointer to events when an Italian submarine sank the small Greek cruiser
Helle6 which, dressed with flags in honour of the Feast of the Assumption ,
was lying peacefully at anchor off the mole at Tinos, in the Cyclades .
"The incident," recorded Ciano in his Diary, "threatens to become serious .
As for me, I consider the intemperance of de Vecchi [Count Cesare Mari a
de Vecchi, Fascist leader] at the bottom of it . I confer with the Duce ,
who desires to settle this incident peacefully . "
The desired "peaceful" settlement was merely to suit the timing of th e
Italian moves in Africa . On the 19th September, when British Somalilan d
had been occupied and the Egyptian frontier crossed, Mussolini was takin g
Ribbentrop into his confidence regarding Greece .
There remains, he told the German Foreign Minister, the problem of Yugoslavi a
and Greece. Italy has half a million men on the Yugoslav frontier, and two hundre d
thousand on the Greek frontier. The Greeks represent for Italy what the Norwegian s
represented for Germany before the action of April . It is necessary for us to proceed
with the liquidation of Greece, all the more so as when our land forces will have
advanced into Egypt the English Fleet will not be able to remain at Alexandria .
and will seek refuge in Greek ports .
On the 15th October occurred the meeting of Italian war leaders a t
which they were told by Mussolini that he had decided to attack Greece
on the 26th October, to secure the whole coast of southern Albania, Ionia n
Islands, Zante, Cephalonia, and Corfu, and occupy Salonika . This woul d
be followed by the complete occupation of Greece, to put her out of actio n
and ensure she remained in the Italian politico-economic sphere . The
Italian General Staff was perturbed at the prospect of this adventure, and
two days later Marshal Badoglio told Ciano that the forces then availabl e
were insufficient, and that the navy did not feel that it could carry out a
landing at Preveza—on the west coast of Greece a little south of Corfu—
because the water was too shallow . But Mussolini, whether or no thes e
views were expressed to him, was determined on action, and on the 19t h
October wrote to Hitler, telling him of his decision . It was a matter of
which Hitler had hitherto heard "only in general terms", and when, after
some delay, he received the letter from his Italian colleague, he immediately replied suggesting a meeting with the hope, as he told Mussolini
later when the die had been cast, of being able to expound his view s
before the threatened action against Greece had been taken .
Finally the date for the attack was fixed at the 28th October, an d
Greece was given no chance to temporise . Six days earlier Ciano began
to draw up the ultimatum for Grazzi, the Italian ambassador, to hand t o
Metaxas, the Greek Prime Minister, at two o'clock in the morning o f
the 28th . "Naturally," Ciano confided to his Diary, "that is a document that
allows no way out for Greece . Either she accepts occupation or she will
be attacked ." The ultimatum demanded that the whole of Greece shoul d
be opened to Italian troops . It was rejected . At 5 .30 a .m. Greece was
°He11e, Greek cruiser (1913), 2,083 tons, three 6-in guns, 15 kts; sunk 15 Aug 1940.
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invaded from Albania, and Italian aircraft raided Patras at the entranc e
to the Gulf of Corinth ; Corinth ; and Athens . "We attack in Albania,"
recorded Ciano, "and carry on a conference at Florence"—that whic h
Hitler had suggested in his reply to Mussolini' s letter of the 19th . "I n
both places things have gone well ." But such satisfaction was premature .
The Greek Government invoked the guarantee of British help given i n
April 1939 ; and the resistance of Greek forces on the frontier was immediate and strong . This was to be no easy invasion for the Italians .
In Alexandria, Cunningham at once ordered forces at sea to return t o
port to refuel, and preparations were made to establish a naval base i n
Crete ; Longmore dispatched a fighter squadron to Greece ; and the maxi mum scale possible of air reconnaissance was instituted in the Ionian Se a
and off Crete . The urgent naval tasks were to run a convoy to Suda Bay ,
and to prevent action by the Italian Fleet, either against the convoy o r
in direct support of the invasion .
A few minutes after midnight on the 28th October, Sydney, in company
with Orion, York, and Gloucester of the 7th Cruiser Squadron, sailed fro m
Alexandria . Early in the forenoon of the 29th a joint services commissio n
left Alexandria by flying-boat for Crete, to arrange with the Greek authorities there for the establishment of the Suda Bay base . At 2 p .m . that
day the first Crete convoy—of four ships including two oilers—with th e
net-laying vessel Protector, and with Vampire, Voyager and Waterhen in
the escorting force, sailed from the Egyptian port for Suda Bay .
The 7th Cruiser Squadron joined Cunningham in Warspite with the
rest of the fleet in company to the west of Crete on the 30th . Throughout
that day the fleet swept to the northward as far as the latitude of Cephalonia, course being altered to the southward when to the west of tha t
island at 3 .30 a .m. on the 31st. At dawn the fleet was off the west coas t
of Greece, and remained within sight of the land all day ; and for the
following night and for most of the 1st November remained to the wes t
of Crete . It was sighted by Italian aircraft, but there was no reaction b y
enemy surface forces, and air reconnaissance from Malta showed th e
Italian Fleet still in its bases .
Under this cover, and protected by its close escort, the convoy reache d
Suda Bay safely in the evening of the 31st October and early mornin g
of 1st November . A fuelling base was thus made available, and guns ,
stores, and equipment were off-loaded from the storeships . On the 1st als o
arrived Ajax with a battalion of the York and Lancaster Regiment ,
Bofors guns and crews . That afternoon occurred the first of many enem y
air raids on Suda Bay . Twenty-five aircraft took part, and there was som e
damage and a number of casualties ashore . By evening of the 1st November the troops, guns and stores had been disembarked ; a battery site and
dump established ; and one indicator net laid by Protector. By midnight
on the 2nd November the fleet was back at Alexandria, having suffere d
no enemy interference other than a fruitless attack by torpedo bomber s
on the 1st Battle Squadron, Eagle, and 7th Cruiser Squadron during tha t
afternoon . "From now," Cunningham wrote later in A Sailor's Odyssey,
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"until the first week in December, our cruisers and destroyers were har d
at it covering and escorting the convoys to Piraeus and Suda Bay . They
had no rest ." This was true . The inclusion of Greece in the war brough t
with it a fuelling base at Suda Bay . But it brought also fresh commitment s
for an already burdened Mediterranean Fleet. The Greek Navy was small ,
consisting only of one old battleship and one old cruiser, ten destroyers ,
thirteen torpedo boats, six submarines, and auxiliary craft . ? Convoys fo r
Greece and Crete called for British escorts through the Aegean . Enemy
aircraft and submarines were active in the area, and the Italian Fleet,
though so far quiescent, was very much "in being " . A means of modifying
this last mentioned factor was in preparation .
When Illustrious arrived in the Mediterranean at the beginning of September she brought with her Rear-Admiral Lyster 8 to take command of
the carrier squadron . In his first interview with Cunningham he raised th e
matter of an attack by his aircraft on the Italian Fleet in Taranto Harbour ,
and was encouraged by Cunningham to develop the idea . Plans were
accordingly laid, and reached the stage when it was decided to celebrat e
Trafalgar Day by carrying out the operation on the 21st October . A fir e
in a hangar in Illustrious caused postponement to the 11th November ,
when the moon was suitable . It thus became part of a complex operatio n
which included also the passage of fleet reinforcements through the Mediterranean from the west ; and the passing of Malta and Aegean convoys .
Sydney and the Australian destroyers—except Stuart refitting in Malta—
took part .
In its general outline the operation followed the course of the earlie r
reinforcement in September . The convoys for the Aegean and Malta saile d
from Port Said and Alexandria on the 4th November, with Vampire,
Waterhen, Voyager, Dainty and Diamond of the 10th Flotilla among thei r
escorting destroyers . Sydney and Ajax embarked troops, army stores ,
ammunition and guns at Port Said and sailed in the afternoon of the 5t h
for Suda Bay. Between them the two ships carried a thousand troops an d
a Bofors battery . Sydney took on board 32 officers and 450 other ranks ,
and had all available space on her upper decks, including most of th e
quarterdeck, piled high with cases of food, two motor-trucks, two Bofor s
guns, and packs and personal equipment . The weather was fine and the se a
flat, and the passage was made across the Mediterranean, and throug h
Kaso Strait in daylight, at high speed without interference by the enemy ,
and the two ships reached Suda Bay during the afternoon of the 6th .
The Cretan harbour appeared peaceful and remote from war . Almos t
landlocked, its eight or nine square miles of deep, still water sheltered o n
three sides by hills and mountain ridges with quiet villages and olive grove s
on the slopes, it induced a deceptive sense of security . Actually, as experi Kilkis, Greek battleship (13,000 tons), bought from USA in 1914 ; Averot, Greek cruiser (9,45 0
tons), bought from Italy in 1909 . The 10 destroyers included four "Hydras" bought from Ital y
in the 1920's, and King Georges I and Queen Olga (each of 1,350 tons) laid down in England
and completed in the late 1930' s . The six submarines were bought from France in the 1920 ' s .
8 Admiral Sir Lumley Lyster, KCB, CVO. CBE, DSO : RN . Fifth Sea Lord and Ch of Naval Air
Services 1941-42 ; Aircraft Carriers, Home Fleet, 1942-43 ; FO Carrier Training 1943-45 . B. 2 7
Apr 1888 .
7
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ence was to show, the hills were a menace to the ships in the bay . The y
screened the approach of enemy aircraft which, with their motors switche d
off, could swoop silently down into the bay, drop their bombs, and be
away again behind the ridges in a matter of seconds . This time, however ,
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there were no attacks . Sydney, alongside the pier, did a good job in disembarking her troops and equipment, lorries, guns, and 200 tons of miscellaneous stores, in two hours, with no cargo handling appliances on the
pier . It was, literally, a case of "all hands and the cook" manhandlin g
the cargo . "Such a hive of industry," one of Sydney's officers recorded ,
"I have never seen before or since ." The job completed, Sydney move d
out to the bay and anchored for the night.

6-11 Nov
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On the day of Sydney's arrival in Crete the Commander-in-Chief i n
Warspite, with Illustrious, Valiant, Malaya, Ramillies and destroyers—
including the remainder of the 10th Flotilla, Decoy and Defender—saile d
from Alexandria to the westward to cover the convoy movements and t o
meet the reinforcements in the Central Mediterranean . The reinforcements
—the battleship Barham, cruisers Berwick and Glasgow, and destroyers
Gallant, Greyhound and Griffin—left Gibraltar on the 7th November
accompanied by Force "H" with Ark Royal, whose aircraft bombe d
Cagliari as on the previous occasion . 9
By the evening of the 7th the Mediterranean Fleet was to the west o f
Crete, where it was joined by Sydney, who left Suda Bay around noon .
Before sailing she had seen there Vampire and Waterhen, who arrive d
escorting the Suda Bay convoy and later joined that for Malta . During
the passage to that island formations of enemy bombers were sighted bu t
no attacks were delivered . The convoy reached Malta on the 9th, an d
that night the fleet went to the south of Malta, which was in sight 2 5
miles to the north-east at daylight next morning . During the forenoon
the reinforcements, having safely traversed the Sicilian Narrows, joine d
the fleet from the westward and then went in to Malta to disembark troop s
and refuel. That day a Malta convoy sailed for Alexandria escorted b y
Ramillies, Coventry, and destroyers including Vampire, Waterhen ,
Voyager, Decoy and Defender ; and Vendetta, her refit completed, also
sailed from Malta escorting the monitor Terror to Suda Bay, where the
two ships arrived on the 13th . The improvements in Malta's defences ,
of which Terror had formed part, enabled her to be dispensed with ther e
in favour of Suda Bay until the shore defences of the new base could b e
strengthened.
Throughout the 10th the fleet manoeuvred south-west of Malta, an d
at 6 p .m . the cruisers parted company to search in pairs to the north-east.
Dawn of the 11th found the fleet heading into the Ionian Sea, where th e
cruisers rejoined at 9 a .m . to the south-east of the toe of Italy . Th e
stage was thus set to cover the Malta convoy, and to carry out the mai n
operation—the air attack on the Italian Fleet .
During all these movements of the British forces, the Italian Flee t
remained in its bases, with the capital ships concentrated at Taranto .
When, on the 17th October, Badoglio told Ciano of his apprehensions
at the coming attack on Greece, he said that when the attack was mad e
the fleet should immediately be withdrawn from Taranto to a safer base .
This was not done . A reconnaissance maintained over the port by R .A .F .
aircraft from Malta showed five battleships there, and during the 11t h
a sixth entered the harbour .' The ships were protected by nets, barrag e
balloons, and anti-aircraft defences ; and presumably it was considere d
HMS Glasgow, cruiser (1937), 9,100 tons, twelve 6-in guns, six 21-in torp tubes, 32 kts .
HMS Gallant, destroyer (1936), 1,335 tons, four 4 .7-in guns, four 21-in torp tubes, 36 kts ;
damaged by mine, 10 Jan 1941, taken in tow ; bombed and sunk in Malta Harbour, 20 Jan 1941 .
HMS Griffin, destroyer (1936), 1,335 tons, four 4.7-in guns, four 21-in torp tubes. 36 kts .
This reconnaissance was maintained by No . 431 Flight, a special unit equipped with 4 Glen n
Martin aircraft and commanded by F-Lt E . A. Whiteley, an Australian in the RAF.
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that these, supported by air attacks on the British ships, afforded security . 2
Such air attacks took place on the fleet during the 10th when to th e
south of Malta, without success for the attackers ; and shadowing aircraft
were driven off by fighters from Illustrious on the 11th . The Italian attacks ,
of small scale and not pressed home, were no deterrent to the operation .
In addition to the attack on Taranto, a subsidiary operation had bee n
arranged, a raid by cruisers and destroyers through the Strait of Otrant o
into the Adriatic, while aircraft of the R .A .F . bombed Valona and Durazz o
in Albania . Shortly after 1 p .m ., when the fleet was midway betwee n
Sicily and Greece, Sydney and Ajax, with the destroyers Nubian an d
Mohawk, were detached to join Pridham-Wippell in Orion, and course
was set to the northwards . Five hours later Illustrious, supported by the
3rd Cruiser Squadron and four destroyers, was also detached and proceeded to her flying off position about forty miles west of Cephalonia . She
arrived there about 8 p .m ., and by 8 .40 the aircraft of the first of two
striking forces were in the air and forming up . The defenders of Taranto
heard their motors and opened up with anti-aircraft fire shortly befor e
11 p .m ., just as Sydney and her companions passed northward through
the Strait of Otranto .
The northward passage of the cruiser force was without incident . Durin g
the daylight hours preparations were made in the ships for towing or bein g
towed, and for repairing any damage which might be suffered during th e
night . Dusk found them steaming at around twenty knots over a smoot h
sea, just south and west of Corfu and starting the run into the Strait . Wit h
nightfall Collins told Sydney's ship's company of their destination an d
objective of "looking for trouble", and hands went to action stations . Th e
night was bright, with a full moon bathing the darkened ships in its
deceptive misty light ; and quiet except for the rustle of the water and the
muted ship noises . Orion led the cruisers in line ahead, with Ajax an d
Sydney following at intervals of three to four cables, and the two destroyers
spaced broad on either bow . Abaft and above Sydney' s compass platform ,
where Collins and the small bridge group were on the alert, the gunner y
control team in the director tower exercised the turrets in "dummy runs "
against imaginary targets . In the turrets, shells lay in the loading trays,
and trainers and layers were at the controls . Watertight doors in the
' tween decks were secured, and little groups at their respective actio n
stations waited ready, those not immediately engaged filling in time b y
reading, yarning, playing cards or dozing . Down below in the glitterin g
engine and boiler rooms the staff went about their usual job of maintainin g
steam and revolutions to the roar of the blowers and the hum of turbines .
There was no sign of an enemy in the narrows, and Pridham-Wippel l
led his force on into the Adriatic, away north of Otranto and past Valon a
to the latitude of Brindisi, before turning at one o'clock in the mornin g
of the 12th in a wide circle to starboard for the return run of the Strait .
Shortly after the turn, at 1 .20 a .m . when the force was steering S .S .E .
z The Italians may have shared the views of Admiral Pound . To the First Sea Lord the projecte dn
naval air attack on the Italian Fleet "always zppeared as the last dying kick of the Mediterranea
carrier before being sent to the bottom" . Cunningham, p . 273 .
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at 20 knots, six darkened ships—four merchant vessels and two escortin g
destroyers—were sighted making across to the Italian mainland from
Valona Bay. Sydney's main armament was directed on to the leadin g
merchant ship, but fire was held to achieve surprise and close range, th e
British force altering course towards to south-east . At 1 .27 a .m . Mohawk,
nearest to the enemy, opened fire and, surprise being no longer a consideration, action became general . Sydney opened fire on the leading merchant vessel at 7,000 yards, and rapidly scored hits and set the targe t
on fire . For a brief interlude the peace and quietness of the night was
shattered, and to the light of the moon was added the flash of gun fire, th e
yellow glare of slowly falling star shells, and the flames of burning ships ;
while occasional green tracer shells fired by the enemy escorts flared acros s
the sky, one passing close over Sydney 's bridge .
From the time of opening fire at 1 .27, the action lasted twenty-three
minutes, during which one ship of the convoy was sunk, two set on fir e
and almost certainly destroyed, while the fourth was damaged but escape d
under cover of smoke . 3 The escorting destroyers escaped, though one wa s
damaged . Sydney scored hits on three merchant ships, and also engaged
a destroyer. Four minutes of her action gives an idea of the speed o f
proceedings . After scoring hits on her second merchant ship target Collin s
recorded that between 1 .36 and 1 .40 a .m . :
Target was shifted to escorting destroyer which steaming from left to right makin g
smoke. Five salvos fired at this target which drawing ahead . At 1 .38 fire shifted to
original targets, now close together . Several salvos fired and more hits seen . These
targets disappeared and target shifted again one ship right to ship apparently stopped .
Other ships also firing at this target and many hits seen .
At 1 .40 a torpedo attack was seen to pass under Sydney's stern at rightangles to her course, and eight minutes later she herself fired two torpedoe s
at one of the merchant ships . At 1 .50 the action ceased, and at 1 .57 th e
force—having suffered no damage or casualties—was steering south b y
east for the Strait at 28 knots, passing through without interference a t
3 .30 a .m ., and joining the fleet off the west coast of Greece at 11 .15 a .m .
on the 12th November, when Cunningham greeted Collins with the signa l
"Did you have a wild Australian night?", to which "a suitable reply wa s
made" .
Collins, in his Letter of Proceedings covering this period, described th e
operation as
not without its element of excitement as three 6-inch cruisers found themselves wel l
to the north of the Narrows with Italian bases containing vastly superior force s
in their rear. The possibility of a speed hit from aircraft, E or U-boat, was in mind .
It was fortunate that the torpedo fired by a convoy escort missed astern of Sydney .
On the way south to rejoin the fleet, the cruisers sighted Illustrious an d
her supporting force also steering south to rejoin after Taranto . Th e
secret of that attack had been well kept, and not until, during the forenoo n
of the 12th, Sydney intercepted a signal from the carrier giving a repor t
s According to an Italian account, published after the war, all four merchant vessels, totallin g
16,938 tuns, were sunk.
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of the operation, did the ship's company know that theirs had not bee n
a lone adventure the previous night, and the reading of the news ove r
the ship's loud speakers was greeted "with a burst of frenzied cheering" .
In all it had been a bad few hours for the Italians . Subsequent information confirmed that at Taranto, of the battleships Littorio (later rename d
Italia) was hit by three torpedoes and sank ; Conte di Cavour was hit by
one torpedo and sank ; and Caio Duilio, hit by one torpedo, sank by th e
bows . The cruiser Trento was hit by a bomb which perforated deck an d
side but failed to explode ; and two destroyers were damaged by nea r
misses . In the Adriatic a convoy was practically destroyed, and the ai r
attack on Durazzo did serious damage . "A black day," Ciano called it ,
remarking that the battleships would remain out of the fight for man y
months . But Mussolini, contrary to his Foreign Ministe r ' s expectations, wa s
not downhearted at the news, and "does not at the moment seem to have
fully realised its gravity " . There was a touch of irony in the fact that o n
the 11th November, the day of the Taranto raid, Italian aircraft cooperate d
with the German Air Force in a daylight raid on London, an honou r
accorded at the insistence of Mussolini . Thirteen of the Italian aircraf t —
seven bombers and six fighters—were shot down .
The success of the attack on Taranto led to Cunningham agreeing t o
a repetition on the night of the 12th November, but bad weather cause d
the cancellation of the project, and the fleet returned to Alexandria, wher e
it arrived without incident on the 14th of the month .
The results of the attack on the Italian Fleet at Taranto illustrated wit h
dramatic force the potency of naval aviation as a striking weapon . "In a
total flying time of about six and a half hours—carrier to carrier—twent y
aircraft had inflicted more damage upon the Italian Fleet than was inflicte d
upon the German High Sea Fleet in the daylight action at the Battle o f
Jutland . "4 The effect upon the naval strategical situation in the Mediterranean was immediate and far reaching . Naples became the main bas e
of the Italian Fleet, and thus the threat of surface action against the Aegea n
and Malta convoys was reduced, as Italian entry into the Central Mediterranean through the Strait of Messina came under closer observation o f
the R .A .F. reconnaissance from Malta . The reduction in Italian capita l
ship strength enabled Cunningham to dispense with his slower battleships ,
and before the end of the month Ramillies sailed westward through th e
Mediterranean for home, soon after followed by Malaya . This in tur n
temporarily relieved the strain on the destroyers for fleet screening work .
Of great importance was the stimulus to Britain and her friends, and th e
effect on British prestige, especially in the Middle East . "Just before th e
news of Taranto," the First Sea Lord wrote to Cunningham, "the Cabine t
were rather down in the dumps ; but Taranto had a most amazing effec t
upon them ." It had a correspondingly depressing effect upon the moral e
of the Italian Navy which suffered—according to the German Admiral i n
Rome—through the Italian naval staff being "completely governed by the
thought that the Italian Fleet must remain secure, for they fear, by throw Cunningham, p . 286 .
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ing in their forces prematurely under unfavourable circumstances to b e
unable to carry out their main task—the assuring of the important se a
communications in the Central Mediterranean" . The German Admiral
saw Taranto as a direct consequence of this defensive attitude, an attitud e
which "cripples their power of decision, and eventually the offensive spirit
of the Italian Fleet; it invites an ever stronger British offensive in Italia n
waters . If the strategic situation in the Mediterranean continues to develo p
in the present way, serious consequences are unavoidable in all theatres ,
especially in the land operations in Greece and North Africa. In order
to mitigate these repercussions as much as possible, a radical change i n
the present Italian direction of the war is essential ." Changes in comman d
were, in fact, shortly made . The Italian Chief of the Naval Staff, Admiral
Cavagnari, resigned and was replaced by Admiral Riccardi ; and Mussolini
also accepted the resignation of Marshal Badoglio, Supreme Commander
of the Italian Army . But the German Admiral complained that his representations for a change in naval policy met with no success .
The remainder of the month was a period of great activity for all unit s
of the Mediterranean Fleet, covering and escorting complex movement s
of convoys to Crete and Greece, and between Malta and Alexandria .
Between the 15th and 20th November Sydney was in the Aegean, and
paid her first visit to Greece when she arrived at the Piraeus on the 16th ,
being one of five cruisers to enter the harbour carrying a total of som e
4,000 troops with their stores, and receive a tremendous reception fro m
the excited Greeks . Sydney made the 600-mile run from Alexandria t o
the Piraeus in twenty-one hours at an average speed of 30 knots . Back
in Alexandria on the 20th, she sailed again on the 23rd to take part
in an operation which took all forces to sea and covered the whole of
the Eastern Mediterranean and Aegean . During the following six days
important troop and equipment convoys were passed through the Mediterranean to Malta, Alexandria, Crete and Greece ; Ramillies and Berwick
were passed westward through the Sicilian Narrows to join Force "H" ,
and the two new cruisers Manchester and Southampton, with some corvettes, came through to the Eastern Mediterranean . 5 On the 26th of th e
month the fleet carried out air attacks, from Illustrious on the Dodecanese
and from Eagle on Tripoli, at the two extremes of the Eastern Mediterranean . It was an indication of the measure of control of the sea establishe d
by the Mediterranean Fleet—and a feature of the operation was that ,
throughout it, not a single gun was fired by Warspite or any of the ship s
in company with her .
Sydney's track chart shows that during the seven-day period at sea in
this operation she steamed 2,628 miles, passed twice north of Crete —
westbound and eastbound—covering Aegean convoys, and penetrated th e
Central Mediterranean almost as far west as Pantelleria . She was in Suda
Bay on the 24th, when three bombs, which fortunately did no damage ,
5 HMS

Manchester, cruiser (1938), 9,400 tons, twelve 6-in guns, six 21-in torp tubes, 32 .3 kts ;
sunk by Italian submarine off Tunisia, 13 Aug 1942 .
HMS Southampton, cruiser (1937), 9,100 tons, twelve 6-in guns, 32 lcta ; lost after action wit4
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suddenly arrived in the harbour out of the blue from an aircraft too high
to be sighted . On the 26th she was one of the covering force for Eagle
during the air strike on Tripoli ; and arrived back in Alexandria on the 29th .
The destroyers of the 10th Flotilla had a similarly active period, escortin g
Aegean and Malta convoys and on the battle fleet screen and, with th e
exception of Stuart, all taking part in the operations from the 23rd to th e
29th . Decoy's participation was partial, for the western passage of th e
battle fleet only . The Italians were making up for lack of aggressivenes s
elsewhere by increasing their air attacks on Alexandria . Voyager, in harbour there from the 13th to the 21st, recorded that the port was raide d
on an average five times a day during that period . In a raid on th e
evening of the 13th November Decoy was struck by a bomb which di d
considerable damage and killed two officers and nine ratings . She sailed o n
the screen of the battle fleet on the 25th November to Malta for repairs ,
and her place in the 10th Flotilla was taken by Wryneck . s
XIX
The closing days of 1940 were invigorating and exciting for the Mediterranean Fleet . It had gained in strength in itself and was on the crest o f
achievement . Vis-a-vis the Italian Fleet after Taranto it was in an increasingly favourable position ; and with the addition of Illustrious and th e
fighter protection she gave, had a large measure of control in the Central
Mediterranean . Things were going well . The Italians, placed on the defensive in Greece and Albania by the enthusiasm and vigour of the Gree k
counter-attack, were shortly to be on the run in Egypt and Libya followin g
a British land attack which opened on the 8th December . In the Aegean
strength was being built up in Crete, where by the end of the year was a
small garrison ; two airfields ; and harbour defences whose main lack was
an efficient net defence against torpedoes . This shortcoming was th e
cause of Glasgow being hit by two torpedoes dropped from aircraft on th e
3rd December, and she was fortunate in being able to return to Alexandri a
under her own steam, though badly damaged . The danger of air attack
made it unwise for ships to remain in Suda Bay for lengthy periods, but
the harbour provided a most useful advanced base, particularly for fuelling ,
and on four separate occasions during November either the 1st or 2n d
Divisions of the battle fleet were there, and on the 17th December th e
Commander-in-Chief took the fleet in to refuel . In the Central Mediterranean, Malta, key to North Africa, reinforced with troops, aircraft, an d
anti-aircraft batteries, was on the way to earning the title "this fire spewing
yellow water bug" later bestowed upon the island by a German dive bomber pilot whose squadron was shattered in the endeavour to brea k
down its defences .
The support and nourishment of Malta during the first six months o f
the Italian war was one of the most valuable achievements of the Britis h
navy and merchant service, as the failure to launch a full scale assaul t
e

HMS Wryneck, destroyer (1918), 1,100 tons, four 4-in guns, six 21-In torp tubes, 34 kts ; sunk
by enemy aircraft in Gulf of Navplion, 27 Apr 1941 .
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on the island in the period of its weakness was Italy's greatest mistake .
The existence of Malta as a British base, even though its use by the
Mediterranean Fleet was severely curtailed, limited the activity of the
Italian Fleet in the Central Mediterranean and threatened Italy's vita l
communications with Libya . "Under these circumstances," wrote the German Admiral in Rome in August 1940, "the elimination of Malta as a
British naval and air base becomes imperative . Going by present experiences this task cannot be left to the Italian air force alone ." And he
pressed, without success, a long series of plans for the elimination of Malt a
as the first condition for Italian control of the Central Mediterranean .
Had such elimination been possible it might have been when Italy ha d
the preponderance of naval power in the Mediterranean, and Malta' s
air fighting force consisted of four Hurricanes, and three Gladiators whic h
had been left—still in their packing cases—by the carrier Glorious ; an d
the garrison strength only permitted beach defence on an average battalion
front of fifteen miles, with practically no reserves for counter-attack, as
was the situation in the early months of the war, and before Italian strengt h
had been committed to other ventures . ? As it was, Mussolini—without
control of the sea and with his communications increasingly harassed b y
air, and later surface, attacks from Malta—not content with having his
large armies in Africa placed in extreme jeopardy, now further dissipate d
his resources in the Greek adventure, while British strength in the Mediterranean was built up . Throughout November and December the reinforcement of Greece, Crete, and Malta continued in a series of involved operations which—together with the additional duties imposed upon it in sup porting the British attack in Libya—employed the whole fleet in coverin g
and escorting convoys and in carrying out air attacks and bombardment s
on Italian positions ; and in one of these Cunningham took Warspite int o
Malta for a couple of days . It was her first visit since May, and was a n
illustration of the improved situation of the British in the Central Mediterranean .
This operation, which included an air attack on Rhodes ; the passage of
convoys through the Sicilian Narrows and of Malaya to the Western
Mediterranean ; and a cruiser raid into the Adriatic and a battleshi p
bombardment of Valona, took place in the middle of December, and wa s
the last major operation in the Mediterranean in which Sydney took part.
In October 1940, it was arranged between the Naval Board and th e
Commander-in-Chief, East Indies, that Hobart should return to Australia ,
being relieved on the East Indies Station by Perth ; and on the 28th November Perth sailed from Fremantle as part escort of A .I .F . convoy US .7, and
to join the East Indies Station . During November and December ship s
were sunk by mines on the south and east coasts of Australia, and in th e
7 After the war the German naval historians Assmann and Gladisch wrote : "At first neither the
Germans nor Italians assessed adequately the extraordinary strategic importance of Malta, o r
they would have taken it before the enemy's defences could be strengthened, for its possessio n
was vital to the safe transport of supplies to Tripoli . From the German viewpoint this operatio n
should have been entrusted to the Italians in 1940 when the Mediterranean war was still regarde d
as primarily an Italian concern . The Axis attacks on Malta were therefore restricted to intensiv e
air attacks—which however reduced their own strength on the African fronts—and to the minin g
of coastal waters . It is admitted that this only temporarily restricted the island 's use as a base. "
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first week of December German surface raiders sank a number of ship s
off Nauru Island . On the 9th December the Naval Board, reviewing th e
situation and the naval commitments on the Australia Station, told th e
Admiralty : "We are finding it extremely difficult to meet them wit h
resources now at our disposal," and proposed, among other things, tha t
Westralia—which since July had been in the East Indies command—an d
either Perth or Sydney should return to Australia . This was approved b y
the Admiralty who, on the 15th December, told the Naval Board tha t
Westralia would return to Australia as soon as possible ; that Sydney would
return as soon as relieved in the Mediterranean by Southampton—whic h
was being redisposed from Indian Ocean convoy work to replace th e
damaged Glasgow—and that Perth also would be released from the Eas t
Indies Station to join the Mediterranean Fleet . Perth, which arrived at
Aden on the 12th December (where she met Hobart who was on her wa y
home to Australia), after a brief period of escort work in the Red Sea ,
passed through the Suez Canal on the 23rd December and reached Alexandria the following day . There, on the 27th-28th December she wa s
painted in camouflage colours, and on the 30th replaced Sydney with Orion
and Ajax in the 7th Cruiser Squadron.
On the day Perth passed through the Canal, Sydney reached Malta fo r
docking and refit, following a period of activity largely in the Aegean ,
during which she had become well-known at the Piraeus in a series o f
visits .
The arrival of the cruisers and convoy at Piraeus on the second occasion o f
trooping (wrote Collins) aroused considerable enthusiasm, and it was remarkabl e
that many of the population on the waterfront and in boats recognised the shi p
and called her name and cheered as she passed .
This visit to the Piraeus was made the first occasion of a mixed part y
on board Sydney, when Collins entertained some guests including Lady
Palairet, the wife of the British minister : "They were delighted to tast e
white bread and good butter after months of black bread and ranci d
butter or margarine ." During the first half of December Sydney was o n
a number of occasions in the Piraeus, and the ship's company had som e
of their rare runs ashore . Athens was en fete at this period . In Albania
the Evzones, shouting "Aera! Aera!"—"Make room! Make room!"—wer e
driving the Italians before them and had captured Argyrokastro ; and in
the streets of the Greek capital crowds of excited citizens cheered, chaired ,
and overwhelmed with hospitality the British sailors, soldiers and airme n
whenever they appeared.
On the 17th December Sydney sailed from Suda Bay to join the fleet
for the Adriatic operation, and at 8 .20 the following morning took statio n
with the 7th Cruiser Squadron—Orion, Ajax, Sydney—with the destroyers
Jervis, Juno and Janus, on the port beam of the 1st Division of the battl e
fleet—Warspite, Valiant, Illustrious, with the 3rd Cruiser Squadron an d
destroyers—and the force pressed northwards along the west coast o f
Greece and close to Corfu in the teeth of a bitter north-east gale lade n
with drenching rain . Winter had come with a rush, and the coastal
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mountains were snow clad almost down to the sea . Against this inhospitable background the heavy ships, closest inshore, smashed their way
through seas which cascaded over the forecastles with every ponderou s
dive ; to seaward of them the more lightly moving ships of the cruise r
squadron flung the spray high from their bows ; and to seaward again
the squadron's three destroyers ploughed and pitched, at times almos t
hidden by enveloping sheets of water as they sliced through the large r
waves . Woollen clothes were pulled out of lockers "almost overnight", an d
the Commander-in-Chief himself recalled in later years that " I was gla d
of a balaclava helmet knitted by my wife" .
It had been intended to synchronise a bombing attack with the battle ships' bombardment of Valona, but the weather caused the cancellatio n
of this phase, and at dusk Illustrious and her escort were detached . A
little earlier the 7th Cruiser Squadron and destroyers had increased spee d
and pressed on ahead for the Strait of Otranto, and at 10 p .m . passe d
through into the Adriatic .
By now the weather had fined . Gales, rain and overcast gave place t o
clear moonlight and a flat calm as the striking force sped into the Adriati c
in the still cold . No enemy forces were sighted, and at 1 a .m . on th e
19th, those in the force saw astern of them the flashes of the battleships '
guns as they bombarded Valona . At 1 .30 a .m . the cruisers were northward
of the line Brindisi-Durazzo, and turned southwards to withdraw afte r
the battleships, who had left after firing one hundred rounds of 15-inch
shells into the Albanian port. The striking force passed southward through
the Strait without incident at 5 a .m ., and after a final visit to Suda Bay
Sydney proceeded to Malta. She made her farewells to that island on th e
8th January 1941 and, in company with Stuart who had completed he r
refit, sailed for Alexandria . Seventy-two hours later, after having exchanged
valedictory signals with the fleet, Sydney sailed for the last time fro m
the Egyptian base . On the 12th January she passed through the Suez
Canal—she had to anchor for some hours in the Great Bitter Lake in a
sandstorm—and on the 5th February reached Fremantle, where Hobart
and Westralia had anticipated her arrival with theirs on the 28th December
1940 and the 3rd January 1941 respectively .
x
In their months overseas, the ships of the R .A .N . had done much wor k
and much hard steaming and, with the exception of the armed merchan t
cruisers, had on many occasions been in action with the enemy . Hobart,
during the first twelve months of war, steamed 60,674 miles ; spent 32 2
days in the tropics ; and had steam on her main engines for 253 days .
Sydney, during 1940, steamed over 66,000 miles, which was severa l
thousand miles more than she covered in the four years of her pre-wa r
life ; and the destroyers' mileage was equally heavy . The greatest credit
was due to the engine department staffs—and more especially those i n
the destroyers, which ships were feeling the weight of their twenty-tw o
years or so of age—for the way in which they kept the ships running ;
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nearly always at short notice for steam, and called upon for frequent an d
prolonged bursts of high speed . Life in the smaller ships, the destroyer s
and sloops, involved "hard lying" for their companies, and this was particularly felt in the conditions in the mess decks resulting from the lack o f
ventilation at night when everything was closed down to darken ship, with ,
in the destroyers, the additional discomfort of wetness below in bad weather .
Walsh in Vampire, whose interest in the welfare of his ship's company
was always keen, was outspoken in his Letter of Proceedings in July 1940 ,
when he commented on the discovery of an advanced case of pulmonar y
tuberculosis in the ship
while several suspects were examined in the course of an inspection of all ratings .
There is no doubt that this discovery, combined with poor ventilation and cracks
in the deck which have developed lately, and which allow water to enter the mes s
decks in head seas, have had a worrying effect upon the ship's company .
Steps were taken to combat this by making such improvements as wer e
possible, and these had the desired effect, "though no one is lookin g
forward to winter and rough seas" .
This comment brought a sharp reproof from Tovey, then Vice-Admira l
Light Forces, who in a letter to Walsh—which, though marked " personal" ,
was copied to the Commander-in-Chief, the Naval Board, the Rear Admiral Commanding the Australian Squadron, and Captain (D) 10—
said :
The examination of the ship's company and the discovery of a number of suspect s
is a routine procedure ; the number of suspects found in Vampire was unusuall y
small, and none of them has since been confirmed as a T .B . case . Your statement
that the discovery of this one case had a worrying effect on the ship's company i s
most improper ; either it is unfounded, or it indicates that you allowed your ship' s
company, through ignorance which you took no steps to dispel, to become unjustifiably apprehensive over a perfectly normal occurrence .
This was at a time of stress and strain in the Mediterranean Fleet, an d
Tovey's concern that the morale of ships' companies should be maintaine d
is understandable . It would seem, however, that it would have bee n
equally "improper" for Walsh to have failed to comment upon an attitud e
of mind among his ship's company, its causes, and the steps taken fo r
its correction .
Certainly the manner in which Tovey's rebuke was communicated t o
other authorities was open to objection . It constituted a method pour
encourager les autres among junior commanding officers which was t o
be deprecated, since it might easily have deterred them from similarly incurring a mark of displeasure through bringing to the notice of their senior s
matters which should have been made known to them .
That lack of ventilation in the destroyer messdecks was a major proble m
was made clear by the fact that in their refits in 1940, the installation o f
forced draught ventilating systems was an important item in the wor k
undertaken . The defects of lower messdeck ventilation were experience d
also in the two sloops in the trying heat conditions of the Red Sea an d
Gulf of Aden .
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A serious defect in the construction of the ship in the very trying climate in whic h
she has been operating (wrote Walker of Parramatta) has been the ventilation o f
the enclosed lower messes and the galleys. Although probably adequate for peace
conditions and less extreme climates, when battened down at night the space s
become unbearable .
In the case of all ships, hours were long, work was strenuous, an d
leave was short, with few opportunities for recreation . Collins gave
Sydney's normal sea routine in November :
Ship's company work in two watches with all hands closed up for seventy minute s
at dawn and dusk. By night second degree readiness, all hands at quarters . Some
improvement was effected by closing in timber rack on the 4-inch gun deck, makin g
primitive accommodation for eighteen men off duty to sleep . Known as "Bomb
View Flats", this is much appreciated . . . . On normal return to base after an
exacting six or seven days at sea there are usually heavy ammunitioning, boile r
cleaning, and provisioning ; A/A guns to man all night ; ship to be cleaned ; an d
little leisure . Leave is only possible when not duty cruiser, to one watch, and the n
only to 10 p .m. ; with very rare all night leave. The average rating gets only abou t
two turns of leave ashore in a month . Recreation facilities are poor.
There was a Fleet Club in Alexandria which provided some facilities ,
and in October an Australian Comforts Fund Club was opened there .
The Red Sea ships, working out of Aden, had even less opportunitie s
of recreation for their crews .
The men hoped, of course—wrote Walker—to work from an interesting port ,
and were naturally disappointed to find themselves based on Aden, which ca n
provide practically no attractions for them .
Port Sudan had more to offer . Yarra, there in November, managed t o
get organised hockey, cricket, and swimming matches against the R .A.F .
and the Worcestershire Regiment .
In these matches (wrote Harrington) I am pleased to say our small ship's company was quite able to hold its own. There was considerable fraternisation between
the ship's company and ranks of the Worcestershire Regiment, and much interes t
taken in their accounts of their recent engagements with the Italians in th e
Gallabat area .
Some of the ships' companies got breaks during refits . Hobart was
refitting in Colombo for a month during October and November, and
the ship's company had twelve days' rest in the holiday camp at Diyatalawa .
Parramatta had ten days in Bombay during December, when her company were accommodated on shore . Leander was also there refitting, an d
"the two ships' companies merged harmoniously, receiving much kin d
entertainment from the residents of Bombay" . The companies of the
destroyers refitting in Malta were in some instances shore based for a
while . Stuart, for example, was for a period of her refit so dismantle d
as to be uninhabitable, and her crew found accommodation in Maltese
homes, those not on watch attending on board each morning until noon .
While the crews were on board during refits at Malta, all hands, excep t
fire parties left on board, had frequently to leave the ships for the shelters
on shore during air raids . "Progress from the ship to the particular shelter
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allotted to Stuart was extremely rapid, and served as effective training fo r
any aspirant for the world's hundred yards championship ."8
After the Dakar expedition Australia was with the Home Fleet and ,
based on Greenock, was occupied mainly on patrol and escort work . O n
29th October she rescued—in a gale and high sea—nine of the crew o f
thirteen of a Sunderland aircraft which had force-landed on the sea wes t
of the Hebrides . Early the following month she was ordered to join th e
force covering the approaches to Brest and Lorient in the hope of intercepting Scheer after the German raider's attack on convoy HX .84 on the
5th November, when five ships of the convoy, and the ocean escort—th e
armed merchant cruiser Jervis Bay 9—were sunk ; but machinery defects
prevented her doing so . On the 18th November, after providing cover
for Gibraltar and Sierra Leone convoys, she docked at Liverpool for refit .
During the nights of the 20th, 21st and 22nd December, while she was
in dry dock, Liverpool was the target for a series of heavy German ai r
raids, and the ship narrowly escaped serious damage in the first of these .
The dock had been flooded to three feet under the ship's floating draf t
as bomb protection, and on the night of the 20th a bomb fell in the wate r
right alongside the ship and appeared to explode, though without causin g
any damage . Subsequent examination showed that the bomb was an aeria l
torpedo of about 3,500 pounds, and that the tail charge only had exploded .
Slight damage was suffered the following night, when a 500-lb bomb fel l
near the port quarter, the explosion damaging the aircraft catapult an d
breaking ports in the captain's cabin . By the end of the month the refi t
was completed, and the ship again ready for service .
Morale in the Australian ships was high, especially where encounter s
with the enemy were frequent .
The recent warlike activities (wrote Collins of Sydney in July 1940) have had a
very beneficial effect on the ship's company, who are in high spirits . Their healt h
and conduct remains excellent and they have faced up to the somewhat tryin g
conditions at sea with very little rest in an admirable manner .
Three months later, not long after Yarra had joined the Red Sea Force ,
Harrington reported :
The morale of the ship's company is very high, due partly to their interest bein g
maintained by the fairly frequent opportunities of firing the guns . . . I fear that
some do not land even when they could do so in case they should miss an air raid . l
All the Australian commanding officers wrote of the ready and unstinte d
cooperation of the Royal Navy.
The authorities on shore and the officers and men of the various ships an d
establishments of the Royal Navy have shown us invariable kindness, and hav e
often gone to great trouble to help us (wrote Walker at the end of November) .
This has been a most happy feature of our service in these waters .
8 Clifford, Leader of the Crocks (1945), p. 126 .
B HMS Jervis Bay, armed merchant cruiser (1922), 14,164 tons, seven 6-in guns, 16 kts . (He r
commanding officer, Capt Fogarty Fegen, RN, had, from January 1928 to August 1929, been
Commander at the RAN College . He was posthumously awarded the Victoria Cross. )
r This was the ineffective high-level bombing of the Italians in the Red Sea . It was a differen t
matter in the Mediterranean, especially after the dive bombers arrived . When Harrington 's report
quoted above was received in Navy Office, Melbourne, at the end of 1940, it was proposed t o
give publicity to it. Colvin vetoed the suggestion . " There is a lot of nasty bombing to come, "
he said .
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In their six months of active warfare, all the ships' companies had
become seasoned and practised teams . Under the tuition of the permanen t
service officers and men and the practical schooling of action with th e
enemy, the reservists—who made up a large proportion of the crews,
particularly in the armed merchant cruisers, destroyers, and sloops—
learned quickly and well . At the outbreak of war in 1939 few of th e
reservists had known anything about a ship or a gun . By the end of 194 0
they had shown themselves, and the ships they helped to man, to be th e
peers of any afloat .
The reservists brought something fresh into the Navy (wrote the Flotilla Enginee r
Officer in Stuart) . Instead of being a ship full of sailors talking about nothing bu t
the sea and ships and grog and women, we were a team of sailors, clerks, rabbiters ,
chemists, students, butchers, bakers, and candlestick makers, talking about everythin g
under the sun . . . and women . War at sea is ninety-nine per cent utter boredo m
and one per cent spine chilling excitement . The Rockies entertained us ninety-nin e
per cent of the time and behaved like heroes during the one per cent of action .
What more could one ask? 2

Between them, ships and crews had seen many seas, fought in numerou s
engagements, and filled important places in the dispositions which enabled
the British Navy to keep control of the ocean routes . Not the least o f
their contribution lay in their part in securing Egypt and the Middl e
East, and in protecting the successive convoys of Australian troops whic h
crossed the Indian Ocean to help to build up the land forces there before
the end of the year.
With the year's end some of the ships had returned to Australia . But
the dawn of 1941 found a number still serving with the Royal Navy outside the Australia Station—Perth and the five destroyers in the Mediterranean ; Australia in Great Britain with the Home Fleet ; and Parramatta
and Yarra with the Red Sea Force . And, H .M . Ships but manned by
Australians, the armed merchant cruisers Kanimbla on the East Indie s
Station, and Moreton Bay and Arawa on the South Atlantic .

2 Cdr (E) W. H . S . Rands, RAN . "The Rockies, God Bless 'Em" (1950)—an article in Spindrift,
the journal of Flinders Naval Depot, Dec 1950, p . 41 . "Rockies "—the sailor's name for reservists.

